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Parallel Programming Languages for Collections
Abstract
The thesis discusses the design, expressive power, and implementation of parallel programming languages for
collections, the fragment dealing with collections of an object-oriented query language.
The Relational Algebra has a simple, intrinsic parallel semantics, which enabled the successful development of
parallel relational database systems. But the implementation techniques of these systems do not carry over to
the more complex object-oriented databases. In order to develop efficient parallel object-oriented database
systems, one needs to (1) design their query languages with parallelism in mind, and (2) find new
implementation techniques, specially designed for these languages. Here we pursue these goals for parallel
languages for collections.
The collections of interest for us are sets, bags, and sequences (lists). We start by describing a basic collection
calculus and additional forms of recursion on collections. They have an idealized parallel "execution",
assuming unbounded resources and instant communication, which gives us high-level parallel complexity
measures.
An interesting fragment of the calculus expresses exactly the queries in the parallel complexity class NC. Here
the salient construct is divide and conquer recursion on sets. Sublanguages obtained by imposing a bound k on
the number of recursion nesting correspond to the subclasses ACk, for k≥1.
We break the implementation of the calculus into three steps. First, sets and bags are implemented on
sequences, using high-level parallel algorithms we express such algorithms in a high-level language for
sequences called MAP, built around a new form of recursion. Second, we describe a complexity-preserving
compilation of MAP on a simple vector-parallel model. Third, we implement the vector model on a parallel
multiprocessor. Here we choose as target the LogP model, which can be instantiated to simulate various
multiprocessors. All but one of the vector model instructions require only restricted forms of communication
patters on LogP, called monotone communications. These in turn admit efficient implementations on LogP.
We ran two simple benchmarks on a LogP simulator, measuring the speedup and the scaleup. We report
conditions under which good speedup and scaleup can be expected.
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ABSTRACT
PARALLEL PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES FOR COLLECTIONS
Dan Suciu
Advisor  Val Tannen
The thesis discusses the design expressive power and implementation of parallel program 
ming languages for collections the fragment dealing with collections of an objectoriented
query language
The Relational Algebra has a simple intrinsic parallel semantics which enabled the success
ful development of parallel relational database systems But the implementation techniques
of these systems do not carry over to the more complex objectoriented databases In order
to develop ecient parallel objectoriented database systems one needs to  design their
query languages with parallelism in mind and   nd new implementation techniques
specially designed for these languages Here we pursue these goals for parallel languages for
collections
The collections of interest for us are sets bags and sequences lists We start by describing
a basic collection calculus and additional forms of recursion on collections They have an
idealized parallel execution assuming unbounded resources and instant communication
which gives us highlevel parallel complexity measures
An interesting fragment of the calculus expresses exactly the queries in the parallel com
plexity class NC  Here the salient construct is divide and conquer recursion on sets Sub
languages obtained by imposing a bound k on the number of recursion nesting correspond
to the subclasses AC k for k   
We break the implementation of the calculus into three steps First sets and bags are im
plemented on sequences using highlevel parallel algorithms
 we express such algorithms in
a highlevel language for sequences calledMAP built around a new form of recursion Sec
ond we describe a complexitypreserving compilation ofMAP on a simple vectorparallel
model Third we implement the vector model on a parallel multiprocessor Here we choose
as target the LogP model which can be instantiated to simulate various multiprocessors
ix
All but one of the vector model instructions require only restricted forms of communi
cation patters on LogP called monotone communications These in turn admit ecient
implementations on LogP
We ran two simple benchmarks on a LogP simulator measuring the speedup and the scaleup
We report conditions under which good speedup and scaleup can be expected
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Chapter  
Introduction
   Motivation
One of the major wellknown successes of basic theoretical research in Computer Science
has been the development of the relational model for databases  Query languages
actually used in industry like SQL have a clean mathematical core which is First Order
Logic or equivalently Relational Algebra Two major bene ts follow
  rst the complexity
of the queries expressed in these languages is wellunderstood eg we know what we can
and what we cannot express in SQL Secondly powerful implementation and optimization
techniques have been developed for these languages Moreover both bene ts are robust

several incremental extensions of the underlying mathematical core have been proposed and
shown to admit the same bene ts
While the inuence of the relational model on the design of query languages like SQL is well
known less known is the fact that the same model proved to have an unanticipated bene t
in parallel computation
 easy parallelization  Companies like Teradata Tandem etc
have been oering highly successful relational parallel database systems for some time now

see  for a review These systems essentially consist of wellengineered parallel imple
mentations of the relational algebra operators which leads to an ecient implementation
of SQL Customers running SQL applications can immediately bene t from parallelism by

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buying parallel data servers and recompiling their applications
Part of the explanation of this success story lies in the highly parallel nature of the oper
ators in the Relational Algebra and hence SQL But con ning a query language to these
operators imposes restrictions to the set of applications which can bene t from it Todays
object oriented database applications require more features than the relational model and
SQL can oer Eg  enumerates among others

 A variety of collection types
 sets bags lists arrays etc The relational model only
oers relations ie sets of tuples
 Nested collections
 eg a relation in which one  eld can be a list The relational
model insists that the  elds be atomic type
 More complex computations than those which can be expressed in the Relational
Algebra eg transitive closure
 Object ids These would allow both object sharing and object updates
 Object encapsulation Adapted from the original programming language view the
database interpretation of the concept is that an object encapsulates both program
and data
Stretching the relational model and its associated Relational Algebra to accommodate some
of the above features makes most of the implementation techniques developed for parallel
relational database systems useless Most existing or proposed objectoriented database
systems like O  ObjectStore  Gemstone  ODMG  where not designed par
ticularly with parallelism in mind Two notable exceptions are the Bubba database machine
implementing the language FAD  and the objectoriented storage system SHORE 

both deal explicitly with parallelism on at relations But keeping parallelism in mind while
designing such languages is important
 in fact a poor design for an objectoriented query
language could make an ecient parallel implementation impossible
In this thesis we study the design of parallel programming languages for collections
   MOTIVATION 
accommodating most of the above features We focus both on the mathematical robustness
of the underlying language concepts and on the development of ecient implementation
techniques While our original motivation comes from database query language design the
applicability of the techniques we develop reaches beyond that of database query languages
In fact some of our techniques are inspired from previous work done in conjunction with
generalpurpose parallel programming languages     
Recently BreazuTannen Buneman and Wong   have shown how query languages
can be designed around the operations naturally associated to the types of the objects
processed A language like the Relational Algebra featuring base types product types and
set types will have operations associated to the base types operations associated to the
product type and operations associated to the set types Using this clean design principle
they show how a variety of wellknown query languages including the Relational Algebra
can be naturally reconstructed We strive here to apply the same clean design principles
for parallel query languages
As mentioned before the clean mathematical core of query languages like SQL has en
abled a number of studies on its expressive power and expressive powers of its various
extensions Immerman   and Vardi  show that over ordered databases the Re
lational Algebra extended with xpoints expresses exactly the queries which are in PTIME 
while extended with partial xpoints expresses exactly the queries which are in PSPACE 
Immerman  and Abiteboul Vardi and Vianu  show how various extension of the Re
lational Algebra capture the classes DLOGSPACE NLOGSPACE PTIME NP PSPACE 
and EXPTIME 
Parallel programming languages for collections should have a similar well understood mathe
matical core and a clean connection with parallel complexity classes Moreover the parallel
complexities of queries expressed in these languages should be clearly visible in the high
level language Work in this direction has been done by Immerman  who has shown that
the Relational Algebra expresses essentially those queries which are computable in constant
parallel time on a PRAM with polynomially many processors Thus queries expressed in
the Relational Algebra are theoretically easy to compute in parallel Moreover the parallel
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time complexity of a query expressed in the Relational Algebra with iterations corresponds
to the number of iterations
An good implementation of a parallel query language should guarantee its highlevel parallel
complexity This can be achieved by using highlevel parallel algorithms with guaranteed
parallel running time Many highlevel parallel concurrent and distributed programming
languages have been designed and implemented recently which could more or less easily
express such algorithms There exist parallel extensions of FORTRAN like High Perfor
mance Fortran  and PTRAN   parallel extensions of C like C  SplitC 
and ConcertC  parallel extensions of C like COOL  and Charm  and
applicative parallel programming languages like NESL    Sisal    Crys
tal  Proteus    and Dataparallel ML    Most of them however have
been developed as highlevel abstractions or particular parallel architectures and do not
admit a machineindependent de nition of the parallel complexity
 this makes them good
candidates for ecient implementations on those architectures but poor tools for expressing
highlevel parallel algorithms A major exception is NESL designed by Guy Blelloch 
NESL is a powerful generalpurpose parallel functional languages which comes with a high
level de nition of the parallel complexity Certain compilation techniques developed for a
simple vectorparallel machine model  guarantee the preservation of the time complexity
for programs satisfying certain conditions One of these techniques attening nested paral 
lelism   is essential in the implementation of highlevel parallel query languages on
nested collections
Culler et al  take a critical look at popular models of parallel computation observ
ing that they reward programming techniques which are hard to implement on existing
multiprocessor architectures by assuming cost communication among processors and in
 nite bandwidth in these communications They propose a new lowlevel model of parallel
computation called the LogP model which captures accurately the cost of communica
tions on existing hardware These communication costs should be taken into account by
implementations of parallel query languages
  THESIS 
Our grail in this work is to develop a theory of the design and implementation of parallel pro
gramming languages for collections unifying a number of the seemingly dispersed principles
results and techniques enumerated above We would like to have clean design principles
and solid bridges to wellunderstood parallel complexity classes complexitypreserving com
pilation techniques and provably optimal lowlevel implementation on realistic models of
parallel computation like the LogP model
  Thesis
Query languages for collections are part of objectoriented database systems Here we start
from highlevel query languages for collections and end on distributed memory parallel
architectures We do this in several steps
Collection Languages The collections of interest for us here are sets bags and sequences
lists We identify a certain common structure for languages dealing with these collections
Based on that we de ne a basic calculus using design principles advocated in  
namely with operations designed around the types of the objects processed Thus there will
be operations associated to base types to the product type to the disjoint sum type and to
collection types In addition to the operations applicable to all collection types we consider
special operations for bags and special operations for sequences Finally we discuss several
forms of recursion on collections The generic form for sets bags and sequences of the
calculus is the Nested Collection Calculus NCC Chapter  When specialized to sets we
call it the Nested Relational Calculus NRC Chapter  For bags one needs to add some
operations like unique and monus Chapter  while for sequences we need to add N as a
basic type and several other operations zip enumerate etc see Chapter 
All these operations have a natural in some sense ideal parallel execution assuming
unbounded resources and instant communication Based on this ideal execution we de ne
the highlevel parallel time and work complexity measures hinted at in Chapter  and
developed in more detail but only for sequences in Chapter  On a given architecture
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with a  xed number of processors we strive to achieve an ideal running time that comes
out of these complexities using Brents scheduling principle
Divide and Conquer Recursion on Sets It is possible to show that an interesting
fragment put together from some of theses constructs and with an additional form of recur
sion on sets corresponds exactly to NC  The form of recursion is called divide and conquer
recursion on sets Chapter  Divide and conquer recursion with parameters e f u de nes
the unique function  in notation dcre f u taking  nite sets as arguments such that

 def e
fyg def fy
s  s  def uhs s i when s  s   
For example if we take e
def
 false fy
def
 true and uhv v i def v xor v  then
  dcre f u computes the parity of its input set
 s  true i jsj is odd Here jsj
denotes the cardinality of a set s As another example we can compute the transitive closure
of some binary relation r by taking e
def
  fy def r and uhr r i def rr rr  where
r  r  is relation composition
 then the transitive closure of r is obtained by applying 
to the set of nodes of the relation r namely tcr  !r! r where !!  are the
relational projections
In general dcre f u is wellde ned when there is some set containing e and the range of
f  on which u is associative commutative and has the identity e For parity this is the set
B of booleans while for transitive closure it is the set fr  r          rn j n   g
We will show in Chapter  that the fragment dealing with at relations of the Nested
Relational Calculus extended with dcr expresses over ordered databases exactly those queries
which are in NC  Here NC is the class of functions which can be computed on a PRAM in
polylogarithmic parallel time and with polynomially many processors
 it is regarded as the
class of tractable parallel functions in the same way in which PTIME is considered to be
the class of tractable sequential functions Moreover PTIME can be captured in a similar
way by replacing the divide and conquer recursion with element step recursion
  THESIS 
We extend this result to the whole Nested Relational Calculus and show that together with
a variant of divide and conquer recursion expresses exactly the NC queries over ordered
nested databases At a  ner level we establish connections between the nesting depth of
the dcr construct and the AC k subclasses of NC 
These results are related to previous results by Immerman and Vardi    show
ing that  rst order logic with xpoints expresses exactly the PTIME queries over ordered
databases
mapRecursion A desirable objectoriented query language may contain all or only some
of the constructs in the Nested Collection Calculus Here we show how to implement all
of them The implementation consists of several steps Sets and bags together with their
associated operations will be implemented on sequences Chapter  To implement the set
and bag operations eciently we use highlevel parallel algorithms on sequences such as
Valiants parallel merge algorithm Expressing these algorithms requires a more powerful
form of recursion than dcr We choose a certain recursion schema called maprecursion
Chapter  as central form of recursion in our implementation because it is suciently
powerful to allow us to express the parallel algorithms we need and at the same time can
be implemented with whileloops with just a little increase in the work complexity
The maprecursion restricts the programmer to de ne recursive functions f only according
to the schema in Figure  Namely to compute fx the input x is  rst divided into a
number of subproblems say x x        xn  then f is recursively applied in parallel on
each of the n subproblems and  nally the n results are combined We show in Chapter 
that many familiar recursion schema can be automatically translated into maprecursive
de nitions In fact there are very few useful algorithms which cannot be expressed using
maprecursion
Thus the sequence query language extended with maprecursion gives us a language called
MAP in which all the collection query language constructs can be implemented eciently
Chapter 
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fun fx  let val x x        xn   dx
val y y        yn   fx fx        fxn 
in chx y y        yn i
end
Figure 
 Basic maprecursive schema
ComplexityPreserving Compilation The next problem is to implementMAP and
this is further broken down into a compilation on a BVRAM a vectorparallel machine
model described in Chapter  and an implementation of the BVRAM on a parallel multi
processor We prove that for any    it is possible to compile a MAP program with
parallel time complexity T and work complexity W into a BVRAM program with parallel
time complexity OT  and work complexity OW  
Moreover this can be done while keeping the BVRAM very simple
 it has only limited
forms of permutations on sequences and a bounded number of sequence registers These
limitations will be explored further In particular the BVRAM admits an provably ecient
implementation on a buttery network As a consequence we can design ecient algorithms
for the buttery network in the highlevel languageMAP Chapter 
Monotone Communications The last step is to implement the BVRAM on an actual
multiprocessor architecture Given that the technology is moving rapidly we choose to
do it on the LogP model developed by Culler et al  which can be instantiated to
capture various architectures see Chapter  Under this model a parallel computation
is performed by a set of P independent nodes connected by a network enabling pointto
point communications
 the L o and g parameters stand for the latency overhead and
gap of the network and together describe with precision the cost and limitations of the
communications 
We describe in Chapter  an implementation of our lowlevel parallel vector model the
BVRAM on the LogP model A key observation for an ecient implementation is the
  OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 
fact that the all but one of the BVRAM instructions require only special kinds of com
munications in the LogP model called monotone communications We show in Chapter 
that a monotone communication without message replication which we call a one to one
monotone communication admits a provably optimal implementation on the LogP model
This together with the provably optimal algorithms for broadcast and summation for the
LogP model described by Karp Sahay Santos and Schauser  allows us to design an
ecient implementation of the BVRAM on the LogP model
Experiments Finally we run two simple benchmarks on a LogP simulator to test the
feasibility of our implementation and measured the speedup and the scaleup two widely
accepted performance metrics for parallel database systems  The speedup measures
the ability of an implementation to run faster on the same database as the number of
processors is increased while the speedup measures its ability to run in the same time
when both the number of processors and the size of the database are increased at the same
rate We tried to engineer carefully our implementation of the BVRAM on the LogP model
to allow communications and computations to overlap
The  rst benchmark is a at database benchmark while the second is an objectoriented
database benchmark The experiments show that good speedup and scaleup characteristics
are achievable for both benchmarks provided that two conditions are met
  the amount
of local data per processor is reasonably large say     words and  the residual
work ie the useful work which each of the P processors has to perform after the com
munication phase is suciently large in order to justify the relatively high communication
cost paid for uniformly distributing this work on the processors
  Overview of Results
Query languages and parallel complexity classes In Chapter  we study the rela
tionship between various query language and parallel complexity classes Our  rst result
here is that the Relational Algebra extended with divide and conquer recursion on sets
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expresses over ordered databases exactly the queries which are in NC  Theorem  Sec
ond we prove that the Nested Relational Algebra extended with a variant of the divide and
conquer recursion expresses over ordered nested databases exactly the queries which are in
NC  Both results can be re ned to establish relationships between fragments of these query
languages and certain subclasses of NC 
 the language obtained by restricting the nesting
depths of divide and conquer recursion to  k capture exactly the queries which are in
AC k for k   
As mathematical constructs nite sets can be described in two dierent ways as freely
generated algebraic structures One such description gives rise to a programming construct
which inspired divide and conquer recursion on sets The other inspires a dierent form
of recursion called here element step recursion on sets It can be shown that PTIME is
captured in exactly the same way by element step recursion on sets in which NC is captured
by divide and conquer recursion Proposition  Thus the two complexity classes NC
and PTIME can be described in terms of two alternative ways of recurring on sets
Along the way we prove a number of results relating divideandconquer recursion and
elementsteprecursion with other forms of recursion considered in the past prove that
the sideconditions for divideandconquer recursion are undecidable and relate dierent
encoding techniques for complex objects
Design of a highlevel implementation language MAP In Chapter  we design the
implementation language MAP by adding maprecursion to our language for sequences
We de ne in an machineindependent manner its parallel execution and its parallel com
plexities As evidence for its expressiveness we give a list of parallel algorithms expressed
inMAP and show how our parallel constructs for sets and bags and divide and conquer
recursion can be eciently implemented inMAP
Ecient compilation ofMAP We describe the target machine the BVRAM in Chap
ter  Our main result here consists in showing thatMAP can be compiled on the BVRAM
while preserving the parallel time complexity and with an arbitrarily small overhead in the
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work complexity Theorems  and  This can be done despite the simplicity of the
BVRAM model
 it has a  xed number of vector registers and its instructions allow us to
perform only limited kinds of permutations on a sequence
The simplicity of the BVRAM pays o in the form of more ecient implementations on an
other model of parallel computation
 the buttery network Our second result in Chapter 
shows that each of the BVRAM instructions can be eciently implemented on a buttery
network Proposition 
 this result would fail had we considered a more powerful ver
sion of the BVRAM By combining these two results one can express ecient algorithms
for a buttery network inMAP Section 
The third result gives a lower bound on the cost of performing an arbitrary permutation of
a sequence inMAP or on a BVRAM Thus as models of parallel computations both the
languageMAP and the BVRAM make the cost of communication visible
As a last application of the compilation theorem we validateMAP as a model of parallel
computation by comparing it with traditional models like the PRAM and the Alternating
Turing Machines
Implementation of the BVRAM on the LogP model In Chapter  we discuss
the implementation of the BVRAM instructions on the LogP model Our only theoretical
result here consists in showing that monotone one to one communications admit a provably
optimal implementation on the LogP model Moreover the algorithm implementing the
optimal communication is simple and straightforward
Our main results in this part of the thesis are practical Namely we show that our approach of
implementing a declarative parallel query language inMAP compiling that into BVRAM
and implementing the latter on the LogP model passes under reasonable conditions impor
tant tests in parallel databases
 speedup and scaleup We show this by running experiments
both on a at relational benchmark and on an objectoriented database benchmark The
conditions are that  enough data resides at each processor and  the benchmark is
computationintensive
 then the cost of communications needed to balance the work among
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the physical processors is compensated by the gain of dividing the useful work among the
processors
Chapter 
Parallel Computations on
Collections
This Chapter is an overview of the operations on collections considered in this thesis We
start by describing generic operations which apply to all collections considered here
 sets
bags and sequences These operations rely on a common structure of the three collection
types and they form a generic calculus the Nested Collection Calculus Next we discuss
additional operations needed for bags and especially for sequences as well as forms of
recursion associated to collections All operations have a natural parallel execution asso
ciated to them and from that we derive a machineindependent notion of parallel time
complexity assuming in nite resources and cost communication
 a complete de nition
of the parallel complexity is postponed however until Chapter  however Finally we dis
cuss existing multiprocessor architectures and describe the ideal running time for a parallel
query implemented on such an architecture
  Types
In this chapter we present the basic operations occuring in parallel query languages for sets
bags and sequences All operations are strongly typed The types are constructed from a
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set of base types by combinations of product type sum type and collection type constructors
The base types are denoted by D   D          and may include types like string real  int  N
etc The types are given by the grammar

t 

 D  j D   j       j t        t j t       t j dtc
We will denote with D some arbitrary domain of the base type instead of D i with i    The
type t         tn denotes the product type and contains all ntuples hx        xni where
x 	 t        xn 	 tn The next construct t     tn is the disjoint sum type of t        tn
its values are of the form inx or in x        or innxn with x 	 t        xn 	 tn
We denote with unit the empty product type obtained by taking n   in t       tn
 unit
has only one value the empty tuple hi We de ne the boolean type B def unit  unit  and
identify its values inhi and in hi with true and false respectively We could take n   in
a disjoint sum type t         tn too
 the resulting type has no values at all and is of no
interest for us in the sequel
The salient type construct for our languages however is the collection type construct dtc
It contains all  nite collections dx        xn c where x        xn  	 t We shall consider
three particular kinds of collections
 sets bags ie multisets and sequences

 Sets are unordered and have no duplicates We denote sets like f  g Then
f   g is the same as f  g
 Bags are still unordered but here the number of elements matters We will use the
notation fj   jg for a bag fj   jg is the same as fj   jg but dierent from
fj  jg
 Sequences are ordered collections which we write as     The sequences    
    and    are all dierent
The three dierent collection types  nd applications in dierent areas
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 Sets and bags are fundamental types in relational databases The parallel functional
languages we discuss in Chapter  are intended as a core of a parallel database query
languages
 Sequences play a dual role First they are fundamental types together with sets and
bags in objectoriented databases see eg 
 they can be used to represent a variety
of datastructures like graphs trees etc see  Secondly we use them as central
types in the design of a parallel implementation language see Chapter 
 The Nested Collection Calculus NCC
The Nested Collection Calculus is a functional language with variables The name calculus
should be understood in the spirit of the lambdacalculus ie a notation for values and
functions and not in the spirit of the relational calculus ie a logicbased language
The language is parameterized by a set of base types constants and external functions We
write c 
 tc for a constant c of type tc and p 
 dp 
 cp for an external function with do
main dp and codomain cp Examples of constants are
 numbers eg                
strings eg abcxd etc The external functions may be operations on the base types like
   string concatenation etc or userde ned library functions We shall mention
whenever our results depend on certain assumptions on these constants and external func
tions We denote with " the set of base types constants and external functions by which
our languages are parameterized
We assume an in nite set of variables X to be given We de ne a type context # to be a set
of the form #  fx 
 s        xn 
 sng where x        xn are distinct variables and s        sn
are types The expressions of the calculi fall into two distinct syntactic categories
 term
expressions and function expressions We shall write #   e 
 t whenever the term
expression e has type t under the type context # Similarly we write #   f 
 t 
 t 
whenever the function expression f has type t 
 t  under the type context #
The basic idea in   which proved quite fruitful is to design languages for collections
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 The de nition of NCC
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 The de nition of NCC
 operations associated to the product type
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 The de nition of NCC
 operations associated to the sum type
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 The de nition of NCC
 Functions
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 The de nition of NCC
 operations common to all collections
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 The de nition of NCC
 Weakening
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by considering tuples sums and collections as orthogonal Hence there will be primitives
that work on tuples Figure  primitives that work on sums Figure  and primitives
that work on collections Figure  In addition we have constants variables external
functions and equality at all base types Figure  constructs dealing with functions de
 ned in NCCFigure  and  nally a rule allowing us to use more variables than strictly
needed Figure  We emphasize the fact that there are no higherorder functions de n
able in NCC eg the type of a function cannot be t 
 t 
 t
Altogether these rules de ne the Nested Collection Calculus NCC" there will be
some additional operations on bags and sequences which we discuss in the following Section
We abbreviate this language with NCC when " contains only base types and constants ie
no external functions
The meaning of these expressions is as follows he        eni denotes an ntuple t  tni 
for i   n are the projections
 t tni hx        xni def xi dc is the empty collection
dec denotes the singleton collection and e$e  is the union of the collections e and e 
it is true union in the case of sets bag addition for bags and sequence concatenation for
sequences We shall use the symbols  and  for set union and bag addition and use $
only for sequence concatenation When the kind of collection is unspeci ed however we
will use the symbol $ Finally extfdx        xn c def fx$      $fxn  The lambda
expression x
t e denotes a function in which x is the input variable
We shall drop the type superscripts and the types in the abstractions whenever they can be
deduced from the context and we shall abbreviate dxc$       $dxn c with dx        xn c
Also we will freely use pattern matching in expressions like in the function swap 
 tt  

t  t which we write as swap def hx
t x 
t i hx  xi or even hx x i hx  xi instead
of the ocial z
t  t  ht t  z t t zi
As usual we distinguish between free and bound variables
 x becomes bound in x
t e
fe denotes function application We de ne a query to be a closed function expression
f 
 t 
 t  ie with no free variables
As an alternative for the ext construction we will sometimes consider the constructs
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#   f 
 t 
 t 
#   mapf 
 dtc 
 dt c
#   e 
 ddecc
#    attene 
 dtc
Figure 
 The de nition of NCC
 map and  atten  alternatives for ext
map and  atten whose types are given in Figure 
map and  atten can be de ned in terms of ext

mapf
def
 extx
t dfxc
 atten
def
 extx
dtc x
Their meanings are given by

mapfdx        xn c  dfx        fxn c
 attendx        xn c  x$      $xn 
Conversely ext can be expressed in terms of map and  atten

extfx
def
  attenmapfx
We shall mention in the sequel whenever we assume the ext or the map and  atten
presentation of the calculus
Example  The database projections !i 
 dt         tic 
 dtic i   n are dened
by !i  mapi
Example  The function distributeleft 
 t  dt c 
 dt  t c with the meaning
distributelefthx dy        ynci
def
 dhx yi        hx ynic
is dened by distributeleft  hx
t Y 
dt ci exty
t  hx yiY  Note the essential role
of the free variable x in the function y
t  hx yi Also distributeright 
 dtc t  
 dt t c
can be dened similarly
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#   e 
 B #   e  
 t #   e 
 t
#   if e then e  else e 
 t
Figure 
 The types for the if construct an alternative for case and sum types
Example  For x 
 dtc x  
 dt c the Cartesian product is dened by
 def hx
dtc x  
 dt ci extu
t distributelefthu x ix
For sets and bags this is equivalent to
 def hx x i extv distributerighthx vix 
but for sequences the two expressions dier Eg for x  a        am  x   b        bn 
we have
x  x   ha bi ha bi        ha bn i ha bi               ham  bn i
x  x   ha bi ha bi        ham  bi ha bi               ham  bn i
Example  For three expressions e 
 B  e  
 t e 
 t we abbreviate if e then e  else e
for case e of in
unitunit
 x e j inunitunit  x  e  Then all boolean operations
not and or at type B are easily denable Eg x and y
def
 if x then y else false
In fact the sum types are redundant
 they can be replaced with a primitive type B  and an
if then else construct as given in Figure  Let us denote with NCC " the language
NCC" without sum types but extended with B and ifthenelse We state the following
proposition without proof Wong  proves a similar statement for sets and bags
 it is
easy to extend that proof to sequences
Proposition  NCC " and NCC" have the same expressive power ie they can
express exactly the same functions over types not involving the sum type operator 
Example 	 Let p 
 t 
 B be some predicate expressible in the language Then we
dene lterp 
 dtc 
 dtc as follows lter p def extx if px then dxc else dc From
here we can derive select 
 dB  tc 
 dtc as selectx  ! lter hb i bx
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Since bags and sequences have more structure than sets NCC has additional operations for
these two collection types which we discuss next
 Particular Languages for Sets Bags and Sequences
  Languages for Sets and Bags
In the case of sets NCC contains all operations of interest for us In Chapter  we will
study the expressive power of the restriction of NCC to sets
 we will call this restriction
NRC for Nested Relational Calculus In order to simplify some technical details we
drop the sum types from NRC and add the boolean type B and if  then  else as a new
primitives
 Proposition  tells us that there is no loss in generality in doing that Thus
the types of NRC are given by the grammar

t 

 D j B j t        t j ftg
We shall use more traditional notations in NRC namely  instead of $ and  instead of
fg
For the purpose of a good match with parallel complexity classes we include in NRC a
new operation get whose type is given in Figure  Its meaning is geths yi  x when
s is the singleton fxg and geths yi  y when s is not a singleton Strictly speaking get is
not inherited from NCC
 we add it to NRC because it is not expressible in terms of the
other operations Subsection  and without it the connection with parallel complexity
classes given in Chapter  wouldnt be so smooth But we will show Subsection  that
get does not really aect the expressive power of NRC
 all functions returning sets in NRC
are expressible without get too We insist in keeping get somehow separate from the NRC
operations inherited from NCC in order to facilitate a comparison between NRC and other
query languages for nested relations considered in the literature      which
do not have a getlike function
Example  In NRC we can express the equality predicate  t
 t t
 B at every type
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get 
 fDg  D 
 D
Figure 
 The Function get in NRC
t by induction on the type t Indeed once we have  t    t        and  tn  we can dene
 t tn by
x  t t x 
def
 x  t  x  and       and nx  tn nx 
Now suppose we have an equality predicate on t and we want to dened one on ftg We
proceed as follows
 First dene member t 
 t ftg 
 B  member thx Y i returns true i x 	 Y 
 Next dene included t 
 ftg  ftg 
 B  included thXY i returns true i X  Y 
 Finally dene equality at type ftg
Namely
member t
def
 hx
t Y 
ftgi notemptyexty
t if x  t y then fhig else Y 
included t
def
 hX
ftg Y 
 ftgi emptylterx
t notmember thx Y iX
X  ftg Y 
def
 included thXY iand included thYXi
When no external functions are present NRC has the same expressive power as other
languages for complex objects discussed in the literature

Proposition  	 
 
  NRC has essentially the same expressive power as
Abiteboul and Beeris algebra without powerset  as Schek and Scholls NF   relational
algebra 
 as Thomas and Fischers algebra 

 and as Paredaens and Van Guchts
nested algebra  	
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In the Relational Algebra   the only types are at relation types ie products
of types of the form fD         D g The operations are
 !i p where  is set
dierence and p is selection % what we call here lter  Paredaens and Van Gucht  and
Wong  prove the following conservativity property
 the functions expressible in NRC
over at relation types coincide with those expressible in the Relational Algebra
Early work on nested relations    has focused on nest and unnest as salient
operations associated to nested relations Here unnest 
 ft ftgg 
 ft tg is a variation
of  atten and is de ned in NRC as unnests def  attenmapdistributeleft x while
nest 
 ft  tg 
 ft  ftgg has the following meaning
 nests  fhu V i j v hu vi 	
s  V  fv j hu vi 	 sgg It can be expressed in NRC too as

nests  mapu exthu vi if u  u then fvg else s!s
Note that unnestnests  s but nestunnests  s in general
Using the conservativity result we conclude that NRC cannot express transitive closure and
parity Here transitive closure is de ned as tc 
 fD  D g 
 fD  D g tcx def fhu vi j
u u        un u  u un  vi hui  uii 	 xg and parity 
 fD g 
 B parityx  true
i jxj is odd where jxj denotes the cardinality of the set x In Chapter  we show that
NRC extended with a form of recursion called divide and conquer recursion on sets captures
exactly the parallel complexity class NC  In particular it can express both transitive closure
and parity
From the point of view of parallel evaluation NRC expresses only functions of a very low
parallel complexity
 namely we prove in Proposition  that all queries expressible in
NRC are in AC  ie can be computed in constant parallel time on a CRCW PRAM with
polynomially many processors
In the case of bags it turns out that a number of tractable operations on bags cannot be
expressed with the operations so far in NCC Indeed Libkin and Wong  consider the
following operations on bags

max 
 fjtjg  fjtjg 
 fjtjg
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min 
 fjtjg  fjtjg 
 fjtjg
subbag 
 fjtjg  fjtjg 
 B
unique 
 fjtjg 
 fjtjg
monus 
 fjtjg  fjtjg 
 fjtjg
Their meaning is easiest expressed in terms of the function count 
 t fjtjg 
 N de ned to
be counthx si def n i the number of occurences of x in s is n Then

counthxmaxhs s ii def maxhcounthx si counthx s ii
counthxminhs s ii def minhcounthx si counthx s ii
subbaghs s i def x counthx si  counthx s i
counthx uniquesi  
   if counthx si   if counthx si  
counthxmonushs s ii def counthx si
 counthx s i
Here m
 n def m n if m   n and  otherwise
We illustrate with two simple examples

uniquefja a a b c cjg  fja b cjg
monushfja a a b c c djg fja b b c ejgi  fja a c djg
Libkin and Wong prove that all above operations are tractable that they are not expressible
in a language obtained by instantiating NCC to bags and that all can be expresses with
only two of them
 monus and unique We therefore include monus and unique in NCC
   Languages for Sequences
Sequences dier from sets and bags in that their elements have an associated position
which is a natural number We assume that N is a base type in the language and that basic
arithmetic operations    are included in " Also we assume monus to be in " written
m
 n de ned as m n when m   n and  otherwise
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#   &t 
 t
#   e 
 t
#   lengthe 
 N
#   e 
 t
#   gete 
 t
#   e 
 t #   e  
 t 
#   ziphe e i 
 t  t 
#   e 
 t
#   enumeratee 
 N
#   e 
 t #   e 
 N
#   splithe ei 
 t
Figure 
 Speci c operations for sequences
As for the case of bags we observe that some desirable tractable operations on sequences
cannot be expressed in NCC with the primitives described so far We will add to NCC the
operations on sequences listed in Figure  and describe their semantics below
&t denotes an error value at type t
 error values arise naturally in conjunction with oper
ations on sequences The function getx expects x to be a sequence of length one and in
that case returns the only element of that sequence zip and enumerate are de ned by

ziphx        xn  y        yn i def hx yi        hxn  yn i
enumeratex        xn 
def
         n 
zip returns an error ie & when the two sequences have dierent lengths Finally splitx y
is a kind of an inverse to  atten It expects y to be a sequence of integers whose sum equals
the length of x then splitx y splits x into a number of subsequences whose lengths is
given by the numbers in y Eg splita b c d e     a b  c d e
Example  Equality at all types can be expressed in NCC in a similar way to Exam 
ple 
 Namely
X  t Y 
def
 lengthX  N lengthY  and emptylter hx yi notx  t yziphXY i
Example  The bounded monotone routing bmRoute 
 t  N  t 
 t has the
following meaning bmRoutehu d xi replicates each element of the sequence x a number of
times dictated by the corresponding element in d Moreover u should match in length the
nal result u is called the bound The name monotone routing comes from the fact that
the elements of x are routed to dierent positions but such that the relative order of the
elements is preserved Eg bmRoutehu u u  v v    a b ci  a a a c c The
 RECURSION 
bound u prohibits us from constructing a very long sequence in constant parallel time The
denition is bmRoutehu d xi def !  attenmapdistributerightziphsplithu di xi
Example  Familiar operations on lists are easily derived rst and tail can be dened
by
rstx
def
 getgetbmRoutehhi   splitx  lengthx  i
tailx
def
 getbmRoutehhi   splitx  lengthx  i
If x is empty split will produce an error Similarly we can dene last and remove last 
which return the last element and delete the last element from a sequence respectively
Here x
 y monus is dened on natural numbers to be xy when x   y and  otherwise
Example  suggests that sequences behave like lists
 in fact we can even append two
sequences in one step with the primitive operation $ But we will see that we can also
extract in one step an element from a given position of a sequence see the function index
in Section 
 in this respect sequences behave more like arrays
 Recursion
We discuss here recursion schemas to be added on top of NCC Structural recursion is a
declarative construct which is derived from the fundamental mathematical properties of
the various collection types It seems to be to restrictive for sets so we slightly relax its
de nition to divide and conquer recursion on sets Finally map recursion is a functional
programming construct obtained by generalizing divide and conquer recursion even further
Note however that none of these recursion schemas is strictly speaking in NCC
 when added
to NCC each of them increases its expressive power
  Structural Recursion
BreazuTannen and Subrahmanyam  discuss what kind of operations are naturally asso
ciated with a collection type dtc They start from the observation that in all three examples
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e 
 t f 
 t
 t u 
 t  t 
 t
srue f u 
 dtc 
 t
dc def e
dyc def fy
s$s 
def
 us s 
Figure 
 Structural recursion on the union presentation
of collections the structure dtc$ dc is a monoid which in some sens is freely generated
by the set t More precisely

 t$  is the monoid freely generated by t
 fjtjg fjjg is the commutative monoid freely generated by t Indeed bag addition
 is commutative s  s   s   s
 ftg  is the commutative and idempotent monoid freely generated by t Indeed
set union  is both commutative and idempotent ie s  s  s
It follows that whenever t u e is a similar kind of monoid as dtc$ dc that is commu
tative or commutative and idempotent any function f 
 t
 t can be uniquely extended
to a monoid homomorphism  
 dtc 
 t This lead  to de ne a programming construct
called structural recursion on the union presentation We discuss it here
The structural recursion on the union presentation with parameters e f  and u
de nes a function  
 dtc 
 t as in Figure  Formally we write  def srue f u
In order for  to be well de ned we need to impose conditions on the parameters e and u
no conditions are needed for f These conditions depend on the particular collection type
considered They are

 For sequences

 RECURSION 
uhe xi  uhx ei  x Identity
uhx uhx  xii  uhuhx x i xi Associativity
 For bags we impose both conditions for sequences and add a third condition

uhx x i  uhx  xi Commutativity
 For sets we impose all three conditions above and add

uhx xi  x Idempotence
Example  We can express the function reverse 
 t 
 t on sequences using struc 
tural recursion as
reverse
def
 sru y y hs s i s $s
Obviously the function hs s i s $s has identity  and is associative hence reverse is
well dened
Example  We can express parity 
 fjtjg 
 B  which returns true on bags with an odd
number of elements as parity
def
 srufalse y true hb b i bxor b  Here xor is exclusive
or between b and b  Since xor is associative commutative and has identity false it follows
that parity is well dened
Structural recursion on the union presentation is a highlevel declarative construct It
has an equational theory namely that of Figure  which opens the door to powerful
optimizations Still it suers a major drawback
 checking the sideconditions is in general
undecidable see Theorem  for sets and  for sequences and bags This remains
true for all other forms of recursions with sideconditions which we will consider further
In certain cases we know how to de ne decidable sublanguages with the same expressive
power but these sublanguages are not so elegant
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fg def e
fyg def fy
s  s  def uhs s i when s  s   
Figure 
 Divide and conquer recursion on sets
We found however that for sets its expressive power is limited For example we cannot
de ne parity for sets in the way we de ned it for bags in Example  because xor is not
idempotent This lead us to consider a generalization of sru for sets which we call divide
and conquer recursion
   Divide and Conquer Recursion
Operationally a function  
 dtc 
 t de ned by structural recursion on the union pre
sentation   srue f u is computed as follows To compute s
  decompose s as
s  s$s   compute recursively x  s x   s  and  compute the result
as uhx x i The conditions imposed on u and e make this de nition mathematically ele
gant by allowing the decomposition at step  to be arbitrary The structural recursion
on the union presentation is a declarative construct allowing the compiler interpreter to
choose the most convenient way of computing the function
 this paves the way for database
optimizations
In practice many useful algorithms are expressed by controlling the decomposition at step
 more closely We shall impose here a slight control on the way this decomposition is
done for sets by requiring s and s  to be disjoint We call the resulting form of recursion
divide and conquer recursion on sets Formally a function  is de ned by divide and
conquer recursion on sets with parameters e f u i it is de ned as in Figure 
For de nedness u has to be associative commutative and have identity e
 what the addi
tional condition s  s    buys us is that u is not required to be idempotent Eg we can
express parity on sets parity 
 ftg 
 B  using divide and conquer recursion on sets in the
 RECURSION 
same way as we expressed it on bags in Example  In fact another way of understanding
dcr is to observe that it is sru on bags composed with the function setToBag 
 ftg 
 fjtjg
which produces a bag in which each element occurs exactly once
Any function de ned by structural recursion on the union presentation on sets   
srue f u is automatically de ned by divide and conquer recursion as   dcre f u be
cause we only have to forget that u is idempotent We do not know whether the converse
is true
 more we do not know whether parity can be expressed with sru with a polynomial
complexity
Finally we note that dcr is a wellknown construct It appears under the name pump in a
language speci cally designed for a parallel database machine FAD  Following FAD but
under the name hom this construct was included in Machiavelli  where it  t nicely into
the languages type system Called a form of transducer it is part of SVP  precisely
in order to support divide and conquer parallelism Some limitations of its theoretical
expressive power were examined under the name hom by Immerman Patnaik and Stemple
 Theorem  They also note that dcr is in NC  Part of our interest in dcr lies in the
fact that it  ts into a natural hierarchy of query languages obtained by extendingNRC with
certain forms of structural recursion on collection types     see Section 
Theoretical studies of expressiveness such as      and the results presented
here help us with the choice and mix of primitives
  mapRecursion
The maprecursion discussed here is obtained by imposing a strict control on the way a
collection is divided and by generalizing from a way division to a division into an arbitrary
number of subcollections
Formally we say that a function  
 t
 t is de ned by maprecursion with parameters d
and c in notation   maprecd c i  is de ned as in Figure 
No conditions are imposed on d and c
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d 
 t
 dtc c 
 t dtc 
 t
maprecd c 
 t
 t
s
def
 csmapds
Figure 
 Map recursion
srue f u  maprecd c where

ds
def
 

ds d s when lengths   
 otherwise
cs x
def
 
 
e when both s and x are empty
fy when s  y
uhx x i when lengths    and x  x x 
unde ned otherwise
Figure 
 Expressing sru with maprecursion
mapRecursion is the salient ingredient of a language for sequences calledMAP which we
use as implementation language forNCC MAP is obtained by restrictingNCC to sequences
and adding to it maprecursion We will show in Section  how all operations on sets and
bags in NCC can be expressed in MAP Moreover various forms of recursions on sets
and bags can be expressed inMAP too For illustration we show here how the structural
recursion on the union presentation on sequences can be translated into maprecursion Let
 
 t
 t be de ned as   srue f u and assume we decide to implement it such that
at each division step the sequence is divided into two equal halves Let d d  
 t 
 t
be the functions extracting the  rst half and the second half of a sequence respectively

dx        xn 
def
 x        xbn

c and d x        xn 
def
 xbn

c        xn  Then 
can be de ned withmaprecursion as   maprecd c with d and c de ned as in Figure 
But maprecursion is by far more powerful than structural recursion on the union presenta
tion It may choose to divide the input collection into an arbitrary number of collections
not necessarily  these sequences may not necessarily be a partition of the original one in
fact they may not necessarily be smaller We can de ne nonterminating functions using
 PARALLEL EVALUATION 
maprecursion
 by contrast all de nitions with structural recursion on the union presenta
tion terminate on all inputs
 Parallel Evaluation
Nothing in the de nition of the language NCC or the various recursion schemas points to
any connection with parallelism In order to make that connection we have to formally
introduce the parallel time complexity T  Intuitively it should be understood as an ideal
parallel running time assuming an idealized parallel computation model with arbitrarily
many processors and instant communication
Let f 
 t
 t be some closed function in NCC or NCC extended with one of the recursion
schemas discussed above Also let x 	 t be an object of type t We associate to f and x
a number T f x called the parallel time complexity of f on x Similarly for a closed
expression e 
 t we will associate a number T e called the parallel time complexity of e
Intuitively T will be the time taken to compute fx or e by taking advantage of all the
parallelism in the language We emphasized however that T is part of the de nition of
the language NCC In fact it is the de nition of T that states what is parallel in NCC
and what is not
We shall give a full de nition of T in Chapter  forNCC restricted to sequences and extended
with maprecursion Here we highlight the salient parts of the de nition which make the
connection of NCC and the recursion schemas with parallelism
ext and map Let x  dx        xnc Then

T mapf dx        xc def   max
in 
T f xi
T extf dx        xc def   max
in 
T f xi
Here the intuition is that the n computations fx        fxn  are done in parallel It
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takes a constant amount of additional time say  to combine the n results into a collection
Firstorder operations on collections Operations like  atten $ or the specialized
operations on bags and sequences of Section  all take T   Eg

T  attene
def
   T e
Other operations Except for the operations mentioned above all others are sequen
tial Eg to compute the ntuple he        eni we compute the n expressions e        en
sequentially Thus

T he        eni def  
X
in
T ei
maprecursion Essentially T maprecd c x is de ned as follows Suppose
dx  dx        xn c
and let
yi
def
 maprecd cxi for i   n 
Td
def
 T d x
Ti
def
 T maprecd c xi for i   n 
Tc
def
 T c hx y        yni
Then we de ne

T maprecd c
def
 Td  max
in
Ti  Tc 
Intuitively this de nition suggests the following way of computing maprecd cx

 IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES 
 First compute dx  dx        xn c This takes time Td
 Next compute maprecd cx       maprecd cxn  Perform the n computations
in parallel Therefore the total time for this step will be maxinTi
 Finally compute chx y        yn i which takes time Tc
Note that the above three steps are done sequentially hence the addition in Equation 
Structural recursion and divideandconquer recursion We illustrate on divide and
conquer recursion dcre f u Structural recursion is handled similarly Namely

T dcre f u fg def T e
T dcre f u fyg def T f y
T dcre f u s
def
 minfmaxT dcre f u s T dcre f u s   Tu j
s  s   s s  s   g
Here Tu stands for T u hdcre f us dcre f us i
Intuitively a set s can be decomposed into two disjoint sets s s  in may ways An evaluator
should choose the best way of doing the splitting
 Implementation Challenges
De ning the parallel time complexity T is easy The hard part is to design implementation
techniques targeting existing multiprocessors which indeed preserve the highlevel parallel
time complexity We will discuss this challenge here
We adopt the taxonomy in  see also  and classify parallel database architectures
in sharedmemory shareddisk and sharednothing architectures In the  rst ar
chitecture the processors share both the memory and the discs in the second they have
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local memories but share the discs Both of these two architectures rely on a powerful
interconnection network and are dicult to scale up By contrast in the sharednothing
architecture the processors have both local memory and local discs and are connected by
a communication network This architecture is easier to scale up and can be build with
lowcost commodity components
We will target our implementation only on a sharednothing architecture Suppose we want
to compile some NCC program f with parallel time complexity T  T f x on a shared
nothing architecture with P processors We cannot expect it to run in time OT  simply
because the number of parallel threads in the computation of fx may easily exceed P 
The ideal running time TP for a good implementation on an architecture with P nodes is
given instead by a formula taking into account both T and the work complexity of fx in
notation W f x As in the case of T f x the work complexity is a number W f x
de ned for every closed function f 
 t 
 t and every input x 
 t and is the same as the
sequential time needed to compute fx In short W has a sum whenever T has a max

eg the work complexity of maprecd c is W maprecd c
def
 Wd 
P
inWi Wc
where Wd Wi i   n and Wc are as in Equation 
Then the ideal running time of some closed function f  with complexities TW  compiled
on a multiprocessor with P nodes is TP 

TP
def
 OT 
W
P
 
Indeed the implementation cannot run faster than T  even if enough processors were avail
able But since there are only P processors to execute the total work of W  at least WP
steps are also necessary This explains why OmaxT WP   OT 
W
P  steps are needed
But there is a huge gap between a declarative highlevel language like NCC and its exten
sions and a barebone network of P processors
 achieving the running time TP given by
Equation  is quite a challenge We break this problem down into a number of steps and
strive to achieve optimality at each step
 IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES 
Implementation of sets and bags We implement sets and bags as sequences and use
highlevel parallel algorithms developed in the past to implement the highlevel declar
ative operations on sets and bags over sequences For that we design an implemen
tation language calledMAP which is still highlevel enough to allow us to express
naturally a large family of parallel algorithms Still it is cut down just enough from
a generalpurpose language to admit an ecient implementation on a sharednothing
architectures
We choose to implement sets and bags as sequences rather than say Btrees be
cause we intend to partition them among the physical processors of a sharednothing
architecture using the techniques for sequences described in Chapter 
Compiling MAP We design new compilation techniques forMAP into a simple vector
parallel machine model which we call BVRAM These techniques preserve the parallel
time complexity T  and add an arbitrarily small overhead to the work complexity W 
Implementing BVRAM Finally we implement the vectorparallel model BVRAM on
a sharednothing architecture Because of the simplicity of the original language
MAP most of the communication patterns needed in the implementation are of a
particular form
 monotone communications We design provably ecient implemen
tation techniques for monotone communications on a sharednothing architecture
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Chapter 
A Query Language for NC
  Introduction
NC is the complexity class of functions that are computable in polylogarithmic time with
polynomially many processors on a parallel random access machine PRAM It is regarded
as the class of functions which can be eciently implemented in parallel and has approx
imatively the same relevance for parallel computation as the complexity class PTIME for
sequential computation We will show here that a query language centered around divide
and conquer recursion dcr of Section  can express exactly those queries which are in
NC 
Recall that   dcre f u is the unique function such that

 def e
fyg def fy
s  s  def uhs s i when s  s   
For parity we take e
def
 false fy
def
 true and uhv v i def v xor v  To compute
the transitive closure of some binary relation r take e
def
  fy def r and uhr r i def 
r  r   r  r  Then the transitive closure of r is obtained by applying  to the set of
nodes of the relation r namely tcr  !r  ! r where !!  are the relational
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projections see Example  In general dcre f u is wellde ned when there is some
set containing e and the range of f  on which u is associative commutative and has the
identity e For parity this is the set B of booleans while for transitive closure it is the set
fr  r          rn j n   g
This chapter is organized as follows Section  reviews some basic query language con
structs Section  introduces four dierent forms of recursions over sets one of which
is dcr and establishes the relationships between them then de nes bounded versions of
recursion on sets which are necessary for controlling complexity when we work with nested
sets It also briey discusses the undecidability of the wellde nedness of the dcr construct
We briey review the parallel complexity classes AC k and NC in Section  and extend
them to classes of queries in Section  The main results are stated and discussed in
Section  Finally we prove the main results in Section 
Based on results reported in  we show here that dcr together with the restriction of
NRC to at relations expresses exactly the queries over ordered databases that are NC 
computable Using a result in  it follows that the Relational Algebra extended with dcr
expresses exactly the NC computable queries on ordered databases We also show that a
bounded version of dcr together with the Nested Relational Algebra expresses exactly the
queries over ordered databases of complex objects that are NC computable In fact we
prove the more re ned versions that relate k nested uses of bounded dcr exactly to the
subclass AC k of NC where k    the de nitions of these complexity classes are reviewed
in Section  Some explanations are in order

 Computable queries are in the sense of Chandra and Harel  with a natural extension
to complex objects Section 
 Any language that can express the same class of queries as  rstorder logic would do just
as well as the Relational Algebra Similarly for complex objects where a corresponding
class of tractable queries has emerged from several equivalent formalisms Some of these
formalisms are syntactically restricted higherorder logics others are algebraic languages
often called Nested Relational Algebras hence our statement above In fact we will use
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the family of query languages introduced in   because it is semantically related to dcr
Section 
 dcr and Nested Relational Algebra have meaning over any nested relational database
But as with all known characterizations of query complexity classes belowNP  we know how
to capture the entire NC only over ordered databases Formally we do this by extending
the language with an order predicate
 A bounded version of dcr is necessary over complex objects otherwise queries of high
complexity such as powerset will be expressible The bounded version is obtained by inter
secting the result with a bounding set at each recursion step Section  This is similar to
the bounded  xpoints studied in  an idea due to Peter Buneman and as with  xpoints
over at relations dcr can always be expressed through bounded dcr Section 
Following Immerman and Vardis inuential result    that  rstorder logic with
least  xed point captures exactly the PTIME computable queries on at relations over
ordered databases several characterizations of low complexity classes in terms of logics or
algebras used in databases have been discovered with the hope that logical methods may
give insights into the dicult problem of complexity class separation We mention  rst a
few of these characterizations which have had a direct inuence on the work here
For parallel complexity classes Immerman  shows that the class of  nite and ordered
relational structures recognizable in parallel time tn n is the size of the structure on
a certain CRCW concurrent read  concurrent write PRAM coincides with the class of
structures de nable by a  rstorder induction  of depth up to tn Denningho and
Vianu  characterize NC in terms of a resourcerestricted messagepassing model with
parallel semantics which computes objectoriented queries For complex object databases
Grumbach and Vianu   give a syntactic restriction of the rami ed higherorder logic
CALC which together with inationary  xpoints and in the presence of order captures
exactly the PTIME computable complexobject queries In the presence of order the same
class of queries is captured by the Nested Relational Algebra augmented with an inationary
bounded  xpoint operator 
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To the best of our knowledge no characterization of parallel complexity classes of queries
over complex objects has been given before What is more likely to set our results apart
however is the intrinsic nature of the language we are proposing
 the semantics of dcr
puts it naturally in NC  there is no need to impose logarithmic bounds on the number of
iterations or recursion depth Moreover it can be shown that a dierent kind of recursion
on sets namely structural recursion on the insert presentation of sets  notation sri
de nitions reviewed in Section  together with the Relational Algebra expresses exactly
the PTIME computable queries on ordered databases This follows from results in 
we state the corresponding result for complex objects in Proposition  Hence at least
over ordered databases the dierence between NC and PTIME boils down to two dierent
ways of recurring on sets divide and conquer vs element by element
Gurevich  and Compton and Laamme  characterize the DLOGSPACE  and re
spectively the NC computable global functions on ordered  nite relational structures as
algebras with certain primitive recursion schemas Compton and Laamme capture NC 
also with  rstorder logic augmented with BIT   and with an operator for dening relations
by primitive recursion The recursion forms used in these two papers are very dierent from
dcr because they depend on some linear ordering of the underlying structures for their actual
de nition and while dcr is a form of recursion on  nite sets the recursion forms in  
are on notations for elements of linearly ordered  nite sets In Section  we consider a
related form of recursion on sets set divide whose de nition relies on an order relation of
the base type This is a recursion on sets hence it is dierent from the recursion considered
in  which is a recursion on the elements of the domain set divide is related in spirit to
set reduce  Clote  gives related characterizations of most parallel complexity classes
of arithmetical functions however
Since dcr can be de ned for all all structures not just ordered ones our characteriza
tion of NC is instead closer in style to the abovementioned  xpoint characterization of
PTIME by Immerman and Vardi or to Immermans characterizations of DLOGSPACE
and NLOGSPACE by  rstorder logic extended with deterministic and nondeterministic
 Of course  so does least xpoint recursion  for example  but it is not a recursion on sets
A relation giving the binary representation of integers
 THE NESTED RELATIONAL CALCULUS 
transitive closure   We must warn the reader however about one sense in which our
language is not as neat as these extensions of  rstorder logic For dcr to be wellde ned
the operations involved in it must satisfy certain algebraic identities associativity com
mutativity identity and this turns out to be an undecidable condition in fact even !
complete see Section  Of course only a certain family of instances of dcr is actually
needed in the simulations and for these the algebraic conditions always hold Proposi
tion  Hence it is of theoretical interest that there is a decidable sublanguage of dcr
plus Relational Algebra which captures exactly NC in the presence of order In practice
we have found it useful to provide special syntax for some instances of dcr in which the
algebraic conditions are automatically satis ed but we found it counterproductive to limit
dcr to these instances as other uses kept appearing
 The Nested Relational Calculus
Our language for the NC computable queries over at relations is the restriction of the
Nested Relational Calculus NRC see Subsection  to at types denoted by NRC
extended with divide and conquer recursion dcr
 NRCdcr It follows from  that
NRC has the same expressive power as the Relational Algebra Our language for the
NC computable queries over complex objects is NRC extended with a variant of dcr called
the bounded dcr
Recall that the types of NRC are given by the grammar

t
def
 D j B j t       t j ftg
Without loss of generality we shall restrict the base types to D and B 
 all results remain
true for an arbitrary collection of base types D   D          Recall that unit denotes the empty
product ie obtained by taking n   in t         tn We will call the values populating
these types complex objects
A scalar type is either one of the types D  B  or a product of scalar types A at type is
either a type of the form ftg with t a scalar type or a product of at types Eg D  B  D
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is a scalar type while fD  D g and funitg  fD  Bg are at types We call values of a at
type of the form ftg at relations A nested relation is a value of some type ftg which
is not a at relation
 eg values populating the types fD  fB  D gg and ffD gg are nested
relations Although strictly speaking any value is a complex object we will use sometimes
the term complex object as a synonim to nested relations
As for NCC a possible set " of external functions p 
 dp 
 cp can be added to NRC
 in
this case we denote the language by NRC"
In NRC we will call query any closed function expression f 
 t 
 t  In our presentation
of NRC queries do not admit an inductive de nition because subexpressions of some
query f may not be queries themselves
 they may be functions f 
 t 
 t  with free
variables or they may be expressions denoting complex objects e 
 t In order to prove
properties about queries by induction on all the expressions in NRC such as in the proof
of Proposition  we associate to each expression a query as follows First recall our
abbreviation

hx
t x 
t i e def z
t  t  ezx  zx 
where eex is the result of substituting e for x in e with appropriate changes of bound
variable names so as to avoid unintended capture of free variables Then to any complex
object expression e 
 t and any set of variables x
t        xk
tk containing at least all free
variables of e we associate the query
hx
t       xk
tki e 
 t        tk 
 t
Similarly to any function expression f 
 t
 t we associate the query
hx
t x
t        xk
tki fx 
 t t         tk 
 t
In the rest of this Chapter we shall omit mentioning explicitly the set of variables and talk
about the query f associated to some expression e
As shown in Section  NRC is powerful enough to express the following queries
 set
dierence set intersection cartesian product relational projections equalities at all types
selections over predicates de nable in the language nest and unnest  
 GENERICITY 
To characterize the NC computable queries over ordered at relations Theorem  we
restrict ourselves to a fragment of NRC that has the same expressive power as Relational
Algebra First we de ne the set height of a type t as follows

heightD 
def
 heightB 
def
 
heightt         tn def maxheightt        heighttn
heightftg def   heightt
Thus heightt   i t is a scalar type and heightt   i t is a product of scalar types
and at types The fragment that interests us is NRC de ned as the restriction of NRC
to types of set height   ie the only types allowed in NRC as inputs outputs and
intermediate types are products of base and at types Indeed

Theorem   The set of NRC queries f 
 t 
 t  with t t  at types coincides
with the set of queries expressible in the Relational Algebra and hence in First Order Logic
 Genericity
Chandra and Harel  make the observation that not all functions f 
 t 
 t qualify as
database queries
 to qualify as such f needs to treat its inputs of type D in a domain
independent way ie it needs to be generic In this Section we de ne the notion of
genericity and prove that every query expressed in NRC is generic The de nition is valid
only for generic queries without external functions and needs to be adjusted in the case of
query languages with external functions see  for a discussion
Consider some subset D   D  Then for every type t let t be the type obtained by replacing
each occurrence of D with D   Eg for the type t  fD fB D gg t will be fD fB D gg
Obviously t  t Let  
 D  
 D be an injective function For every type t we de ne the
extension of  to t to be t 
 t
 
 t as follows
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D x
def
 x
B x
def
 x
unit x
def
 x
t  tnhx        xni def ht x        tnxni
ftgfx        xng
def
 ftx        txng
Denition  We call a function f 
 t 
 t  generic if for every injective function
 
 D  
 D  the following holds x 	 t tfx  ft x
Later we shall consider ordered databases ie in which a total order relation is de ned on
the base type D  In that case we call f generic if t f  f t  for all order preserving
injective functions  
 D  
 D 
De nition  naturally extends that of Chandra and Harel  where  only ranges over
bijections  
 D 
 D  Their de nition is not enough for our purposes here Indeed in
Section  we deal with ordered databases for which D is the set of natural numbers Then
there is only one orderpreserving bijection  
 D  
 D  namely the identity and
in this case under the de nition in  all queries are generic By slightly changing the
de nition to allow the domain of  to be any subset D  of D  we force f to commute with
orderpreserving renamings of elements of D 
Proposition  All queries in NRC are generic
Proof Sketch Since the queries in NRC do not have an inductive structure see the
comments in Section  we prove by induction the following statement about expressions
in NRC
 for any expression e 
 t or f 
 t
 t in NRC and any set of variables x        xk
containing all free variables of e or f respectively the query associated to e or to f
respectively see Section  is generic We consider some of the cases for the structure of
e

 GENERICITY 
Variable x Then x must be one of the variables x        xk say x  xi and the associated
query is hx       xki xi which is i This is obviously generic
Pair he        eni 
 s        sn Here the associated query is
f
def
 hx       xki he        eni
For some injection  
 D  
 D we have

s sn  f  hx        xki s  snhe        eni
 hx        xni hs e        sneni
By induction hypothesis we have

hx       xki siei  
hx       xki ei  t tk
for every i   n Hence we conclude

hx       xki hs e        sneni  
hx        xki he        eni  t  tk
The other cases are handled similarly

Finally we comment on the operation get which we included in NRC It is obviously a
generic function in the sense of De nition  and it is computable in NC  in the sense of
De nition  Hence it must be expressible in our language for NC  It turns out however
that it is not expressible in NRC extended with the bounded divide and conquer recursion
unless we explicitly include it in NRC see Proposition  More annoyingly our query
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language for at relations NRCdcr can express get using dcr see Example  But
that comes at an additional level of iteration nesting and taking it out from NRC would
destroy the correspondence between NRCdcrk	 and the classes AC k
However adding get in NRC does not aect the expressive power of the language over at
types or more generally over types which are products of set types see Proposition 
Hence although the result of  concerns NRC without get Theorem  remains true
in our setting in which NRC includes get
 Recursions on Sets
In this Section we discuss the properties of the construct that is at the core of our query
languages for NC  divide and conquer recursion on sets dcr in the context of related
operations
We also discuss four forms of recursion on sets two of which are structural recursions
and the relationship between them One of these forms of recursion'dcr'will be at the
core of our query languages for NC while another form element step recursion esr
corresponds to PTIME  When dealing with complex objects instead of at relations we
need to add an additional twist to these structural recursions to make them still capture
NC and PTIME respectively
 we call the resulting forms of recursion bounded recursions
All forms of recursions can be de ned in the absence of order in contrast to other forms of
recursions considered in the literature which can only be de ned in the presence of order
We start by formally de ning these forms of recursion establish the relationships between
them and between the bounded and unbounded versions prove that in the presence of
order they have the same expressive power as orderdependent forms of recursions previ
ously considered in the literature and  nally discuss the complexity of checking the side
conditions associated to recursions on sets
 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
 Forms of Recursion on Sets
There seem to be two basic ways of describing the structure of  nite sets In one way
they are generated by  nitely many maybe zero binary unions of singleton sets We
call this the union presentation In another way they are generated by  nitely many
insertions of one element starting with the empty set We call this the insert presentation
Recognizing the relevant algebraic identities satis ed by union associativity commutativity
idempotence has  as an identity and by element insertion leftcommutativity and left
idempotence gives us two dierent algebraic structures on  nite sets Both these algebras
are characterized by universality properties which amount to de nitions of functions by
structural recursion   As discussed in Section  we have a structural recursion
construct on the union presentation sru

e 
 t f 
 t
 t u 
 t  t 
 t
srue f u 
 ftg 
 t
srue f u def e
srue f ufyg def fy
srue f us  s  def uhsrue f us srue f us i
srue f u is wellde ned when there is some subset of t containing e and the range of f 
on which u is associative commutative idempotent and has the identity e We also have
a structural recursion construct on the insert presentation sri

e 
 t i 
 t t 
 t
srie i 
 ftg 
 t
srie i def e
srie iinsy s
def
 ihy srie isi
Here insy s is the insert operation de ned to be fyg s Note that srie i is wellde ned
when there is some subset of t containing e on which i is left commutative
ihx ihy sii  ihy ihx sii
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and left idempotent
ihx ihx sii  ihx si
Our central operation divide and conquer recursion introduced already in Section  is
a no duplicates variation of sru

e 
 t f 
 t
 t u 
 t  t 
 t
dcre f u 
 ftg 
 t
dcre f u def e
dcre f ufyg def fy
dcre f us  s  def uhdcre f us dcre f us i
when s  s   
dcre f u is de ned only when u is associative commutative and has e as identity on some
subset of t containing Imf
If srue f u is wellde ned then so is dcre f u and they are equal But dcr is potentially
more expressive since u need not be idempotent In fact it is an open problem whether
NRCsru or even NRCsru can express parity or transitive closure However over
ordered databases sru together with transitive closure has the same expressive power as dcr
see Proposition  below
One can also de ne a noduplicates variant of sri lets call it element step recursion esr
This is like sri with the second clause modi ed as

esre iinsy s
def
 ihy esre isi when y 	 s
where i is required to be leftcommutative but not necessarily leftidempotent Obviously
esr can express sri  The nonimmediate relationships between the four forms of recursion
on sets are contained in


sru and sri are easier to reason about than dcr or esr because they dene functions that preserve the
algebraic structure  ie homomorphisms  hence the structural in their names A good way to think about
dcre  f  u is as the composition of the canonical coercion from sets to bags followed by the structural
recursion on the sum presentation of bags 	
  with parameters e  f  u Similarly  esr can be expressed via
structural recursion on the increment presentation of bags
 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
Proposition  
  In the presence of the operations of NRC sri can express
sru and similarly esr can express dcr moreover sri can express esr All this can be done
without increase in set height and with at most polynomial overhead
Schematically

sru  dcr  esr  sri 
Precisely

Corollary  NRCsru  NRCdcr  NRCesr  NRCsri
Example  We show here that get can be dened with sru Indeed
get  hs yi  s
where for each y 	 D  we dene dene  
 fD g 
 fD g  D to be  def srue f u with
e
def
 h yi
fx
def
 hfxg xi
uhhs xi hs  x ii def if s  s  and jsj   then hs  s  xi else hs  s  yi
Note that the test jsj   is expressible in NRC Then u is associative commutative and
idempotent on the subset fhfxg xi j x 	 D g  fhs yi j jsj  g of fD g  D  and this set also
contains e and Imf Hence  is well dened
As a consequence get can be expressed with any of the four forms of recursion in the presence
of the other NRC operations
We have thus reached the language NRCdcr Adding a linear order predicate to this
language gives us the subject of one of our main theorems the characterization of the
NC computable queries on ordered databases of complex objects Theorem 
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In the same theorem we obtain a  ner characterization involving the AC hierarchy for
which we need the notion of the depth of recursion nesting depthe of some expression
e We de ne this to be to be the maximum depth of recursions occurring in e More precisely
depthdcre f u
def
 maxdepthe depthf   depthu only u is actually iterated
We denote NRCdcrk	 the restrictions of the language NRCdcr to recursion depth
 k We have thus obtained the hierarchy of languages NRCdcrk	 Adding a linear
order predicate to these languages gives us the subject of the  ner characterization given
in Theorem 
Noticed that some redundancy in expressibility will appear when we add dcr Indeed it
turns out that extf can be expressed with sru and hence with dcr as sru x fxg
It is important however to keep extf as a separate construct in the language because
the expression derived through dcr would be computed in log n parallel steps when in fact
a direct onestep parallel computation is possible
 obtain in parallel and independently
fx        fxn and then take their union to compute extffx        xng
  Bounded Recursion
All four forms of recursion on sets are too powerful on complex objects since each of them
can express powerset Actually one can show that NRCdcr and similarly NRCsru
NRCsri NRCesr has the same expressive power as Abiteboul and Beeris algebra 
As a consequence all four forms of recursion can simulate each other using powerset at
the cost of a high complexity hence NRCsru  NRCdcr  NRCsri  NRCesr  
NRCpowerset To keep our languages for complex objects tractable we will de ne bounded
versions of these recursions an analog to Peter Bunemans idea of bounded xpoints 
A PStype product of sets type is either a set type or a product of PStypes Eg
fD  fD gg  funitg and fD g  fB  Bg  fD g are PStypes while D  fD g is not Set
theoretic operations like  extend to PStypes componentwise
The bounded version of dcr is de ned by

 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
e 
 t f 
 t
 t u 
 t  t 
 t b 
 t
bdcre f u b 
 ftg 
 t
with the restriction that t is a PStype and with the semantics

bdcre f u b
def
 dcre  b f  b u  b
Here ubhs s i def uhs s ib etc As for dcr we de ne bounded versions for the other
forms of recursions on sets bsru bsri besr Proposition  easily extends to the bounded
versions of recursion

Corollary  NRCbsru  NRCbdcr  NRCbsri  NRCbesr
Over at relations the explicit bounding is unnecessary
 we show next that NRCbdcr
and NRCdcr have the same expressive power
For this we need a the technique of type lifting For any type t we de ne the lifted type
(t to be the type obtained by putting set parenthesis around all the base types it contains
Formally

unit
def
 funitg
B
def
 fBg
D
def
 fD g
ftg def ftg
t        tn def (t        (tn
Note that for every t (t is a PStype and when t is a PStype then (t  t In addition
we de ne lift t 
 t 
 (t which puts set parenthesis around all the elements of base type
that it contains
 lift
D
def
 fxg lift t  tnhx        xni
def
 hlift t x        lift tnxni and
liftftgx
def
 x Note that when t is a PStype then (t  t and lift tx  x
For a given function f 
 t
 t where t is a PStypes we de ne (f 
 (t
 t as follows
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(fx
def
 

ffz j lift tz  xg
Recall that we extend the operations  and  are extended to PStypes Eg consider
the particular case when t  D and t is a set type t  ftg Then for some f 
 D 

ftg the function (f 
 fD g 
 ftg is simply (f  extf The following proposition has a
straightforward proof which we omit

Proposition  Whenever f is expressible in NRC NRCdcr or NRCbdcr then
(f is expressible in the same language
Example 	 Let t  D fD  D g  B  t  fD g fD g and f 
 t
 t Then (f is dened
by
(fhx x  xi def 

ffhz x  zi j z 	 x z 	 xg
and can be expressed as
(fhx x  xi  extz extz fhz x  zixx
Fact  Let f 
 t
 t where t is a PS type Then (flift tx  fx
We can now show that over at relations the bounded and unbounded versions of recursion
have the same expressive power
Proposition  NRCbdcr  NRCdcr Moreover the equivalence preserves the
nesting depth of iterations ie k    NRCbdcrk	  NRCdcrk	 Similarly for sri
Note that if we drop get from NRC then this proposition fails since NRCdcr can
express get Example  while NRCbdcr cannot Proposition  However they
still express the same set of queries f 
 t
 t where t is a PStype
Proof The inclusion NRCbdcr  NRCdcr is obvious For the inclusion
NRCdcr  NRCbdcr
 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
consider some expression dcre f u 
 ftg 
 t in NRCdcr First we lift t to a PStype
(t Also we de ne e 
 (t f  
 t
 (t and u 
 (t  (t 
 (t as follows

e def lift t e
f  def lift t   f
u def lift t   u
If u is associative commutative and has identity e on some set s  t then u will still
be associative commutative and will have identity e on the subset fliftx j x 	 sg of (t
Moreover we have dcre f  u  lift t   dcre f u To see that consider for illustration a
set with three elements s  fx x  xg Then

dcre f  ufx x  xg  
 uhf x uhf x  f xii
 uhf x lift t   uhlift t fx  lift t fxii
 uhf x lift t   ulift t t hfx  fxii by the de nition of lift t t 
 uhf x lift t uhfx  fxii by Fact 
 lift t uhfx uhfx  fxii by repeating the steps above
 lift t dcre f ufx x  xg
Now assume without loss of generality that e f u have equivalent expressions inNRCbdcr
and hence so do e f  u Let x        xk be all free variables in the expressions e f  and
u and let s be the input set to dcre f  u We compute a bound for dcre f  u as
follows First we de ne bD 	 fDg to be the set of all values of type D mentioned in
x        xk and s obviously bD can be computed in NRC Next we de ne bB 	 fBg to be
bB
def
 ffalse trueg and bunit def fhig Finally we compute the bound b of type (t by pairing
proper cartesian products of bD  bB  and bunit  Eg when (t
  fD gfDD gfBg we take
b
def
 hbD  hbD  bD  bB ii Then it is easy to check that s bdcre f  u bs  dcre f  u
note that s is a free variable occuring in the expression b
So let s 	 ftg and r  dcre f us We have shown how lift t r can be computed in
NRCbdcr Finally observe that we can recover r from lift t r by using the function get
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
Note that Proposition  fails in the presence of certain external functions see Proposi
tion 
 The Role of get
We show in this Section that even at at types dcr is slightly more expressive than bdcr
because it can extract an element of type D from a singleton set as we have seen in Exam
ple 
Throughout this Section we shall denote with NRC  the language NRC without get
Proposition 
 get cannot be expressed in NRC bdcr
Proof Sketch Here we prove by induction on the structure of an expression e in
NRC bdcr that the following holds Let f 
 t 
 t be the associated query Then we
show that each scalar component of fx is one of the scalar components of x More
precisely for every type t de ne scalar t 
 t
 fD g to be

scalarunit hi def 
scalar B x
def
 
scalar D x
def
 fxg
scalarftgx
def
 
scalar t tnhx        xni def scalar t x         scalar tnxn
Then for every query f 
 t 
 t associated to some expression in NRC bdcr we prove
that the following condition holds

x 	 t scalar t fx  scalar tx 
Certainly get does not satisfy condition  because scalar D gethfdg d i  scalar D d  
fdg while scalarfDgD hfdg d i  fd g
 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
We prove condition  by induction on the structure of an expression e in NRC bdcr
We consider some relevant cases for e

Projection e  e
 where e 
 tt e 
 t Then f  x f x where f  is the query
associated to e By induction hypothesis we have scalar t t  f x  scalar tx It
suces to observe that
 scalar t f
x  scalar t t  f x
Union e  e  e  Since the type t is now a set type scalar t fx   and there is
nothing to prove
Function application e  ge For the sake of clarity suppose that g 
 t 
 t does not
have any free variables hence its associated query is g itself Let f  
 t 
 t be the
query associated to e so f  g  f  Then using the induction hypotheses we have

scalar t fx  scalar t gf
x
 scalar t  f x
 scalar tx
Bounded recursion As in the case of union there is nothing to prove here since the
resulting type is a PStype
The remaining cases are easily checked 
This result justi es the inclusion of get in NRC The next result shows that the additional
expressive power brought by get is largely cosmetic Indeed we consider getting around
the function get through type lifting the technique for transforming a non PStype into a
PStype de ned in Subsection 
Proposition  Let f 
 t 
 t be a query in NRCbdcr or in NRCbdcr Then
lift  f 
 t
 (t is expressible in NRC bdcr or in NRC bdcr respectively ie without
get Moreover k    if f 	 NRCbdcrk	 or f 	 NRCbdcrk	 then lift  f 	
NRC bdcrk	 or lift  f 	 NRC bdcrk	 respectively
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As a consequence adding or dropping get to)from NRC does not aect in any way the
queries whose result is a PStype
Proof We proof by induction on the structure of an expression e in NRCbdcr get
that its associated query f satis es the above property The case when e is the query
get 
 fD g  D 
 D is trivial because lift
D
 get 
 fD g  D 
 fD g is

hx yi if jxj   then x else fyg
which is expressible in NRC The only interesting case is when e is function application
ie e  ge Let f  
 t
 t be the query associated to e and assume for sake of clarity
that g has no free variables ie the query associated to g is g itself Then f  g  f  By
induction hypothesis we know that lift t    f  and lift t   g are expressible in NRC bdcr
say by h 
 t
 (t and h 
 t 
 (t We prove that lift  f  (h  h and since the latter is in
NRC bdcr this concludes our proof Indeed

(hhx  (hlift t  f
x
 hf x by Fact 

 Recursion and Order
One way of interpreting the roles of conditions like associativity commutativity etc in
the de nition of dcr and sri is as simple sucient conditions for order independence As
we shall see in Subsection  checking these conditions is undecidable in general On
ordered structures on the other hand one can de ne forms of recursion on sets that do not
require conditions For instance Immerman Patnaik and Stemple  consider under the
name set reduce a form of recursion on sets which resembles somewhat sri Setreduce does
not require conditions such as leftcommutativity etc Instead its de nition relies on the
existence of a linear ordering on the elements of the sets to which it is applied We prove
that in the presence of order this form of recursion has the same expressive power as sri
We also formulate a similar orderdependent form of recursion that corresponds to dcr in
 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
the presence of order Finally an interesting relationship holds between sru and dcr in the
presence of order
The presence of order means for us the addition of an external function 
 D  D 
 B 
which is understood always to denote a linear order on D  The order relation can be lifted
to all types eg see  that is for every type t there is an expression in NRC
t
 t t
 t whose meaning is a total order on t
We begin by describing the main technique for proving that apparently more powerful forms
of recursion on ordered sets are in fact expressible with our forms of recursion in the presence
of order
Main technique Given a function 	 
 ftg 
 t in order to compute 	x where x  
fx        xng x 
 x  
       
 xn we de ne for every number k   k  n a complex
object *k which encodes all applications of 	 to intervals of length  k in x ie to sets
s  fx        xng of the form s  fxp xp        xqg of cardinality  k ie q  p   k
Note that there are exactly kn  k   intervals of length  k in x For the sake of
clarity since t is a PStype we will assume that t is a product of two set types that is
t  ftg  ft g Then for every number k   k  n we de ne the encoding of k to be
*k 	 ft tg  ft t tg  ft t t g

*k
def
 h fhxp xqi j   p q  n   q  p   kg
hfhhxp xqi ai j   p q  n   q  p   k a 	 	fxp xp        xqgg
fhhxp xqi a i j   p q  n   q  p   k a  	  	fxp xp        xqggii
We adopt the convention *k
def
 *n whenever k  n
Thus *k contains the following informations
  the set of all pairs hxp xqi for which
fxp xp        xqg has between  and k elements and  for each such pair hxp xqi all
values of 	fxp xp        xqg tagged with the pair hxp xqi Given an encoding *k and
xp xq 	 x we can extract 	fxp        xqg Namely we de ne
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extracth*k hxp xqii def hfa j hhxp xqi ai 	  *kg fa  j hhxp xqi a i 	   *kgi
Obviously extract can be expressed inNRC and extracthhxp xqi *ki  	fxp xp        xqg
for   q  p   k
We will use this encoding to compute 	 with dcr or with esr and hence with sri To
compute 	 with dcr assume that the following are expressible in NRC
 * * and the
function h*k *ki k  k Then we can express the function  
 ftg 
 ft  tg  ft  t 
tg  ft t t g de ned by
s  
 
*k when jsj  k  n
*n when jsj  n
as   dcr* y * h*k *ki k  k Obviously the function h*k *ki k  k is associative
commutative and has identity * Finally to compute 	x we take
	x  extracth	x hx xnii
Note that heightft  tg  ft  t  tg  ft  t  t g  maxheightftg heightt
This will allow us to argue that whenever 	 mentions only types of set height   then its
equivalent expression with dcr or esr will have only intermediate types of set height  
Setreduce  Let 

 t  t 
 B be a linear ordering on t and for e 
 t j 
 t t 
 t
let set reduceej 
 ftg 
 t be de ned by

set reducee j def e
set reducee jfx        xng def jhx set reducefx         xngi if x 
 x  
       
 xn
No conditions are imposed on j Then

Proposition 
NRCset reduce   NRCsri
NRCbset reduce   NRCbsri
 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
where bset reduce is the bounded version of set reduce
Proof Obviously

NRCsri  NRCset reduce 
NRCbsri  NRCbset reduce
To prove NRCbset reduce   NRCbsri let 	  bset reducee j b 
 ftg 
 t In
order to express 	x with sri where x  fx        xng with x 
 x  
       
 xn we will
use the encoding described earlier Since t is a PStype we will assume for sake of clarity
that it is the product of two set types t  ftg  ft g Then we associate to each number
k its encoding *k 	 ft  tg  ft  t  tg  ft  t  t g It is easy to check that
given the fact that 	  bset reducee j b the following are expressible in NRCbsri

* and the function *k k   For the latter suppose we are given some (k To compute
 k   consider all pairs hxp xqi 	 *k with p   Compute xp  using the order
relation on x  fx        xng and compute 	fxp        xqg  extract*k hxp xqi To com
pute 	fxp  xp        xqg observe that 	fxp  xp        xqg  jxp  	fxp        xqg
Finally this allows us to assemble together the value k  
Then we de ne inNRCbsri the function  
 ftg 
 fttgftttgfttt g
  esr* hy *ki k   whose meaning is

s  
 
*k when jsj  k  n
*n when jsj  n
Next we convert the de nition of  from esr into besr by noting that k   k  n *k  b
where b  xxxx!bxx! b Hence   besr* hy *ki k   b
Finally we convert it into a de nition with bsri using Proposition  and observe that
	x  extracthhx xni xi
To check NRCset reduce   NRCsri we argue as follows First by extending
Proposition  to set reduce we obtain NRCset reduce   NRCbset reduce 
Next we observe that in the translation given above of bset reduce 
 ftg 
 t into bsri the
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resulting expression uses only types of set height  maxheightftg height t  hence
NRCbset reduce   NRCbsri Finally we use Proposition  to argue that
NRCbsri  NRCsri 
Setdivide Similarly one can conceive a form of divide and conquer recursion that
relies on the ordering which allows us to de ne some function by fx        xng def 
ufx        xbn

cg fxbn

c        xng no conditions are imposed on u That is we
make the arbitrary choice of dividing a set into two almost equal halves at each iteration
step
 Again we can prove that this form of recursion has the same expressive power as
dcr First we need a lemma

Lemma  	 Let TC t 
 ft tg 
 ft tg be the function computing the transitive
closure of binary relations of elements of type t and let NRCTC  stand for NRC extended
with TC t for every type t Then the function eq cardinality 
 ftg  ftg 
 B  dened by
eq cardinality x y  true i jxj  jyj is expressible in NRCTC 
Proof Let x  fx        xmg y  fy        ymg and assume x 
 x  
       
 xm
y 
 y  
       
 yn Let r 	 ft  t  t  tg be r  fhhxi yji hxi yjii j i  
m   j   n g Obviously r can be computed in NRC from x and y Compute
the transitive closure of r q
def
 TC ttr Then m  n i hhx yi hxm ynii 	 q 
Setdivide is de ned formally as follows Let 

 t t
 B be a linear ordering on t and for
e 
 t f 
 t
 t v 
 t  t 
 t de ne set dividee f v 
 ftg 
 t by

set dividee f v def e
set dividee f vfag def fa
set dividee f vfx        xng def vset dividee f vfx        xbn

cg
set dividee f vfxbn

c        xng
No conditions are imposed on v Then

Another adhoc way of dening recursion  related to set divide   but on vectors instead of sets  can be
found in the equational parallel language EL 	

 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
Proposition 
NRCset divide  NRCdcr
NRCbset divide  NRCbdcr
where bset divide is the bounded version of set divide
Proof To prove NRCbset divide  NRCbdcr we use the same idea as in
Proposition  Let 	  bset dividee f v b As before we shall assume for sake of
argument that t is a product of two set types that is t  ftg  ft g Then for a given
x 	 ftg x  fx        xng with x 
 x  
       
 xn and for every number k   k  n we
consider the encoding of k *k 	 ft tg  ft t tg  ft t t g

Given that 	  bset dividee f v b the following are expressible in NRCbdcr
 * *
and the function h*k *ki k  k We will explain how to express the latter Recall that
*k encodes all values of 	s for s and interval of x 
 x  
       
 xn of cardinality
 k To compute  k  k consider all intervals s  fx        xng of cardinality k  k  k
there are n  k  k   such intervals Split s  fxp xp        xqg into two halves
of cardinalities bk    c and dk
  
  e respectively s  s  s  with s  fxp xp        xrg s   
fxr xr         xqg This can be done using Lemma  given that bdcr can express
transitive closure Now we argue that both s and s  have cardinalities which are less than
or equal to the largest of k k Indeed if not then jsj  k js j  k hence jsj  jsjjs j 
k  k contradiction Therefore assuming k   k it suces to look up the values 	s
and 	s  in *k and to compute 	s  v	s 	s 
Next as in the proof of Proposition  we will consider the function

def
 dcr* y * h*k *ki k  k
with the meaning

s  
 
*k when jsj  k  n
*n when jsj  n
The de nition of  is obviously correct since h*k *ki k  k is associative commuta
tive and has identity * As in the proof of Proposition  we observe that x  
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bdcr* * h*k *ki k  k bx where b  x x x x!b x x! b
Finally 	x  extracth	x hx xnii
To prove NRCset divide  NRCdcr we proceed as in the proof of Proposi
tion  Namely we  rst extend Proposition  to
NRCset divide   NRCbset divide
then observe that the above construction also proves that
NRCbset divide  NRCbdcr
since the auxiliary types never exceed in set height the heights of the input and output
types Finally we use Proposition  to argue that NRCbdcr  NRCdcr 
sru vs dcr Although super cially related to dcr sru seems to have less expressive power
In fact it remains open whether transitive closure can be expressed in NRCsru or in
NRCbsru or even in NRCbsru We do not venture a conjecture about the last
language but there is some reason to think that the following is true

Conjecture  Transitive closure cannot be expressed neither in NRCsru nor in
NRCbsru
Interestingly with order and TC  bsru becomes as powerful as bdcr

Proposition 
NRCsruTC   NRCdcr
NRCbsruTC   NRCbdcr
Proof To show NRCbdcr  NRCbsruTC  consider some expression 	  
bdcre f u b in NRCbdcr Without loss of generality we may assume that e f u b
are in NRCbsru
 RECURSIONS ON SETS 
To compute 	fx        xng x 
 x  
       
 xn using bsru we use the encodings of
numbers *k   k  n mentioned earlier Namely we de ne the function  to be s def 
h*k si where k  jsj  can be de ned using bsru Obviously  def h* si and fyg def 
h* fygi For s s let k  jsj k  jsj and k  js sj We have s s  hek s si
so we have to argue that ek can be computed given *k *k and s s First note that
*k   k  k So all we have to do is to select from  k  k all those values which are tagged
with pairs hxp xqi with q  p    k Recall that h*k *ki k  k can be computed see
the proof of Proposition  The latter is equivalent to jfxp        xqgj  js  sj which
can be tested in NRCTC  using Lemma  Finally we have 	fx        xng  
extractfx        xng hx xni 
 The Cost of OrderIndependence
In contrast to the orderdependent recursion schemas set reduce and set divide the algebraic
conditions besides the fact that they arise from principled mathematical characterizations
of  nite sets provide us with an elegant alternative for ensuring the wellde nedness of
various forms of recursion on sets Unfortunately for a language at least as expressive as
 rstorder logic verifying in general most of these identities is as hard as testing the validity
of a  rstorder formula in all  nite models We prove

Theorem 	 Deciding whether some expression dcre f u in NRCdcr is well de 
ned is co re but not re Similar results hold for sru sri as well as for their bounded
versions
To prove this result we use Trakhtenbrots theorem see for example 

Theorem  Trakhtenbrot Assume that a rst order language L contains some
relation symbol that is not unary Then the set of rst order sentences over L valid in all
nite structures is ! complete
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Proof of Theorem  For some values of the free variables in e f u let A denote
the set obtained by closing feg  Imf under applications of u The expression dcre f u
is well de ned i for any values of the free variables in e f u the function u is associative
commutative and has identity e on the set A Since A is enumerable testing whether
dcre f u is not well de ned is obviously re For the converse we will reduce the validity
problem over over  nite models to the decision whether some expression dcre f u is well
de ned Let L be a  rst order language having at least some non unary relation symbol
To keep our argument simple suppose L has exactly one binary symbol R Since  rst
order logic is equivalent to the Relational Algebra and the latter is essentially equivalent to
NRC we conclude that for any sentence  in L there exists a query g 
 fD g fD D g 
 B
in NRC such that  is true in the  nite model DR R  D  D i gDR  true
Then consider the following expression dcre f u 
 fD g 
 fD g with free variables DR

e
def
  f def xD  xD  us s  def if gD!R! R R then ss  else ss  When
 is valid in all  nite models then gD  !R  ! R is true for all values of the free
variables D and R hence the function u coincindes with union In this case dcre f u is
well de ned On the other hand if  is not true in some  nite model DR then for that
particular value of the free variables D and R the function u conicides with set diference
and hence dcre f u is not well de ned 
 Complexity Classes
We review here the de nitions of the complexity classes AC k and NC 
Let F 
 f g 
 f g For some W 	 f g we denote lengthW  the length of the
string W 
Denition    pp 		 We say that F is in AC k for k    i the following
conditions are met

 There is some polynomial Qn st W 	 f g lengthfW   QlengthW 
Thus F is the union of its restrictions to inputs of length n F  
S
n Fn where
 COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
Fn 
 f gn 
 f gQn	
 There is a family of circuits nn where n is a circuit computing Fn with n
input gates Qn outputs and made up of NOT gates unbounded fan in AND and
OR gates
 For every n    sizen  P n for some polynomial P the size is the number of
gates and depthn  Olog
k n
	 The family n is uniform as described below
Following Cook  Proposition  we impose as uniformity condition the DLOGSPACE
DCL uniformity Barrington Immerman and Straubing in  give a weaker uniformity
condition called FODCLuniformity which is equivalent to the DLOGSPACEDCL unifor
mity for the classes AC k k    and which provide a more satisfactory characterization for
AC  In this Chapter only Proposition  deals with the class AC  and it remains true
for the more restrictive FODCLuniformity condition in 
The direct connection language DCL for a family n of circuits is the set of quadruples
n g g t where g g are gate numbers in n such that g is a child of g and t is the type
of g t 	 fNOTANDOR y        yQn	g When t  yi then g is the output bit i We use
the convention that the input gates corresponding to x        xn are identi ed by assigning
them the numbers         n We say that the family of circuits n is DLOGSPACEDCL
uniform i the DCL can be accepted by some Olog n space deterministic Turing Machine
T 
Denition  NC
def
 
S
kAC
k
The results in Stockmeyer and Vishkin  imply that NC coincides with the class of
functions computable by a CRCW PRAM Concurrent Read Concurrent Write Parallel
Random Access Machine in polylogarithmic time using polynomially many processors
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 Computing Complex Objects Queries
In order to give precise de nitions for query complexity classes we must specify an encoding
of complex objects into strings that can be given as input to a computational model such
as PRAMs or families of circuits
Our encoding of complex objects with strings over some  xed alphabet is related to that
in  We start with an encoding of the base type D into natural numbers ie we assume
some bijection + 
 D 
 N to be given When dealing with ordered databases we require
this encoding to preserve the order relation  on D  Next we encode complex objects using
the eight symbols from the alphabet A  f  f g h i comma  blankg as follows
 elements
from D are encoded in binary true and false are encoded by  and  respectively hi is encoded
by hi an ntuple is encoded by hX       Xni and a set by fX       Xng No duplicates
are allowed in the encoding of a set However blanks may be scattered arbitrarily inside
some encoding but not inside the binary numbers Since the encoding of some complex
object x is not unique we de ne an encoding relation x  X to denote the fact that X is
a valid encoding of x We view encodings as strings in f g by further encoding each of
the eight symbols in A by a string of length  in f g
Removing duplicates is essential in the presence of recursors or iterators else the size of some
representation could grow beyond any polynomial Duplicates can be removed in AC  by
replacing them with blanks and blanks can be removed more precisely
 moved at the end
in AC  So within AC  we have the alternative choice of encoding with possible duplicates
and no blanks because there are no iterations allowed within AC  Within AC k k   
we could ask both for blanks and duplicate elimination Our choice of encoding without
duplicates but to allow blanks works across all AC k for k   
Note that this encoding is dierent from that considered by Immerman in  who only
deals with at relations Under that encoding a relation of type fD kg is represented by a
string of bits of length nk where n is the size of the active domain see Subsection 
This encoding does not extend nicely to complex objects because it requires exponential
space to encode objects of higher types even when their size is only polynomial in the size
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of the active domain For at relations we show in Subsection  below that we can
translate between the two encodings in AC  see Proposition 
Adapting the de nition in  we de ne a database query of type t 
 t  to be a
function f 
 t 
 t  which is generic see De nition  We say that a query f 
 t 
 t 
is computed by the function F 
 f g 
 f g i x 	 t X 	 f g x  X  
fx  F X
The fact that we only deal with generic queries gives us more liberty in the encoding
complex objects without using the bijection + Suppose the query f is computed by F 
To compute fx for some input x 	 t we may proceed as follows Let d d        dm  be
the active domain of x ie all values of type D mentioned in x In the case of ordered
databases we will also assume d 
 d 
       
 dm  In general we dont know the
numbers +d       +dm  but we will choose to encode d        dm  with the numbers
        m   we call this the minimal encoding to distinguish it from the standard
encoding using + Let X be the resulting minimal encoding of x Apply F on X to get
Y  F X Since the query is generic one can prove that the only numbers occuring in
Y are         m  Hence we can decode Y under the minimal encoding to get y Now
we prove that y is the correct result ie y  fx Indeed let D   fd d        dm g
where d        dm  are such that +di  i for i  m  Then the function  
 D  
 D 
di
def
 di for i  m   is injective and in the case of ordered databases also order
preserving Let t 
 t

 
 t be its extension to t where t is obtained from t by replacing
every occurence of D  with D see Section  Let x   t  x Obviously X is the
standard encoding of x and since F computes f  we have that Y  F X is the standard
encoding of y  fx A moment of thought will convince the reader that decoding Y
under the minimal encoding yields ty
 that is y  ty Now we use the fact that
f is generic to argue ty
  tfx  ft x  fx Hence when we decode Y
according to the minimal encoding we obtain fx
Denition 	 We say that a query f is in NC i there is some function F 
 f g 

f g computing f which is in NC We denote by CMPX OBJ NC the class of queries
which are in NC and by FLAT NC the class of queries over types of set height  
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which are in NC Similarly for some k    we dene queries in AC k and the classes
CMPX OBJ ACk and FLAT AC k
 Alternative Encoding of Flat Relations
Immerman  proves a relationship between queries computable in extensions of FO and
parallel complexity classes His encoding of at relations is dierent from ours it is more
elegant when dealing with at relations but does not extend to complex objects We prove
here that over at relations our encoding is AC equivalent to Immermans ie that the
functions translating between the two encodings are in AC 
For sake of simplicity we will consider only the base type D  and drop B  Then a at
relation type is a type of the form fD kg For a at relation x 	 fD kg we de ne the bitwise
encoding of r to be the following string X 	 f g Let d  fd d        dn g 	 fD g be
a set containing the active domain of x ie the set of all values of type D mentioned in x
and assume d 
 d 
       
 dn  Then the encoding X associated to x and d will have
length nk and will be de ned as follows For every i i         ik   i i        ik  n  
Xin
k   i nk          ik   i hdi          diki 	 x
Proposition 	 For every k    the minimal encoding and the bit wise encoding of
at relations of type fD kg are AC  equivalent More precisely 
 There exists a function
F 
 f g 
 f g in AC  mapping f gnk to f gnkknk	 for n    such
that for every string X representing the bit wise encoding of some at relation x we have
x  F X and moreover F X is a minimal encoding of x  There exists a function
G 
 f g 
 f g in AC  mapping f gn to f gnk for n    such that for every
string X encoding some at relation x GX is a bit wise encoding of x
Proof To compute F X we proceed as follows The output string will be formed
of a leading left parentheses f followed by nk cells of kn  k   bits each Each
cell is split into a body built from the  rst kn  k   bits and a tail containing
the last three bits We  ll the cell corresponding to i i         ik either with blanks when
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Xin
k i nk        ik   or with hi        iki otherwise For the second case observe
that each i        ik are between  and n   hence each requires only dlogn  e  n
bits for a total of kn bits and we need an addtional k bits to encode the brackets hi
and the commas In the  rst case we  ll the tail with a blank while in the second case we
 ll it with a comma except for the last nonblank body where we put a right parenthesis
g
For GX we observe  rst that the active domain of x has less than n elements where
n  lengthX We start by computing Y  B
fDkg
n X see Lemma  Then for
every i        ik the bit number in
k   i nk           ik of the output will be  i j j
  j 
 j  n   st Y j  Y j   and k j 
 k 
 j Y k   and Xj 
 j  
equals hi        iki The latter test can be made using a circuit of depth Ok since we need
k levels of comparisons to identify the position of yk  for   k  k 
 Main Results
We only state the results here and give the proofs in Section 
Theorem  NRCbdcr  CMPX OBJ NC At a ner level of detail the following
holds NRCbdcrk	  CMPX OBJ ACk for every k   
Theorem  NRCdcr  FLAT NC At a ner level of detail the following holds
NRCdcrk	  FLAT AC k for every k   
These languages are purely for complex objects respectively relations But many external
functions of practical interest such as the usual arithmetical operations    etc and
the usual aggregate functions cardinality sum average etc are also in NC  Can they be
added in, The answer is yes for bdcr but no for dcr

Proposition  Let " be an extension consisting of possible additional base types and a
set of functions computable in NC Then NRC" bdcr  NC However NRCN dcr
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can express exponential space queries
We prove the inclusion NRC" bdcr  NC in Section  The following example shows
that NRCN dcr can express exponential space queries
Example  Consider the subset of fNg containing all sets of the form f         kg
we view such a set as the encoding of the integer k Then we can dene the functions
plus  times  exp 
 fNgfNg 
 fNg with the meaning x  f        mg y  f         ng 
plushx yi  f        m ng timeshx yi  f        m  ng exphx yi  f         nmg in
NRCN dcr Namely we dene plus directly while for times and exp we hint on their
denition with dcr
plushx yi def exthu vi fu vgx y
timeshx  x yi def plustimeshx yi timeshx yi when x  x  
exphx  x yi def timeshexphx yi exphx yii when x  x  
Certainly the function exp is not in NC  because the size of its output is not polynomially
bounded by the size of its input In particular Example  shows that dcr is strictly
more powerful than bdcr over at types in the presence of certain external functions see
Proposition 
Immerman in  and Barrington Immerman and Straubing in  prove that FO is
included in FODCLuniform AC  and that FO together with order and BIT relation has
the same expressive power as AC  Here we prove that NRC is included in AC  thus
extending half of their result to complex objects
Proposition  Under the encoding of complex objects described in Section  all
queries in NRC are in FO DCL uniform AC  see 


We state two more results which help us put the main theorems in perspective Their proofs
are omitted
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Conservative extension One may wonder in what sense Theorem  is a particular
case of Theorem  Actually even though the proof of Theorem  is quite similar
to that of Theorem  and we do present them together in Section  Theorem 
in fact follows from Theorem  Proposition  and the conservative extension result
presented below
Paredaens and Van Gucht in  and Wong in  prove that NRC is a conservative
extension of NRC Suciu in  proves that NRCbfix is a conservative extension of
NRCfix where fix is the usual inationary  xpoint and bfix is a bounded version of
fix Using the techniques in  we can prove the following

Proposition 	 Let " be a set of external functions which have set heights   Then
NRC" bdcr is a conservative extension of NRC" bdcr
Note that for the case when "   we can turn the tables and Proposition  follows
directly from the main theorems For the case when "   this proposition requires
a separate proof and we are able to do it only in the presence of order However we
conjecture that NRCbdcr is a conservative extension of NRCdcr
PTIME vs NC Immerman Patnaik and Stemple  show that PTIME is captured by
a language built around set reduce see Section  Extending their result also to complex
objects we have

Proposition  NRCsri	  Q PTIME  and NRCbsri	  CQ PTIME
Here Q PTIME and CQ PTIME are the set of queries over at relations and over complex
objects respectively computable by some function in PTIME 
Thus by the main theorems and this proposition the dierence between PTIME and NC
computable queries over ordered databases can be characterized by the dierence between
two kinds of recursion on sets It is interesting to note that only one level of recursion
nesting suces for sri and PTIME  as opposed to dcr and NC 
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	 Proofs
 Iteration Over Sets
The central technical tool in proving our main result is to convert the two forms of recur
sion over sets into more simple loops The logarithmic and the bounded logarithmic
iterator are de ned by

f 
 t
 t
log loopf 
 ftg  t
 t
f 
 t
 t b 
 t
blog loopf b 
 ftg  t
 t
with the semantics

log loopfhx yi def f dlogjxj	e	y
where jxj is the cardinality of x Thus log loop iterates some function f a number of times
equal to the number of bits necessary to represent the number jxj The bounded logarithmic
iterator is de ne by

blog loopf bhx yi def log loopf  bhx y  bi
Similarly we de ne the iterator and the bounded iterator loop and bloop which iterates
some function jxj times instead of dlogjxj e times

f 
 t
 t
loopf 
 ftg  t
 t
f 
 t
 t b 
 t
bloopf b 
 ftg  t
 t
with the semantics

loopfhx yi def f jxjy
bloopf bhx yi def loopf  bhx y  bi
	 PROOFS 
We extend the de nition of depth of recursion nesting to depth of iteration nesting for these
construct by de ning depthlog loopfe
def
 max  depthf depthe etc
Both log loop and loop are powerful enough to express powerset Hence we will only
consider the unbounded versions in conjunction with at relations and use their bounded
versions for complex objects
Example  log loop can express transitive closure tc 
 ft  tg 
 ft  tg Indeed let
r 	 ft  tg be some relation First compute v  !r  ! r the set of all elements
mentioned in r then repeat dlogn  e times r  r  r  r where n def jvj and  is
relation composition That is TC r  log loopr r  r  rv r
Example  Let n  cardx Then loopf and log loopf allow us to iterate n and
log n times respectively To iterate n  times it suces to loop over x  x which has
n  elements f n
	y  loopfhx  x yi To iterate log  n times we use two levels of
iterations f dlogn	e	y  log loopz log loopfhx zihx yi
Immerman de nes FOtn in  to be  rst order logic with order and with a bi
nary relation BIT  extended with those inductive de nitions which close after tn steps
NRClog loopBIT  andNRCloopBIT  have essentially the same expressive power
as FO logO	 n and FO nO	 respectively However without order these two are no longer
equivalent
 loop can express parity while FO nO	 without order and BIT  is included in
FO LFP  and hence it cannot express parity Similarly we can argue that FO logO	 n
without order is less powerful than NRClog loop
The key technical lemma in proving the main results states that dcr and log loop have the
same expressive power over ordered databases Expressions with dcr can be translated into
expressions with log loop and conversely Moreover this translation preserves the depth of
iteration nesting
Proposition  For every k    NRCblog loopk	  NRCbdcrk	
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From this Proposition  and the analogous property

NRCblog loopk	  NRClog loopk	
proved in a similar manner we get

Corollary  For every k    NRClog loopk	  NRCdcrk	
Proof of Proposition  We start by proving
NRCbdcrk	  NRCblog loopk	
Consider some function   bdcre f u b  
 ftg 
 t Let x  fx        xng 	 ftg
We will use the encoding *k described in Subsection  De ne g to be the function
*k k  k see the techniques used in the proof of Proposition  Then the sequence
* g* gg* ggg*       is * * * *       hence it suces to iterate g dlogne times
and to apply it to * to get
 log loopghx *i  *n Using the techniques from the proof of
Proposition  given a bound b for bdcre f u b we can compute a bound b for *k for
all k  n hence log loopghx *i is equivalent to blog loopg bhx *i Finally we obtain
x  extracth*n hx xnii
Now we proveNRCblog loopk	  NRCbdcrk	 Consider some blog loopf bhx yi
expression we can express it by divide and conquer recursion on the set x The base cases
are trivial

blog loopf bh yi  y
blog loopf bhfzg yi  fy
For log loopfhs  s yi where s  s   assume jsj   jsj the case jsj 
 jsj is treated
similarly Then the binary representation of the number js  sj  jsj jsj has either the
same number of bits as the binary representation of jsj or one bit more So

log loopfhs  s yi  
  flog loophs yi orlog loophs yi
	 PROOFS 
Namely log loopfhs  s yi  flog loophs yi if the binary representation of the number
jssj has one more bit than the binary representation of the number jsj and log loopfhs
s yi  log loophs yi otherwise Now we explain the details We start by constructing an
ordered set z  fz z        z ng having at least n  values z 
 z 
       
 z n which
we use as numbers Assuming x   it suces to take z  ffalse truegffalse truegx
which has n  n  elements and treat the case x   separately Then we de ne the
function s
def
 hzk hzp f dlogk	e	yii where k  minjsj n and p  dlogk	e Ie
s returns
  k the cardinality of s  p the next power of  and  log loopfhs yi
Now we argue that  can be expressed with dcr Indeed consider s  s   and let

s  hzk hzp vii
s  hzk   hzp   vii
where k  jsj k  jsj p p are the next powers of  and v  f dlogk	e	y v  
f dlogk
 	e	y Assume without loss of generality that k   k and hence p   p Then
we have s  s  hzk    hzp    vii where k p v are computed as follows

k def k  k
p def if k 
 p then p else p p
v def if k 
 p then v else fv
Following the techniques of  we compute addition on z        z n with the help of transi
tive closure Namely we de ne the binary relation r  fhhzi zji hzi zjii j   i j 
 ng
on z  z and compute its transitive closure q  TC r Then given zi and zj  zij is the
unique element for which hhz zii hzj  zijii 	 q To avoid increasing the nesting depth of
dcr we precompute an addition table
 a  fhhzi zji ziji j   i j  n i  j  ng in
NRCbdcr	 and then compute addition by looking up the table 
The proof of Proposition  has an important consequence Recall that the conditions
for wellde nedness of dcr are not re hence the language NRCdcr is not re But
The presence of the two constants false and true is not essential here We could have taken z  x x x
which has n  n  elements for n   Then we need to treat the cases x   and jxj   separately
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by restricting it to the instances of dcr used in the simulation of log loop we obtain an
re in fact decidable sublanguage L which has the same expressive power as the whole
NRCdcr
  Circuits
In order to prove that NRCblog loop  AC  we  rst establish some technical lemmas
For some string W 	 f gn of length n and numbers i j   i  j  n   we denote
with W i 
 j the substring of W containing all elements from positions i to j inclusive
Recall that we encode each symbol of the alphabet A  f  f g h i comma  blankg with
a string of length  Thus if X is an encoding of the complex object x then for every i for
which i mod    Xi 
 i  will be the binary encoding of some character in A
Lemma  For every d    there exists a function F d  Sn F dn in AC  F dn 

f gn 
 f gn  nding the matching parentheses of nesting depth  d
More precisely for every string X 	 f gn and for every i j   i j  n   F dnX
will have a  on position i  n  j i imod  jmod   and there is a left parenthesis
f on positions i i   i   and a matching right parenthesis g on positions j j   j  
or similarly for a pair of matching angle parentheses h and i on these positions and the
nesting depth of parentheses enclosed between the positions i and j is 
 d Eg consider
the string X  gff gf
fgfgggf which after encoding each parenthesis with
three bits will be translated into a string X 	 f g Then F  X reports the matching
parentheses f  g f g f g and f
 g ie it will output an  on the positions i j
for i j  h i h i h i and h i It will not report the matching parentheses
f g because their nesting level is 
Proof of Lemma  We prove the statement by induction on d For d   there is
nothing to check
 F nX just returns the string         For d   F

nX returns an 
on those positions i  n j for which
 both i and j are divisible by  i 
 j Xi 
 i and
Xj 
 j contain f and g respectively or h and i and k k mod    i 
 k 
 j there
	 PROOFS 
is no parenthesis in Xk 
 k  
For d   we proceed as follows First we compute Y  F d n X Next replace in X every
character corresponding to a matched parenthesis in Y with blank  and call X  the result
ie i   i  n  if i mod    then if j st Y i  n j   or Y j  n i   then
X i 
 i  def blank  else X i 
 i  def Xi 
 i  Compute Y   F nX  and  nally
output Z where Zi
def
 ANDY i Y i for   i  n   
It is easy to check that for d    a circuit dn can be built for F dn  for which heightdn 
d  and sizedn  d  n  n   n n 
Corollary 	 For each type t there is some function F t  
S
n F tn in AC
 F tn 

f gn 
 f gn which identies the pairs of parenthesis for any encoding of type t More
precisely for any encoding X of an object x of type t F tnX will have an 
 on position inj
i there is a left parenthesis f on positions i i   i   and a matching right parenthesis
g on positions j j   j   or similarly for a pair of matching angle parentheses hi
Proof This follows directly from Lemma  since any encoding X of an object of type
x will have at most d nested parentheses where d depends only on the type t 
Lemma  For any set type ftg there is some function Bftg  SnBftgn in AC 
B
ftg
n 
 f gn 
 f gn which for some encoding fX       Xmg of type ftg returns a
string containing exactly m 
s namely on those positions where some Xi begins Similarly
for every product type t        tm there exists a function Bt  tm in AC  which when
given an encoding hX       Xmi of length n of hx        xmi 	 t       tm returns a string
of length n containing exactly m 
s namely on the positions where X       Xm start
Proof The circuit computing B
ftg
n identi es the outermost commas ie those not
included in any pair of matching parenthesis except the outermost f g and returns a  on
each  rst nonblank position following such a comma or following the leading left brace 
As a consequence we have
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Lemma  For all types t equality of objects of type t is computable in AC 
Proof We construct a family of circuits Etn 
 f g n 
 f g which when given two
encodings XY of x y 	 t both of length n returns  i x  y We proceed by induction on
the type t For the base case t  D  we use essentially the fact that blanks are not allowed
inside the binary representation of numbers Then EDnXY  will return  i i i j j
  i 
 i  n     j 
 j  n   Xi 
 i  Y j 
 j in particular i  i  j  j
and in X 
 i  Xi   
 n  Y  
 j   Y j   
 n  there are only blanks For
the induction case t  ftg we have X  fX       Xpg and Y  fY        Yqg with possible
blanks scattered We essentially test the following two conditions

i  p j  q Xi  Yj 
j  q i  p Xi  Yj 
To do that we start by using Lemma  to compute the stings U V of length n which
identify the p positions in X and the q positions in Y where some element starts Then
condition  becomes

i i   i 
 i  U i  U i    ii 
 i 
 i U i  
j j j 
 j  V j  V j    j j 
 j 
 j  V j   
Et
 
n U i 
 i
  V j 
 j    
In fact the expression Et
 
n U i 
 i
  V j 
 j   is not correct we have to eliminate the
trailing comma ie replace it with blank in U i 
 i   and V j 
 j   and add add
n  i  i   trailing blanks to U i 
 i   and V j 
 j   to make them of length n
before computing Et
 
n U i 
 i
  V j 
 j   The details are straightforward and are left
out Condition  is handled similarly 
Lemma 
 For every set type ftg there exists a duplicate elimination function Dt  S
Dtn where D
t
n 
 f gn 
 f gn with the following meaning Given any encoding
	 PROOFS 
X  fX       Xmg of some object of type ftg with possible duplicates DtX returns a
string of the same length in which all duplicates are replaced with blanks
Proof DtnX will work as follows First compute Y  B
t
nX ie identify where
each of the m substrings X        Xm begins in X Now we have to replace each character
Xi 
 i  belonging to some duplicate Xp with   i  n  i mod    with a blank 
More precisely we replace Xi 
 i  with blank i the following holds

j  i k  i   Y j  Y k    l j 
 l 
 k  Y l   
j k k  j 
 k  Y i  Y k    l j 
 l 
 k  Y l   
EtnXj 
 k  Xj 
 k  
The condition says that Xi 
 i lies inside some string Xp stretching between positions j
and k and that Xp equals Xq with p 
 q where Xq stretches between the positions j
 and
k The expression EtnXj 
 k  Xj 
 k   is not quite correct
 the possible trailing
commas have to be eliminated replaced with blank  in both Xj 
 k  and Xj 
 k 
and then they have to be padded with blank s to make them strings of length n We omit
the details 
Proposition 
NRCblog loopk	  CMPX OBJ ACk for all k   
Hence NRClog loopk	  FLAT AC k
Proof We prove by induction on some complex object expression e 	 NRCblog loopk	
of type t that for any set of variables x        xl which includes all free variables in e the
associated query hx        xli e see Section  is in AC k We illustrate only some of the
cases for e
Union e  e Let f and f  be the queries associated to e and e respectively Then the
query associated to e  e is g  x fx  f x Let f f  be computed by the
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functions F and F  respectively and let n and n be circuits associated to Fn and
F n To compute g concatenate the outputs of n and n eliminate the braces gf by
replacing them with blanks and conditionally placing a comma the comma is placed
only when both outputs encode a nonempty set Finally eliminate the duplicates in
the resulting set using Lemma 
Function application fe where f 
 t
 t and e 
 t Let g 
 t t t        tl 
 t be
the query corresponding to f  and h 
 t t        tl 
 t be the query corresponding
to e Then the query corresponding to fe is k  x ghhx xi and this leads us
directly to a circuit Namely let n be the circuit computing g and n be the circuit
computing h let Qn be the size of the output of n Then the circuit computing k
will consists in a copy of n and a copy of nQn	 The inputs of nQn	 will
consists in the concatenation of the following strings

h the output of n  the input Xi
Extension extf For sake of clarity suppose that f 
 t 
 ftg does not have free
variables and that l   Then the query associated to f is f itself and let n
be a circuit for computing f  let Qn be the size of the output of n The circuit
n for extf will receive an input X  fX X        Xmg Essentially it has to
apply n to each substring Xp It starts by computing Y  B
t
nX Since it
cannot anticipate where each substring Xp lies it will have a copy of the circuit j i
for every pair hi ji   i 
 j  n   for which i mod   j mod    which
will receive as input Xi 
 j   The output of the circuit corresponding to hi ji
will be invalidated however overwritten with blanks unless Y i  Y j   and
k i 
 k 
 j Y k   ie unless there exists indeed some substring Xp which
stretches from position i to position j   All nn   results are concatenated
all pairs the inner parentheses gf replaced with a comma  and  nally we feed the
resulting string of size  Qn  n  n   into EtQn	nn	  to eliminate the
duplicates
Iteration blog loopf b Since the output type is a PStypes we will assume for sake of
clarity it is a set type ie f 
 ftg 
 ftg Let g 
 ftg  t       
 ftg be the query
	 PROOFS 
associated to f  and h 
 t        
 ftg be the query associate to b Let n and n
be the circuits for computing g and h respectively and let Gn Hn be the functions
computed by them Assume their output sizes to be Qgn and Qhn respectively
The input set y in fhx yi cannot have more than n elements since at most n
characters are used to encode hx yi hence it would suce to generate dlog ne copies
of n and to feed the output of every circuit as input to the next However this naive
approach does not work Indeed the output of the  rst n has size Qgn then the
output of the second Qgn	 has size QgQgn the output of the third QgQgn		
has size QgQgQgn etc Hence the output size grows more than a polynomial
We need a more subtle technique which uses the bound b in an essential way
Let p 
 ftg  ftg  t        
 ftg be the query associated to blog loopf b
The circuit computing p will receive as input a string hhXY i Zi of length n It will
start by computing Hn on the string hYZi of length n obtained from the input by
overriding some characters with blanks Let U  HnhYZi U is the encoding of
the bounding set u  fu        ulg and lengthU  Qhn Next the circuit for p
contains dlogn  e copies of the circuit Qhn	 The idea is that all intermediate
results are subsets of u hence Qhn bits will suce to represent them Namely we
feed the  rst circuit Qhn	 with the intersection of Y and U  we obtain Y from the
input hhXY i Zi by overriding the rest with blanks and we compute the intersection
by overriding in U all elements which are not in Y with blanks so the result has
the same size as U  Similarly we feed the i   copy of the circuit Qhn	 with the
output of the is copy intersected with U  which is again a string of size Qhn Of
course we have to bypass all circuits Qhn	 beyond level dlogm  e where m is
the cardinality of the set encoded by X To do that we start by computing Bt
 
n X
Next we compute a string of length dlogn  e representing the binary encoding
of the number of s in Bt
 
n X ie the binary encoding of m
 this can be done in
AC  since it is a particular case of the problem of adding n binary numbers Now
we establish a correspondence between the dlogn  e bits representing m and the
dlogne copies of Qhn	
 the least signi cant bit will correspond to the  rst copy
etc We will bypass copy Qhn	 all bits i i  i        in m are 
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Finally observe that if the circuit Qn	 for computing g had depth Olog
k n then
the circuit for computing p has depth Ologk n
The other cases are treated in a similar fashion We skip the proof of the uniformity which
is tedious but straightforward 
Since the inequality  can be computed in AC  Proposition  immediately implies

Corollary  NRCblog loopk	  CMPX OBJ ACk and NRClog loopk	 
FLAT AC k
Instead of designing a circuit for computing f  we could have shown that f can be computed
in FO logk n  BIT  and then using the results in   to conclude f 	 AC k
 in
fact this is the way we prove Proposition  But we chose to construct the circuit for
computing f in order to suggest that how f may compiled on a CRCW PRAM
To prove the converse inclusion we adopt techniques for simulating PTIME Turing Machines
with query languages over  nite ordered structures   and over complex objects 
A central step consists in taking the ordered input x and constructing some set z whose
cardinality is at least as large as the size of the minimal encoding of x The type of z may
depend on the value x
 but there are a  xed number of choices and we may test using ifs
which one is the right choice Eg if t  fDg then x  fx       xmg where m  jxj Then
x can be encoded with n   m    bits since each element in x can be encoded with at
most dlogm e  m characters  each is followed by one additional comma and the
last element is followed by the right brace and each character uses in fact  bits Finally
we need the left brace hence the       For this case it suces to take z
def
 x xx
of type fD  D  D g when m   because jzj  m     m    for m    But for
m   we choose z def ftrue falseg of type fB g which has    m    elements
Lemma  For every type t there exists nt conditions C
t
        C
t
nt 
 t 
 B  nt types
st        s
t
nt and nt functions b
t
 
 t 
 fstg        btnt 
 t 
 fstntg in NRC such that the
following hold Let x 	 t and let X 	 f g be the minimal encoding of x Then
	 PROOFS 
 i such that Cti x  true
 Cti x  true lengthX  jbtixj
Moreover heightfstig  max heightt for i   nt
Proof We proof the lemma by induction on the type t We will abbreviate the set
ffalse trueg  ffalse trueg with 
Case t  D Then we take nt   C
t
x
def
 true st
def
 B  B  and btx def  Indeed
x 	 D  the minimal encoding of x is  which has length  recall that we encode
each symbol of the alphabet A with three bits
Case t  ftg Let x 	 t x  fx        xng and let a def atomsx a 	 fD g We  rst apply
induction hypothesis to t to get conditions Ct          C
t 
nt 
 and types st
 
         s
t 
nt 
 Next
observe that the standard encoding of X is fX       Xng Obviously X       Xn are
not standard encodings of x        xn respectively because xj does not necessarily
mention all atoms in a but their length is at most a factor of   dlogjaje larger
than the length of their minimal encoding Observe that   dlogjaj  e    jaj
when a   Hence to obtain a set of cardinality   lengthXj when Ct i xj is true
and a   it suces to take the set   a  bt i xj The latter set is included in
  a  bt i x However when a   then the size of X is bounded by a constant
which depends only on the type t and we take as bounding set ffalse truegk with k
suciently large In conclusion we de ne nt
def
 nt    and

Cti x
def
 xj 	 x Cx  a  
sti
def
 B    D  st i
btix
def
  a extbt i x
for i   nt   and
Ctnt x
def
 a  
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stnt 
def
 B k
btnt x
def
 ffalse truegk
The other cases are handled using similar techniques 
Proposition  For all k    we have
CMPX OBJ ACk  NRCblog loopk	
FLAT AC k  NRClog loopk	
Proof Let f be in CMPX OBJ ACk f 
 t 
 t We shall construct an expression f  in
NRCblog loopk	 equivalent to f  This proves CMPX OBJ ACk  NRCblog loopk	
 For FLAT AC k  NRClog loopk	 it will suce to observe that when heightt  
and heightt   then f  	 NRCblog loopk	 and hence f  	 NRClog loopk	
by a simple extension of Proposition  to blog loop
Since f 	 CMPX OBJ ACk it is computed by some function F 
 f g 
 f g F
is given by
  A DLOGSPACE Turing Machine T accepting the DCL of a family of
circuits and  Polynomials P n and Qn see Section  For some input x 	 t let
n be the length of the minimal encoding X of x see Section  The simulation of F in
NRCkblog loop is described below
 Apply Lemma  to construct some set z having a cardinality   n The type of
z may depend on the value x
 but there are a  xed number of choices and we may
test using ifs which one is the right choice Observe that when heightt   then
the type of z will be at and z be computed in NRC
 Some power zl of z will have p  nl elements enough to perform all the arithmetic
needed in the sequel Over this ordered set we precompute the functions plus
minus multiplication and bit on the numbers         p   See eg the proof of
Proposition  for the computation of addition and see Example  for a hint
on how to compute multiplication using bdcr and hence blog loop
	 PROOFS 
 Compute the minimal encoding X of x of length n without blanks
 a string X 	
f g of length n is represented as a set of numbers ie a subset of zl The
computation is done in NRCblog loop the blog loop being needed to compute
the sum of a set of numbers As a byproduct of this encoding we also obtain a
translation table from atomic values in x to numbers
 Simulate F on X as described below to get Y  F X
 Finally decode Y  to get y 	 t Decoding is done inNRC ie no loops are necessary
and uses the translation table constructed at point  The decoding consists essentially
in parsing the string Y and constructing y The parser depends on the type t Eg
when t  ftg then we construct y as follows We built the set of pairs of number
i j i 
 j this is just a subset of zl  zl and for each such pair we use the parser
for the type t to test whether some element is encoded in Y between the positions
i and j and if so to decode that element Finally we construct the set of all such
elements So essentially we apply ext on the parser for the type t
There are two ways of simulating F on X One is to use the result in  which says
that since F is in ACk F is also in FO logk n  BIT  and to observe that for k   
FO logk n  BIT  NRClog loopk	 The second way is to use the DLOGSPACE
DCLuniformity de nition of AC k We will follow the second path here First we simulate
the Olog n space Turing Machine computing the DCL of n
 this can be done since there
are only polynomially many con gurations for T  and deciding whether T accepts some
input n g g t reduces using standard techniques to the computation of the transitive
closure of the successor relation on the set of con gurations of T  Secondly we simulate
the circuit n itself by computing step by step the outputs of the gates at each level
 this
only requires logk n iterations so it can be done in NRClog loopk	 and hence in
NRCblog loopk	 We observe that ext is used in an essential way at each iteration
step accounting for the parallelism in the evaluation of n
This proved
CMPX OBJ ACk  NRCblog loopk	 k   
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If t and t are both at types then all the computations describe above can be expressed
in NRCblog loopk	 which is equal to NRClog loopk	 by a straightforward
extension of Proposition  to log loop Hence FLAT AC k  NRClog loopk	 
Now we can prove our main results Theorems  and  follow from Corollary 
and Proposition  Proposition  follows from Proposition  and Proposi
tion  is proven by an straightforward extension of the proof of Proposition 
Chapter 
The Implementation Language
MAP
  Overview
We will implement the Nested Collection Calculus NCC and the additional forms of recur
sions described in Chapter  using parallel algorithms expressed in a highlevel programming
language There are many advantages to programming in a highlevel language However
while sequential algorithms are typically designed and evaluated in reasonably highlevel
terms the situation with parallel algorithms is  by necessity so far  more complicated
The issue is intimately connected with the existing eorts to bridge the gap between the
theoretical design of parallel algorithms and practical programming on massively parallel
computers
In the case of data parallelism the work of Blelloch   and Blelloch and Sabot  has
made substantial progress on this issue For example if we manage to represent an algorithm
in a highlevel language such as NESL with a certain work and time complexity and if the
representation satis es certain restrictions then we are guaranteed an implementation of
the same algorithm with the same asymptotic time and work complexity in terms of a

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lowlevel parallel vector model which in turn admits ecient implementations on various
architectures for example the CM
To implement NCC we follow a similar path We start by de ning an implementation lan
guage calledMAP presented under a dierent name in  MAP is is a somewhat ab
stract highlevel generalpurpose language manipulating mostly nested sequences We give
a precise highlevel de nition of parallel complexity in the work and time framework 
forMAP programs Unlike NESLMAP is based on a restricted form of recursion called
maprecursion rather than general recursion This will surely impose some limitations
although not that many
 we will show that highlevel parallel algorithms can be expressed
with maprecursion and thatMAP is suitable as an implementation language for our high
level declarative parallel query language By restricting to maprecursion instead of general
recursion we will show in Chapter  that we can develop provable ecient compilation tech
niques By contrast the compilation techniques    for a language with a general
form of recursion like NESL can guarantee eciency only for programs satisfying certain
semantic conditions
 The Language MAP
We de ne the languageMAP to be the restriction of the Nested Collection Calculus NCC
Section  to sequences and extended with a whileiteration and maprecursion
As NCCMAP is parameterized by a set " of base types and external functions The base
types will always include N with the standard interpretation of natural numbers and may
include additional types like string  real  or userde ned types We will generically denote
with D some arbitrary base type Hence the types inMAP are given by the grammar

t 

 N j D j t       t j t       t j t
Recall that unit is the empty product obtained by taking n   in t         tn and
B
def
 unit  unit 
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#   p 
 t
 B #   f 
 t
 t
#   whilep f 
 t
 t
d 
 t
 t c 
 t t
 t
maprecd c 
 t
 t
Figure 
 The languageMAP
 iterations and maprecursion
Thus MAP has all operations in Figures   Section  except that the general
collection operations in Figure  are only instantiated to sequences it has all sequence
speci c operations in Figure  and it has the while and maprec constructs shown here
in Figure  The maprecursion construct was de ned in Subsection  and we will
comment more on it in Section  and the whileconstruct has the following meaning

whilep fx  x when px  false and whilep fx  whilep ffx when px  
true Finally we assume for convenience thatMAP is given in the map  atten presentation
of Figure  instead of the extpresentation
MAP is a strongly statically typed language The type derivations inMAP play a crucial
role because some of the de nitions of its operational semantics and of its parallel com
plexities will actually depend on the type derivation Recall that a type context # is a
set of the form #  fx 
 s        xn 
 sng where xi are variables and si are types We write
#   e 
 t or #   f 
 t 
 t  when we want to say that under the type assumptions of #
the term expression e has type t or the function expression f has type t 
 t  The typing
rules forMAP are those for NCC A type derivation for #   e 
 t is a tree whose nodes
are labeled with the typing rules de ning the language MAP and whose root is labeled
with #   e 
 t Similarly we have type derivations for #   f 
 t
 t A type derivation for
say #   e 
 t could be understood as a proof that e has type t under type context # Note
that there could be several type derivations for the same conclusion #   e 
 t because of
the weakening rule
Besides being an implementation language for our parallel primitives on collectionsMAP
together with its complexities TW to be discussed shortly is also a model of parallel
computation In order to keep it related to other such models like the PRAM or the
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Alternating Turing Machines we made sure that any primitive inMAP increases the size
of its input only by a polynomial function Had we introduced as a primitive a function
like n
def
         n   which generates an arbitrarily long list out of a number this
property would fail
 for an input n of size  or size logn  returns an object of size n
From the small set of primitives inMAP we can derive a rich set of functions Section 
gives some very simple examples of expressions inMAP without using iterations or map
recursion In Section  we will show howMAP can express more complex algorithms
 Adding Syntactic Sugar to MAP
MAP is described in a concise mathematical style but can be easily extended to a more
userfriendly language by allowing a certain amount of block structure
 de nitions of
global)local variables and of nonrecursive functions More precisely we will allow

 Nonrecursive letbindings for terms and functions Eg

val a     
fun fx  
let val y  enumeratex
in mapv i v  iziphx yi
end
val b  fa
Here we de ne two values a and b and a function f  a is just a sequence literal The
function f of argument x is de ned as mapv i v  iziphx yi where y is a local
de nition bound inside the function f by the letconstruct Finally b is another value
obtained by applying f to a
 in particular b will be     We allow also nested
letbindings The letbindings can be easily compiled away by substitutions
 maprecursive de nitions We allow a function f  maprecd c to be de ned as

 MAP
RECURSION 
fun fx  cxmapfdx
 Pattern matching Eg we may de ne the function delta as

fun delta   j
deltax  
 Declaration of polymorphic functions We choose an easy way of dealing with poly
morphism
 namely every polymorphic function is instantiated to all ground types at
which it is used More advanced techniques described in  could be used to avoid
code duplication
 map
Recursion
The ability to de ne recursive functions is crucial for the expressiveness of a parallel pro
gramming language We have seen in Chapter  how the divideandconquer recursion on
sets oered us the needed ingredient for expressing all functions from NC  Also standard
textbooks in parallel algorithms   often use recursion to achieve conciseness in the
description of most algorithms
However general recursion in a parallel function language is dicult to compile Blelloch
and Sabot  and Blelloch  describe a compilation technique for a parallel functional
programming language That technique however does not preserve the parallel time com
plexity T for every program but only for certain programs which are contained A compiler
cannot check whether a program is contained because this is an undecidable property
Here we adopt a dierent approach We impose syntactic restrictions on the recursion
schema which a programmer is allowed to use namely the recursive functions have to be
maprecursive A compiler would simply have to verify that the function de nition looks
like that
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fun gx  if px then sx else chgdx gd xi
fun hx  if px then sx else chdx
fun kx  if px then sx else
if px then chkdx kd xi else chkdx kd x kdxi
Figure 
 Other recursive schemas which can be automatically translated to maprecursion
fun dx  if px then 
else dx d x
fun chx i  sx
jch  y y i  chy y i
fun gx  maprecd cx
Figure 
 Rewriting of a function as maprecursive
fun fx  cxmapfdx
Then in Theorem  we show how maprecursion can be compiled away while preserving
the parallel time complexity T 
Imposing such a restriction is not too sever In fact maprecursion is general enough to ex
press many existent parallel algorithms
 tail recursive de nitions and what is usually meant
by divideandconquer recursion for instance the worked example in Subsection  can
be easily converted to maprecursive de nitions It is easy to write a preprocessor which
translates recursive schemas like those in  gure Figure  into maprecursive de nitions
and in the process parallelizes them For example the function g in Figure  is equiv
alent to maprecd c where d c are given in Figure 
In fact few recursion schema cannot be translated into maprecursion One example is Ack
ermans function
 Ax y  Ax  Ax y  We argue that most practical algorithms
can be translated into maprecursion
 A notable exception however is the worstcase mediannding algorithm 
 p 	  attributed to
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 Operational Semantics and Parallel Complexities
As promised we will give in this Section a highlevel de nition of parallel time complexity
T and work complexityW forMAP programs in an machine independent way The idea is
for the parallel complexity of a program to be inferred from its structure in the same way in
which the sequential complexity is inferred from the structure of a program in a sequential
language The parallel time complexity T is based on some idealized computation model
with arbitrary many processors and instant communication The purpose of the highlevel
complexities TW allow the programer to infer the real complexity of someMAP program
using formula  in Section 
All primitive operations including $ and  atten take by de nition one parallel step while
in a mapfx        xn  the n executions of f are done in parallel The iterative con
structs whilemaprec however may count for several steps hence our de nition cannot be
done solely by induction on programs Instead we provide rules for a formal operational
semantics and then count the depth of the derivations The work complexity is tied to the
size of the data that is being manipulated
Assume we have some method for encoding objects of any base type D  Then we de ne
Sobjects by the grammar

C 

 n j b j hC        Ci j int tmi C j C        C
where n 	 N b is some encoding for an object of the base type D  t        tm are types and
  i  m We only consider typed Sobjects
We adopt a unit size complexity measure in that every natural number has size  and
de ne the size of some Sobject as follows

sizen
def
 
sizeb
def
 the size of the encoding b
Blum  Floyd  Pratt  Rivest  and Tarjan
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sizehC        Cni def   sizeC         sizeCn
sizeint tmi C
def
   sizeC for   i  m
sizeC        Cn 
def
  
X
in 
sizeCi
As before we use true and false as abbreviations for inunitunit hi and inunitunit  hi Fol
lowing  we de ne an environment to be a  nite set of the form   fx  C        xn  
Cng where x        xn are variables and C        Cn are Sobjects The variables x        xn
must be distinct ie one can view an environment as a function from the  nite set of
variables fx        xng to complex objects We de ne the type context associated with
the environment   fx  C        xn  Cng to be #  fx 
 s        xn 
 sng where si
is the type of Ci for all i   n
Now we are ready to de ne the operational semantics ofMAP It consists of rules which
simultaneously de ne a ternary relation   e  C meaning that the term e evaluates to
the Sobject C under the environment  and a ary relation   fC  C  meaning that
the function f applied to the Sobject C evaluates to C  Eg if f  x  attenx$
and C     then   fC      For an example with an environment
consider the term expression e  ziphx enumeratexi and let  be the environment   
fx    g
 then e  h i h i h i In these  gures the notation x  C 
stands for the environment fx  Cg when x does not occur in  and for the environment
fx  Cg   fx  C g when x  C  	 
The relations   e  C and   fC  C  will only be de ned for environments  of the
right type More precisely they will be de ned only when #   e 
 t and #   f 
 t 
 t
respectively where # is the type context associated with  The relations  are de ned in
Figures  
For each rule de ning the two relations  there are corresponding formulas for computing
the parallel time complexity T and the work complexity W  Here size
def
 sizeC 
       sizeCn for   fx  C        xn  Cng
The external functions are computed sequentially We assume that we are given a function
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Rule TW
x  C   x  C
T x  C  x
def
 
W x  C  x
def
 sizeC  size
  n  n
T  n
def
 
W  n
def
   size
#   p 
 dp 
 cp p 	 "
T  p C
def
   T pC
W  p C
def
 T pC  size
For p 	 "
Figure 
 Operational semantics and TW for variables constants and external functions
T such that for every external function p 
 dp 
 cp in " and every Sobject C T pC is
the sequential time needed to compute pC Simple arithmetic operations like   
will usually take T  O Expensive userde ned external functions may run longer In
fact we give in Chapter  examples of parallel algorithms which are eciently compiled for
sharednothing architectures which make heavy use of expensive external functions
To evaluate some closed term e one has to construct a proof tree whose nodes are labeled
with rules of the operational semantics such that its root is labeled with some rule with
conclusion e  C The complexities T and W are computed based on this proof tree by
applying the rules in Figures  at each node In fact there are simple guidlines for
these rules Namely for every evaluation of the form

  e  C        n  en  Cn
  e  C
T and W are de ned as

T  e
def
  
nX
i
T i ei
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Rule TW
  hi  hi
T  hi def 
W  hi def   size
  e  C          en  Cn
  he        eni  hC        Cni i   n
T  he        eni def  
X
in
T  ei
W  he        eni def 
X
in
W  ei 
sizehC        Cni
size
  e  hC        Cni
ie  Ci
T  ie
def
   T  e
W  ie
def
 W  e  sizeCi
size
  e  C
  inie  iniC
T  inie
def
   T  e
W  inie
def
 W  e  sizeiniC
size
  e  iniC xi  C   ei  C 
 
BBBBBBBB
case e of
inx  e j
     
innxn  en
CCCCCCCCA
 C 
T  case      
def
   T  e 
T xi  C  ei
W  case      
def
 W  e
W xi  C  ei
sizeCi  size
Figure 
 Operational semantics and TW for product types and sum types
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Rule TW
  e  C   fC  C 
  fe  C 
T  fe
def
   T  e  T  f C
W  fe
def
 W  e W  f C
sizeC   size
x  C   e  C 
  x eC  C 
T  x e C
def
   T x  C  e
W  x e C
def
 W x  C  e
sizeC   size
Figure 
 Operational semantics and TW for abstraction and function application
Rule TW
  pC  false
  whilep fC  C
T while        C
def
   T  p C
W while        C
def
 W  p C 
sizeC  size
  pC  true
  fC  C
  whilep fC  C 
  whilep fC  C 
T while        C
def
   T  p C
T  f C  T while        C
W while        C
def
 W  p C
W  f C W while        C 
size
Note
 sizeC  does not occur here
Figure 
 Operational semantics and TW for while
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Rule TW
  dC  C

Cn 
 maprecd cC  C 
     
 maprecd cCn   C n 
  chC C         C n i  C 
maprecd cC  C 
T maprecd c C
def
 
  T  d C 
max
i
T maprecd c Ci 
T  c C         C

n 
W maprecd c C
def
 W  d CX
i
W maprecd c Ci 
W  c C         C

n  
sizeC         C

n   size
Figure 
 Operational semantics and the TW for maprecursion
W M
def
 
nX
i
W i ei  sizeC  size
There are however two exceptions

 For the maprule we replace the
P
in the de nition of T with max This corresponds
to the fact that the function is applied in parallel on all objects in the sequence
 For the while rule we delete sizeC from the righthand side of the de nition of W 
That is while is a true while construct and not a tailrecursion
Strictly speaking the work complexity W of a term e does not only depend on e but also
on the type derivations for e There could be several dierent type derivations for the same
term e due to the weakening rule see Figure  of Section  Discovering earlier or later
that some variable is not actually used in a subterm can make a dierence in the work
complexity because the map rule replicates the environment  to all n threads running in
parallel A good compiler will discover at typechecking time which free variables are not
actually needed and thus will keep the work complexity low
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Rule TW
    
T  
def
 
W  
def
   size
  e  C
  e  C
T  e
def
   T  e
W  e
def
 
W  e  sizeC  size
  e  C       Cm 
  e  C         C n 
  e$e  C        Cm  C         C n 
T  e$e def   T  e  T  e
W  e$e def W  e W  e
sizeC        C

n   size
  e  C C       C C            
   attene  C C        C C      
T   attene
def
   T  e
W   attene
def
 
W  e  sizeC        size
  e  C        Cn 
  lengthe  n
T  lengthe
def
   T  e
W  lengthe
def
 W  e 
  size
  e  C
  gete  C
T  gete
def
   T  e
W  gete
def
 
W  e  sizeC  size
Figure 
 Operational semantics and TW for operations on collections
 CHAPTER  THE IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE MAP
Rule TW
  fC  C          fCn   C n 
 mapfC        Cn   C         C n 
T mapf      
def
 
  max
in 
T  f Ci
W mapf      
def
 X
in 
W  f Ci
sizeC         C

n 
size
Figure 
 Operational semantics and TW for map
 Expressing Parallel Algorithms in MAP
We present in this Section a collection of useful parallel algorithms expressed inMAP and
analyze their complexity We start with routing algorithms ie algorithms which rearrange
the elements of a sequence and continue with sorting algorithms Finally we show how these
algorithms can be used to implement eciently the operations on sets and bags discussed
in Chapter 
 Routings
We call routings those operations which rearrange the order of the elements of a sequence
X  X       Xn  by specifying which element to be placed on which output position
This can be done essentially in two ways Reading in which we are given a sequence
i i        im  and have to construct the sequence Y  xi  xi          xim   and writing
in which we are given a sequence j        jn  representing a permutation of          n
and are required to construct a sequence Y  y        yn  where yjk  xk for k   n
We show here that an arbitrary routing problem can be solved in constant parallel time
with a work complexity which is arbitrarily close to linear
 T  OW  On  Also
we show that if the routing is monotone ie i  i         im  in the reading problem
 EXPRESSING PARALLEL ALGORITHMS IN MAP 
Rule TW
  e  C        Cn 
  e  C         C n 
  ziphe ei  hC C i        hCn  C n i
T  ziphe ei def   T  e 
T  e
W  ziphe ei def 
W  e W  e
sizehC C i        size
  e  C        Cn 
  enumeratee          n 
T  enumeratee
def
   T  e
W  enumeratee
def
 
W  e  n   size
  e  C       Cnnm  
  e   n        nm 
  splithe e i 
 C        Cn  
 Cn         Cnn   
     
 Cnnm         Cnnm   
T  split     
def
   T  e 
T  e 
W  split     
def
 
W  e W  e 
sizeC              size
Figure 
 Operational semantics and TW for operations on sequences
Rule TW
  e  C
X  C    e  C
T x  C   e def   T  e
W x  C   e def W  e 
sizeC  sizex  C  
  fC  C 
X  C    fC  C  TW same as above
Figure 
 Operational semantics and TW for the weakening rules
 CHAPTER  THE IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE MAP
fun Index hX Ii  
let val X pos  ziphX enumerateXi
fun selecti  !lterhx pi i  pX pos
in  attenmapselectI
end
Figure 
 The function Index expressed inMAP
then the work complexity can be kept linear W  On
Indexing m elements from n T  OW  Omn This is a reading problem

Index 
 t N 
 t
with the meaning

Index hX Ii  xi         xim  
Here m  lengthI n  lengthX
When lengthI  lengthX  n and I contains the numbers           n   then it
generates an arbitrary permutation of the input sequence X
Example
 Index a b c d e f g       d a b d b Here n  m  
The method consists in replicating X m times From each copy k select element number
ik See the algorithms in Figure  The complexities are T  OW  Omn For
the work complexity W  observe that in the expression mapselectI the function select
has X pos as a free variable When we evaluate the function we carry the value of X pos 
a sequence of length m in the environment  which the rule for map replicates a number of
times equal to the number of elements in I m in our case Hence the Omn component
in W 
Using Index  we derive the subscript function index 
 t  N 
 t with the meaning
index X i  xi with T  OW  On as index hX ii  getIndex hX ii
 EXPRESSING PARALLEL ALGORITHMS IN MAP 
fun small sorthXmi  
let val I  lter k k 
 menumerateX
fun selecti  lterhx pi i  pX
in  attenmapselectI
end
Figure 
 The function small sort expressed inMAP
Sorting n small integers T  OW  Omn
small sort 
 t N  N 
 t N
sorts a sequence with integer keys under the assumption that all keys are less than a given
number More precisely

small sorthXmi  Y
st  m  lengthX and X satis es the restriction hx ki 	 X k 	 f        m  g
 Y contains all elements in X sorted in increasing order of its second component The
complexities are T  OW  Omn where n  lengthX
We call it sorting of small integers because there is an upper bound on the size of the input
keys The function is more easily understood in the particular case in which the set of keys
I  ! X is a permutation of          n 
 then small sort is just a writing problem
Example

small sorthha i hb i hc i hd i he i hf ii  hc i hf i hb i he i hd i ha i
Here m   n  
The method consists in replicating X m times and selecting from each copy numbered k
k   n  those elements having the key k Figure  gives the algorithm expressed in
MAP
 its complexity is T  OW  Omn
Monotone routing T  OW  Om n This is a reading problem
m Index 
 t N 
 t
 CHAPTER  THE IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE MAP
with the restriction that the sequence of indexes be sorted More precisely

m Index hX Ii  xi         xim  
provided that   i  i         im  
 n Here m  lengthI n  lengthX
Knowing that I is sorted allows us to reduce the work complexity to W  Om n For
that we reduce m Index to a bmRoute problem More precisely we compute how many
times each element xi of X has to occur in the  nal result call J the sequence of these
occurrences To compute J  start by computing for each element xi the position pi following
the last occurrence of xi in the  nal result then ji  -pi
def
 pi
 pi  Finally to compute
P  p p        pn  take each of the  nal positions          m and replicate them -I
times Eg when n   X  x x x  x x
 x x x x I      then

-I
def
     
P
def
  	
z
 
  	
z
 
 	
z

  	 
z 

  	
z
 

J
def
         
Y
def
 	
z

	
z

x 	
z

 	
z

x
 x
	 
z 
 
 	
z

	
z

x	
z

 	
z


The algorithm is given in Figure  and has complexity T  OW  Om n
Sorting n small integers with radix sort  T  OW  Om n The function
radix sort 
 t N  N 
 t N
has the same meaning as small sort  namely
radix sorthXmi  Y
st  X and Y contain the same elements and  Y is sorted according to its second
component Here n  lengthX and hx ki 	 X k must be in f        m  g and
 EXPRESSING PARALLEL ALGORITHMS IN MAP 
fun m Index hX Ii  
letval n  lengthX
val m  lengthI
val zero to m  enumerateI$m
val delta I  map
ziphI$n $Ii
val P  bmRoutehX delta I  zero to mi
val J  map
ziphP remove last$P i
in bmRoutehI JXi
end
See Example  for the function remove last 
Figure 
 The function m Index expressed inMAP
m  n In contrast with small sort  radix sort has a smaller complexity
 T  O and
W  Om n where    can be chosen arbitrarily small
To achieve the lower work complexity we use radix sort Namely given    start by
expressing m in the base b  m  using   digits Next process each digit for a total
of   steps starting with the least signi cant one At each digit k sort the elements in
X according to their ks digit using small sort  with m  m  See the algorithm in
Figure  The complexities are T  O  O W  Om n Note that this gives
us an T  OW  On  algorithm for computing an arbitrary permutation
  Merging and Sorting
The examples in this Subsection prove that sorting can be expressed inMAP in constant
parallel time with a work complexity which is arbitrarily close to linear
Throughout this Subsection we assume that some order relation is given on the type t


 t t
 t which can be computed in constant time and linear work complexity
Direct ranking T  OW  Omn The function
direct rank 
 t t
 N
 CHAPTER  THE IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE MAP
fun radix sorthXmi  
let val n  lengthX
val b  m 
fun one stephY ki  
let valZ  maphx ii hhx ii digit hi k biiY 
in h!small sorthZ bi k  i
end
fun phY ki  k  
val hY i  whilep one stephX i
in !Y 
end
Here digiti k b returns the digit no k of the number i expressed in base b
Figure 
 The function radix sort expressed inMAP
fun rank onehx Y i  lengthlter y y  xY 
fun direct rank hXY i  mapx rank onehx Y iX
Figure 
 The function direct rank expressed inMAP
has the meaning

direct rank hXY i  z        zm 
where zi  jfyj j yj  xigj for i  m  here m  lengthX
Example
 suppose a 
 b 
 c 
 d 
 e then direct rankhb d c b a d c ei    
Figure  shows direct rank expressed inMAP Its complexity is T  OW  Omn
For sake of clarity we gave the code for the case when the keys are integers and  is the
order relation on numbers Obviously any other order predicate could be used
Direct merging T  OW  Omn The function
direct merge 
 t t
 t
 EXPRESSING PARALLEL ALGORITHMS IN MAP 
fun index splithX Ii  
let val n  lengthX
in splitXmap
ziphI$n $Ii
end
fun direct mergehABi  
let val R  direct rank hABi
val BB  index splithBRi
in rstBB$
 attenmaphaBi a$BziphA tail BBi
end
Figure 
 The function direct merge expressed inMAP
expects two sorted input sequences and merges them See Figure  Its complexity is
T  OW  Omn
Note  We shall use the function index split 
 t N 
 t in the sequel Its meaning is

index splitx        xn  i        im   
x        xi  xi         xi          xim         xim   xim          xn 
It has T  OW  Om n
Direct sorting T  OW  On  Our  rst sorting function

direct sort 
 t
 t
sorts and input sequence X of length n in constant parallel time with W  On  For
that we replicate X n times to compare each element with each other elements Next we
count how many elements are less than each Xi then use small sort  For this method to
work X needs to have distinct elements
 otherwise we include the position of each element
in X in the key and enhance the order predicate See the algorithm in Figure 
 CHAPTER  THE IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE MAP
fun direct sortX  
let fun less thanu  lengthlter v v 
 uX
val P  mapless thanX
in small sortziphXP i
end
Figure 
 The function direct sort expressed inMAP
Valiants algorithm for merging in T  Olog logmW  Om  n log logm We
can reduce the W  Omn work complexity of our  rst merging algorithm direct merge
by increasing the time complexity T  Note that a standard divideandconquer algorithm
in which X is divided in two equal halves requires T  Ologm steps Instead Valiants
algorithm   divides X into
p
m subsequences of length
p
m
valiant merge 
 t t
 t
Let m  lengthX n  lengthY  in valiant mergeXY  where X and Y are two sorted
sequences Then we divide X into
p
m subsequences X        Xpm  of length
p
m each
For each subsequenceXi we extract the subsequence Yi of Y with whichXi has to be merge

we do this in parallel for i  
p
m  Then we call the function recursively in parallel
on all pairs hXi Yii See Figures  and  The complexities are T  Olog logm
W  Om n log logm
Mergesort  T  Olog n log log nW  On logn log logn Valiants sorting algo
rithm Valiants merge algorithm gives us an algorithm for sorting a sequence X in
T  Olog n log lognW  On log n log log n The function is
merge sort 
 t
 t
and its code is given in Figure 
 EXPRESSING PARALLEL ALGORITHMS IN MAP 
fun sqrt positionsX  
let val n  lengthX
val I  lteri i mod
p
n  enumerateX
in index hX Ii
end
fun sqrt splitX  
index splithX sqrt positionsenumerateXi
Figure 
 Auxiliary functions needed in Valiants merge algorithm
fun dividehXY i  
letval m  lengthX
val n  lengthY 
val X   sqrt positionsX
val Y   sqrt positionsY   X  Y  have lengths
p
m and
p
n respectively 
val R  direct rank hX  Y i
val Y Y   sqrt splitY   split Y into
p
n blocks 
val x Y  ziphX  index hY Y  Rii  group each x with its block 
val RR  maprank onex Y   rank each x in its block 
val R  maphi ji i    pn jziphR RRi
val XX  sqrt splitX
val Y Y  index splithYRi
in ziphXXY Y i
end
fun valiant mergehXY i  
if lengthX   then direct mergehXY i
else
in  attenmapvaliant mergedividehXY i
end
Figure 
 Valiants merge algorithm and the function divide
 CHAPTER  THE IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE MAP
fun merge sortX  
if lengthX   then X
else let val n  lengthX
val XX  splitX n  n n
in valiant mergehmergesort rstXX
mergesortlastXXi
end
Figure 
 A sort function based on Valiants merge algorithm
Merging two sequences  T  OW  Om  m n Can we merge two sorted
sequences in T  O , Or can we sort a sequence in T  O , In both cases we want an
almost linear work complexity The answer is yes for both questions We start by showing
how to merge in constant parallel time
fast merge 
 t t
 t
We use Valiants merging algorithm of Figure  with the following change
 stop the
recursion when lengthX  m  instead of lengthX   Thus fast merge will call itself
recursively on subsequences of X having lengths mm
 
 m
 
 m
 
        m  The total num
ber of iterations will be T  dlog  e  O The work complexity for direct mergeXY 
is m ni where ni is the length of Y a subsequence of the initial Y  The total work
complexity for all calls to direct merge will therefore be Om n
Merging k sequences of total length n k  On   T  OW  On   This
function will be useful for us in designing a sort procedure running in a constant number
of parallel steps and with almost linear work complexity Its type is

multi merge 
 t
 t
The function multi mergeXX expects a nested sequence XX  X       Xk  Each
Xi i   k   is a sorted sequence multi merge will merge the k sequences Here
 EXPRESSING PARALLEL ALGORITHMS IN MAP 
n  length attenXX and k is subject to the restriction k  On 
The method we use is related to the techniques described in  Section  for an
Olog n log logn sorting algorithm on a hypercube attributed to Cypher and Plaxton
First we choose a set of splitters Si from Xi i   k  Namely Si will contain exactly n 
splitters dividing Xi into n
  subsequences of equal size Sort the total n   splitters using
direct sort  in time T  O and with work complexity W  On
  here we assume
   Call S the resulting sequence Split each sequence Xi into n   subsequences
Xi XiXi        according to the splitters This requires a direct merge of S and Xi
with T  OWi  On
  ni where ni  lengthXi The total work complexity is
W  On   Now transpose the nested sequence XX X        XX            
to get P  XXX        X XX              we transpose using radix sort  in
time O and work complexity On  Finally apply multi merge recursively to each
sequence XXj
def
 Xj  Xj         Xk 	j  j   n   Since lengthXij  lengthXin 
it follows that the total length of all k sequences inXXj is Pi nin   n   By repeating
this process we observe that the successive recursive calls to multi merge will merge nested
sequences of length n n   n          Thus after T    O steps we have to
merge nested sequences of total length  n  We do this using directsort for a total work
complexity of On  The code is given in Figure 
For the complexity note that the function f has   O recursive calls All operations
have a linear work complexity except direct sort and transpose  which have an additional
factor n   Hence T  OW  On  
Constant time sorting  T  OW  On  Finally we can describe the function

const sort 
 t
 t
which sorts in a constant number of parallel steps with almost linear work complexity
For that we split the input sequence X into n  subsequences of equal size Sort these
sequence recursively then merge them using multi merge Thus const sort will be called on
sequences of lengths n n  	 n  	  n  	        After T  log   log

    O recursive
 CHAPTER  THE IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE MAP
fun ne indexeshnXi  lteri i mod n   enumerateX
fun ne positionshnXi  
m Index hXne indexeshnXii
fun merge splithXY i  
let val R  direct rank hXY i
in index splithYRi
end
fun multi mergehXXi  
let val n  length attenXX
fun fXX  
if length attenXX  n  then direct sort attenXX
else let val S  direct sort attenmapne positionsdistributeleft hnXXi
val Q  mapmerge splitdistributeleft hSXXi
in  attenmapftransposeQ
end
in fXX
end
Figure 
 Merging k sorted sequences inMAP
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fun ne splithnXi  
index splithXne indexeshnXii
fun const sortX  
let val n  lengthX
fun fX  
if lengthX  n  then direct sortX
else multi mergemapfne splithlengthXXi
in fX
end
Figure 
 Sorting in constant parallel time with almost linear work complexity
calls const sort will have to sort sequences of length  n  Here we use direct sort  Thus
the complexities are T  OW  On  Figure  contains the code
 Operations on Sets and Bags
Using the algorithms described so far we have enough tools to design ecient implemen
tations inMAP of the parallel operations on sets and bags described in Chapter 
Sets We implement a set X 
 ftg as a sorted sequence When t is a base type we take
some standard order relation 
 t  t 
 B at that type For a composed type t we lift
the order relation Eg when t  t then we use the lexicographic ordering on t that is
for X  x        xm  and Y  y        yn  leqhXY i  false i i i  m   such
that j 
 mini n xj  yj  and i  n or xi  yi The function leq can be expressed in
MAP with T  O and W  Om  n Then the operations on sets are implemented
as follows
We implement union XY  by adapting Valiantsmerge algorithm with T  Olog logm
W  Om  n log logm Namely after repeatedly dividing the  rst sequence X until
lengthX   instead of calling direct mergehXY i we union X and Y using a direct
method
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To implement  attenX we have to union k sorted sequences where k  lengthX
For that we apply log k times the union algorithm sketched above This gives us an T  
Olog k log log n algorithm for  attenX where n  length attenX
Finally mapf on sets becomes simply mapf on sequences followed by a sort 
Note however that in practice more work is necessary than that Queries for at databases
are often expressed in terms of the Relational Algebra ie using the operations union 
dierence  join  selections  and database projections !i Powerful optimization and
ecient implementation techniques exist for these operations It would more ecient for
a compiler to generate specialized code for them rather than to to translate them into
NRA and then implement them on sequences We mention here only that Wong  has
shown that all NRA expressions mapping at relations to at relations can be normalized
and translated into equivalent relational algebra expressions Those techniques could be
combined with the implementation techniques described here
Bags We implement a bag X 
 fjtjg as a sequence of type t  N sorted on its  rst
component A pair hx ki in X denotes the fact that x occurs in X k times Eg the bag
fja b b c b ajg would be implemented as ha i hb i hc i provided that a 
 b 
 c
We implement bag addition XY  by again adapting Valiants merge algorithm Here
after repeatedly dividingX until lengthX   we mergeX and Y and add their occurrence
numbers We implement  attenX as for sets namely by repeating bag addition log k times
where k  lengthX
Next we implement the specialized functions on bags unique and monus see Section 
straightforwardly
 uniqueX
def
 maphx ki hx iX while for monushXY i we use the
same idea from Valiants merge algorithm
 divide repeatedly X and Y until X is small
then compute monus directly
Chapter 
Complexity Preserving
Compilation
We have argued in the previous Chapter thatMAP although a seemingly simple language
is expressive enough to allow us to express highlevel parallel algorithms Here we capitalize
on its simplicity and show that it admits a complexitypreserving compilation
Our rst main result in this Chapter consists in showing that maprecursion can be trans
lated into whileloops while asymptotically preserving the time complexity and adding an
arbitrarily small overhead to the work complexity Theorem  The major bene t how
ever is that we can compileMAP without the need for an unbounded stack of vectors as
general recursion would require Avoiding the stack is advantageous both for an implemen
tation on a SIMD architecture and on a MIMD architecture SIMD architectures associate
a relatively small memory with each processor
 a program that generates many entries in
its vector stack will run out of memory even if the vectors are very short and hence much
of the total amount of memory of the machine remains unused Memory management on
a MIMD architecture becomes simpler when the number of vector registers is bound see
Chapter 
Following Blelloch we de ne a simple parallel vector model in order to describe abstractly

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the class of target architectures for our compilation method Section  Our BVRAM
Bounded Vector Random Access Machine diers from the VRAM  in two ways First
it has a  nite number of vector registers This emphasizes the absence of a runtime vector
stack Of course the number of registers needed depends on the source program being com
piled Secondly the BVRAM instructions require less powerful communication primitives
We exploit the simplicity of the BVRAM in two ways First we show that all BVRAM in
structions can be implemented on a buttery network with n log n nodes in Olog n steps
Secondly we will show in Chapter  how the simpli ed communication primitives allow us
to design an ecient implementation on a speci c sharednothing architecture the LogP
model
Our second main result is a technique that compiles anyMAP program into a BVRAM pro
gram again while asymptotically preserving the time complexity and adding an arbitrarily
small overhead to the work complexity Theorem 
As a consequence of the compilation result of MAP for the BVRAM and of the imple
mentation of the BVRAM on a buttery network one can derive ecient algorithms for
the buttery network from algorithms expressed in MAP In particular we show how to
derive an Olog n time sorting algorithm on a buttery network with n  nodes matching
a result by Preparata 
One of the weaknesses of some of the traditional models of parallel computations is that
they assume cost communication and in nite bandwidth  This holds both for the
PRAM model and for the VRAM of  Here we show that the BVRAM model of
parallel computation and hence theMAP model cannot express a general permutation at
no cost ie with T  O and W  On Thus both models of parallel computation
MAP and BVRAM partially account for the cost of communication
Some of the results in this Chapter have been reported in 
  THE MAJOR STEPS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MAP 
  The Major Steps in the Implementation of MAP
We have shown so far that MAP is a powerful highlevel parallel language with a clean
de nition of the parallel complexity and which can express highlevel parallel algorithms
needed to implement declarative highlevel parallel query languages We now show that
MAP is still simple enough to admit an ecient implementation on sharednothing archi
tectures The major implementation steps are shown in Figure 
We start by compiling away the maprecursion from MAP and replacing recursion with
whileloops
 this is described in Section  This compilation step preserves the parallel
time complexity T  but adds an arbitrarily small overhead to the work complexity W  to
W  
Next we compileMAP without recursion into a simple vector parallel machine model called
Bounded Vector Random Access Machine BVRAM This step is described in Section 
The BVRAM described in Section  has an instruction set which is simple enough to
admit ecient implementation on a variety of parallel machines We prove this claim in two
ways First we prove that the BVRAM admits and ecient implementation on a buttery
network Proposition  Next in Chapter  we describe a practical implementation of
the BVRAM on a sharednothing architecture
 Elimination of map
Recursion in MAP
The  rst of our two main results states that maprecursion can be translated in a sourceto
source manner into aMAP expression while preserving its time complexity and almost
preserving its work complexity
Theorem  Consider some function f dened inMAP with time and step complexity
TW  Then for any    we can construct a function f  inMAP without map recursion
which is equivalent to f and which has time and work complexity T   OT  and W   
OW   respectively
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 Implementation ofMAP
 major steps
 ELIMINATION OF MAP
RECURSION IN MAP 
Proof For illustration we consider only the function g in Figure  Suppose the types
are
 g 
 s 
 t d d  
 s 
 s and c 
 t  t 
 t Not surprisingly g can be expressed in
MAP without recursion in two steps called divide phase and combine phase in 

Divide Phase Start with the singleton sequence y  x of type s and apply repeatedly
the function  atten  mapx if px then x else dx d x having the type s

s until all its elements satisfy the predicate p We need to tag the elements resulting
from x to avoid applying p repeatedly on them we omit the details Call y the
resulting sequence
Combine Phase Start by maping the function s on y and then apply repeatedly c to
adjacent elements of y
 some additional bookkeeping is necessary to make sure c is
applied to the correct pairs eg it suces to store the depth in the divide and conquer
tree for each element in y and only combine adjacent elements if they have the same
depth Stop when there is only one element in the resulting list
Obviously the translated g will have time complexity OT  The work complexity is also
preserved in the case in which the divide an conquer tree for the computation of gx
is perfectly balanced When the tree is unbalanced the leaves which are reached sooner
have to coexists in the same sequence with those nodes which need more divide steps thus
adding to the total work complexity Let  be the number of dierent levels in the divide
and conquer tree which contain leaves Eg in an almost perfectly balanced tree    or
   while in a total unbalanced tree  can be equal to the total number of leaves
but still   W g x We can compute  in time and work complexity OT  OW  by
simulating only the divide phase without retaining the results Let    We improve the
divide phase such that the time and work complexities of the translation of g into MAP
without maprecursion become OT  and O W  respectively Namely we start with   
variables zi i         

   initialized to  and with y initialized to the singleton x We
apply repeatedly the divide phase on y whenever some leaves are reached we move them
into z We only allow z to be touched 
  times after which we move its entire content into
z and empty z We repeat this process but only allow z to be touched 
  times at which
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point we empty z by moving everything into z  In general we allow zi to accumulate only
  times after which we empty it by moving everything into zi Obviously a number
of i  levels of leaves must be discovered before making one move into zi thus z  
 
will
be  lled exactly once with the leaves from all  levels To compute the total additional
work complexity observe that each leave travels exactly once through z z        z  
 
 and
in each zi is touched exactly 
  times Thus the total work complexity is bounded by
 
 W  O W   OW   Of course rather complicated bookkeeping is necessary
to keep all elements in zi sorted The combine phase is done similarly but in reverse
For a general maprecursive function f we proceed in a similar fashion but now all interme
diate values x in the recursive call cxmapfdx introduce an additional leave Thus
in the general case  is equal to the height of the divide and conquer tree 
 The Bounded Vector Random Access Machines
To compileMAP only a very simple vector parallel model is needed The Bounded Vector
Random Access Machine BVRAM is a restriction of the VRAM introduced in  in that
it only admits a  xed number of registers and has only particular communication primitives
not a general permutation These restrictions further allow more ecient implementations
of the BVRAM on existing parallel architectures
As all our previous languages the BVRAM is parameterized by a set " of base types and
external functions For simplicity we shall assume that all functions p 	 " are scalar ie
are of the form p 
 D         D k 
 D  Also we assume that N is among the base types
and that " contains a reasonable collection of arithmetic functions like    More
complex base types and external functions will be needed in Chapter 
A BVRAM M  consists of a  xed number of vector registers V        Vr Each Vi can
hold a sequence a vector of natural numbers of arbitrary but  nite length To keep the
model simple we do not include scalar registers
 a number is represented by a sequence
of length  A program for M is a sequence of labeled instructions from the following
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instruction set For some of the instructions below it is convenient to view a pair of
registers Vi Vj in which the length of the  rst equals the sum of the numbers in the second
as a nested sequence Eg intuitively we view x x z z z     as standing for the
nested sequence x x  z z z 
 Move instruction
 Vi  Vj
 External functions of the form Vi  pVi          Vik with p 	 " Vi          Vik must
be arrays of the same length and the operation p is applied simultaneously on all
all elements of Vi          Vik from the same positions and the result is stored in Vi In
general we leave " unspeci ed but mention here that for Theorems  and  "
has to contain at least 
   right shift  log  while for Proposition  we require
that all operations in " be in NC
 Sequence oriented operations
 Vi   loads the empty sequence in Vi Vi  n
where n 	 N loads the singleton sequence n into Vi Vi  Vj$Vk appends Vj
and Vk and stores the result in Vi Vi  lengthVj computes the length of Vj
Vi  enumerateVj loads the sequence          n  into Vi where n is the length
of Vj 
 Bounded monotone routing Vi  bmRouteVj Vk Vl here Vk and Vl must have the
same length The eect is that each element in Vl is replicated a number of times
equal to the corresponding number in Vk In addition it is required that the result
matches in length the sequence Vj ie initially Vj  Vk represent a nested sequence
Eg if Vj  x x z z z  Vk     and Vl  a b c then the instruction
Vi  bmRouteVj  Vk Vl stores a a c c c into Vi An unbounded version of bmRoute
can be found in  under the name dist
 Segmented bounded monotone routing Vi  sbmRoute Vj  Vk Vl Vm Here Vj Vk
and Vl Vm must be nested sequences and lengthVk  lengthVm Then the subse
quences of Vl are replicated according to the numbers in Vk and the result is stored in
Vi Eg suppose Vj  x x z z z  Vk     Vl  a a b b b  c c c 
and Vm     Then after Vi  sbmRouteVj  Vk Vl Vm Vi will hold the value
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a a a a c c c  c c c  c c c  In the particular case when Vk Vm have
length one this computes the cartesian product of Vj and Vl Note that the length of
the output is  lengthVj  lengthVl and that bmRoute can be expressed with two
sbmRoute instructions
 Selection Vi  selectVj Vk Here Vj and Vk must have the same length The values
from Vk corresponding to the nonzero values in Vj are packed and stored in Vi Eg
if Vj        and Vk  a b c d e f  then a c f  is stored in Vi
 The unconditional jump goto l and the conditional jump if emptyVi then goto l
where l is a label of some instruction The conditional jump is taken i Vi currently
holds the empty sequence
 halt stops the program
We associate with each BVRAM program P two numbers
 ri ro the number of input and
output registers P expects ri inputs in the registers V        Vri  and returns ro outputs
in V        Vro  For some input the result of P might be unde ned if P enters an in nite
loop or if an error occurs For a terminating execution of P  we de ne the parallel time
complexity T to be the total number of instruction executed by P  ie each instruction is
considered to have parallel time complexity  Similarly we de ne the work complexity
W as the sum of the work complexities of all instructions executed by P  where the work
complexity of some instruction is de ned to be the sum of the lengths of its input and
output registers
As opposed to VRAMs  there is no general permutation instruction on a BVRAM but
one can be computed with an increase in the time or work complexity This may lead to
more ecient implementations on  xedconnection networks as exempli ed by the following
Proposition
Proposition  Any BVRAM instruction of work complexity W can be implemented
in time Olog n on a buttery network with n log n nodes where n  OW  using only
oblivious routing algorithms
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Proof Sketch The arithmetic operations involve no communication at all thus can be
implemented in O steps The append operation Vi  Vj$Vk only requires a monotone
routing of the values in Vk This can be done in Ologn steps using the greedy routing
algorithm see  pp  bmRoute is implemented by a monotone routing and takes
Olog n steps with the greedy algorithm For sbmRoute suppose  rst that lengthVj  
lengthVl   ie sbmRoute computes the cartesian product of Vi and Vk Also suppose
that the length of Vi and Vk are powers of  namely 
p and q respectively Take n  pq
then we have p packets residing in the  rst p rows of a buttery with pq rows and
we have to route the packet with address        up        uu to all addresses of the form
vq        vvup        uu This is done in q stages starting with the higher dimension using
the greedy algorithm In the general case of sbmRoute we have to replicate a number of
smaller sequences First round upwards to the closest power of  the length of each such
subsequence and spread the sequences such that each sequence of length m starts at an
address divisible by m Next perform in parallel all replications as described above 
When the number n of available processors is less than the number W of elements in
an array then we group Wn adjacent elements of the array in the same processor The
above Proposition can be extended to this case
 some instruction of complexity W can be
implemented on a buttery network in OWn logn steps
 Ecient Compilation ofMAP without Recursion on the
BVRAM
We will deal only withMAP without recursion throughout this Section
 for conciseness we
shall drop the quali er and simply call itMAP when it is understood from the context
Theorem  Compilation Theorem For every function expression f inMAP with
time and work complexity TW  there is a BVRAM M  such that    there is some
program P for M  equivalent to f  having time complexity T   OT  and W   OW  
Moreover when T  O then W   OW 
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Note that in contrast to Theorem  the number of registers only depends on f and not
on 
Before proving the Theorem we make some comments relating it with the compilation
technique of  A whileconstruct can be rewritten as a tail recursive function hence
is contained according to the de nition in  and therefore the compilation technique
described there for a VRAM with unbounded many vector registers preserves its step and
work complexity However we cannot apply that compilation technique here because when
viewed as tail recursive function the work complexity of while may increases signi cantly

we will illustrate this in an example below This discrepancy between the two forms of
iterations is due to the fact that in the tailrecursive version the result of the iteration is
touched n additional times as the tail recursive function returns from its calls where n is
the number of iteration steps In the de nition of the work complexity for while these n
additional touches are not counted see Figure 
To illustrate this consider the de nition of the function f 
 N 
 N given in Figure 
with the meaning

fn  n n        n	 
z 
 dlog ne times
That is lengthfn  dlog ne  On It  rst makes n useless iterations in which each step
has work complexity  and  nally makes log n iterations in which it doubles the length of the
sequence at each step Hence T  nlogn  On W  n      n  On
However its tailrecursive counterpart f  hasW  n     nlognnn  
On  because it has to touch the  nal result n additional times corresponding to the n
useless recursive calls Since the result has size n the total work complexity is On 
So the tail recursive translation has a higher work complexity than the original while con
struct This suggests that whileiterations are in some sense more powerful than recursion
and that they should be included in a parallel programming language But this certainly
proves that we need a stronger compilation technique forMAP than that described in 
in order to stay within the lower work complexity Moreover we also have to stay within a
bounded number of vector registers
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fun fn  
let fun phi j xi  i   or j  
fun gh j xi  h j x$xi j
ghi j xi  hi  j xi
val h   xi  whilep ghn n ni
in x
end
fun f n  
let fun gh  xi  x j
gh j xi  gh j x$xi j
ghi j xi  ghi   j xi
val h   xi  ghn n ni
in x
end
Figure 
 A whilefunction and its tailrecursive counterpart
The proof goes through the following steps

 Variable Elimination We translate MAP into a rather similar but variablefree
language called Nested Sequence Algebra NSA The new language only contains
function expressions f 
 s 
 t ie no term expressions Some term expression e in
MAP of type t and with free variables x 
 s        xn 
 sn will be translated into
a function expression ge 
 s         sn 
 t in NSA while some function expression
f 
 t 
 t  in MAP with the same free variables will be translated into a function
gf 
 s         sn  t 
 t  in NSA The primitive functions and the constructs in
NSA correspond roughly to those inMAP with only two additional primitives
 the
function distributeleft 
 s t
 s t and a function  see Figure  The step and
work complexity of functions expressed inMAP and NSA are the same
 Flattening We de ne a language for at sequences called Sequence Algebra SA and
translate NSA into SA Namely for any    we show how to translate a function f
of NSA with time and work complexity TW into an equivalent function in SA thus
using only at types with time and work complexity OT  and OW   Moreover
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we can preserve the work complexity too when f has no loops ie T  O Of
course any function in SA can be expressed in NSA with the same time and work
complexity
 We show that SA and BVRAM are equivalent in the sense that any function in
SA can be simulated by a BVRAM with the same time and work complexity and
conversely One direction of this equivalence helps us completing the compilation
while the other direction allows us to perform optimizations at the level of the language
SA instead of BVRAM
 The Nested Sequence Algebra	 NSA
The Nested Sequence Algebra NSA is a variablefree version ofMAP without recur
sion in the same spirit as FP   It has the same types as MAP and consists only
of function terms f 
 s 
 t recall that MAP has both term expressions and function
expressions NSA is an algebra of functions
 it consists of some primitive functions and
rules combining simpler function expressions into more complex ones
There are two notable additional functions in NSA which where not inMAP
 the  rst is
distributeleft 
 s t
 s t
with the meaning

distributelefthx y        yn i
def
 hx yi        hx yn i
The second is the function  
 t         tn  t 
 t  t        tn  t with the meaning
in ix y
def
 inihx yi for i   n The language is described by the rules in Figures 
      and 
For a function expression f 
 s 
 t in NSA and Sobjects C 
 s and C  
 t we de ne the
ternary evaluation relation fC  C  in a way similar to the de nition for MAP This
time however the de nition is even simpler because functions in NSA do not have free
variables hence there is no need for an environment The time and work complexity T f C
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 broadcast
and W fC are de ned accordingly The relationship between MAP without recursion
and NSA is given by the following lemma

Lemma  MAP without recursion and NSA are equivalent in the following strong
sense

 For every type context #  fx 
 s        xn 
 sng and term expression e and function
expression f inMAP without recursion and any type derivation #   e 
 t and #   f 

t 
 t  there are function expressions ge 
 s     sn 
 t and gf 
 s     snt 

t  in NSA which are equivalent to e and f respectively in the following strong sense
For every environment   fx  C        xn  Cng
   e  C i gehC        Cni  C and
T ge hC        Cni  OT  e
W ge hC        Cni  OW  e
   fC  C  i gf hC        Cn Ci  C  and
T gf  hC        Cn Ci  OT  f C
W gf  hC        Cn Ci  OW  f C
 For every function expression g 
 t 
 t  in NSA there is some close function
expression    f 
 t 
 t  in MAP having the same meaning and the same time
and work complexity
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Proof Sketch We only discuss  the other statement being simpler Here we use
induction on the type derivation of #   e 
 t and #   f 
 t 
 t  We illustrate some of
the cases

Variable
x 
 s#   x 
 s
We translate this to  
 s       sn 
 s Certainly one needs to keep track of the
order of variables in the type context introduces but this can be done easily
Tuple
#   e 
 t       #   en 
 tn
#   he        eni 
 t        tn
Let us abbreviate s  s      sn Here we use induction to translate ei i   n and
get the function expressions gei 
 s 
 ti i   n The the translation of he        eni
is ghe eni
def
 hge          geni
Projection
#   e 
 t        tn
#   t  tni e 
 ti
i   n
First we use induction to translate e to ge 
 s
 t        tn next we translate ie
to i  ge
Case
#   e 
 t        tn x 
 t#   e 
 t       xn 
 tn#   en 
 t
#   case e of int tn x e j       j int tnn xn en 
 t
Here we need the function  Namely we translate  rst e e        en to ge 
 s
 t     
tn gei 
 tis
 t for i   n Note that ge      gen has type ts     tns
 t
We need to compose it with  
 t         tn s
 t  s        tn  s in order to
get g
def
 ge          gen   g 
 t         tn s
 t Finally the caseexpression
will be translated to g  hge idsi 
 s
 t
Map
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#   f 
 t 
 t 
#   mapf 
 t
 t 
Here we need the distributeleft function Namely we  rst translate f to gf 
 s t 

t  then mapgf  will have type s  t 
 t  So the translation of mapf is
mapgf   distributeleft  of type s t
 t 

This proves

Theorem  Any closed function f 	 MAP without recursion with time and work
complexity TW is expressible in NSA by some function g with time and work complexity
OT  OW  and vice versa Thus MAP without recursion and NSA have the same
expressive power
  The Sequence Algebra	 SA
The Sequence Algebra SA only has at types It is essentiallyMAP with nested sequences
and sum types eliminated The challenge in designing SA consists in  nding the right set
of primitives over at types which by combination can express everythingMAP can We
want SA to be de ned in an inductive way to enables us to prove by induction properties
about the functions expressible in SA eg Lemma  SA stands in the same relationship
to NSA as the Relational Algebra stands to the Nested Relational Algebra 
SA is an algebra of functions like NSA ie a variablefree language with some primitive
functions and some rules for combining them in order to get more complex functions It is
a tiered language having scalar types and functions and at types and functions It does
not have sum types
Denition  Scalar types are given by the grammar s 

 N j B j D j s         s
Scalar functions  
 s
 s are given by the rules of gure 


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 scalar functions
For simplicity we assume that all external functions in " are over scalar types
Denition  Flat types are given by the grammar t 

 s j t         t where s
is a scalar type The Sequence Algebra SA is dened as the collection of expressions
f 
 t
 t described by the rules in gure 

Note that there is no boolean type in SA and our convention B def unit  unit from
Chapter  does not work because we dont have disjoint sum types either Here we adopt
a dierent convention for the if  then else and while constructs in SA
 the booleans will
be encoded by N with the convention true   and false is anything else This will be
consistent with the fact that in NSA true is encoded by in and false by in 
 hence true
becomes  and false becomes 
The database selection select retains only those elements having a true on their  rst position
see Example  We abbreviate with select 
 B  s 
 s the function selecting the
elements with a false

selectx  selectmaphb zi hnot b zix
Example 	 Informally we show how to compute combine 
 B   s s
 s where
combinehb x yi shues the sequences x and y according to the ags given by b More
precisely lengthb  lengthx  lengthy  lengthz where z is the result Moreover zk
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will be some xi when bk  true and some yj when bk  false That is combine is a kind of
inverse to select
selectziphb combinehb x yii  x
selectziphb combinehb x yii  y
Eg when b  true false false true false true true and x  x x x  x y  y y y 
then
combinehb x yi  x y y x y  x  x
To compute combine in SA start by computing e  enumerateb in our example e  
       Next we compute
u  selectziphb ei
u  selectziphb ei
In our example u      and u     These two lists tell us on which position
each element of x and y must end up It suces to route each element from x and y to
their corresponding position For this we subtract each number in u from its right neighbor
by considering lengthb to be the right neighbor of the last element with the exception of
the rst position where we also add the number itself similarly for u In our example we
get
v                   
v               
Now we bmRoute x and y using these v and v as replication sequences
xx  bmRoutehb x vi
yy  bmRoutehb y vi
In our example xx  x x x x x x  x and yy  y y y y y  y  y  respectively
both have the length as b Finally we zip them together with b and map the scalar function
hb x yi if b then x else y
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As for MAP and NSA we de ne the the time and work complexity for some evaluation
fC  C  where f is a function in SA and CC  are at Sobjects Note that in the
absence of a general map there is no nested parallelism in SA
Although SA does not contain nested types like N  N  N it is strong enough to allow
such types to be encoded into at types The key technical tool for that is to encode some
nonat type t where t is a at type by some at type SEQt For this we use segment
descriptors as in  Formally we transform some at type t into another at type SEQt
de ned by induction on t

SEQs
def
 N  s
SEQt        tn def SEQt       SEQtn N
Then SEQt although a at type can encode values of type t Note that in particular
SEQunit  N
 the idea is that a sequence hi        hi is encoded by n where n is its
length
To see how the encoding works we de ne by induction on the at type t the injective function
seq t 
 t
 SEQt It turns out that seq t is de nable in NSA with time complexity O
and linear work complexity We show below seq t for the case when t is a sequence type or
a binary product The case when t is an nary product is similar
seq sx        xn 
def
 hn x$      $xn i
seq tt hx xi        hxn  xn i def hs        sn  x$      $xn 
s        s

n  x

$      $x

n 
ni
where si
def
 lengthxi and s

i
def
 lengthxi i   n 
The key technical tool for proving the compilation theorem is the following map lemma
Lemma  The Map Lemma  Let f 
 t 
 t be some function in SA and let
TW be the time and work complexity of mapf recall that mapf is in MAP but not
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in SA Then for every    there exists some function  atmapf 
 SEQt
 SEQt
in SA of time complexity T   OT  and work complexity W   OW   which simu 
lates mapf 
 t 
 t More precisely x        xn  	 t seq t mapfx        xn   
 atmapfseq tx        xn  Moreover the structure of the expression  atmapf is
independent of  the value  occurs in  atmapf only as the integer constant d e
In addition when T  O then W   OW 
Proof This is done by induction on the structure of f  When f is map of a scalar
function  atmapf is essentially the same map When f is some operation on a sequence
then  atmapselect is essentially select  atmapbmRoute is a bmRoute too  atmap 
is a sbmRoute while  atmapsbmRoute is another sbmRoute The only dicult case is
when f is whilep g We describe informally how to compute  atmapwhilep gx with
x  x        xn  on a BVRAM Note that we could use the same idea as in Theorem 
but then the structure of  atmapwhilep g would depend on  Suppose x is in register
V We will use only two additional registers V and V  which are initially empty Let ti
be the number of iterations of whilep gxi and assume without loss of generality that
t 
 t 
       
 tn  we conceptually group all xis having the same ti which implies
ti   i Let   n  wi  W whilep g xi and r  d e  It follows that r   nn   For the
moment assume that in the sequence xi gxi g
 	xi       the last value on position ti
has the smallest size denoted by si so siti  wi The simulation proceeds in r   stages
numbered          r During stage  we start by repeatedly applying  atmapg on x
 after
each application of  atmapg check whether there are some xis which have reached the
end of the iteration and move them into V Stop this stage when the  rst
n
r  n  values
have been moved from V into V Due to our assumption t 
 t 
       these are exactly
xi i  
n
r   During this stage we have done some redundant work on V because we
have touched the values stored there several times But this redundant work is less than
O nrW   On W  After stage  is completed we move the entire V into V  Each of the
remaining stages k   r is similar to the  rst one Namely we apply repeatedly  atmapg
on x and move whenever some iterations terminate the corresponding elements xi into
V More precisely during stage k all elements xi i  
n
rk 
 n
rk
  will be moved
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from V to V At the end of stage k we move the entire V into V  Again we have some
redundant work during stage k due to repeatedly touching the elements already stored in
V
 namely each xi stored in V could be additionally touched for a total work which is
 si nrk  nrk    si nrk  But since i   nrk   we have that ti   i   nrk   hence
the additional work complexity for xi is  siti  win  which when added up over all xis
moved from V to V at stage k accounts for only On
 W  Now by adding up over all r
stages we  nd that the total additional work done on V is at most O

 n
 W   On W 
There is also some redundant work done on V 
 during all r stages V  is touched only
r times for an additional OrW   OW  work complexity recall r  d  e   At
the end of the last stage all xis i   n end up in V  so V  contains the result of
 atmapwhilep gx
Finally we have to show how to de ne  atmapwhilep gx in the general case when
the sequence xi gxi g
 	xi        g
ti	 has a minimum size on some position mi which
is not necessarily the last one In that case we  rst compute mi for each i
 this can be
done with complexities OT  and OW  by simply applying  atmapg repeatedly and
eliminating those elements which reach the end of their iteration Next we split the whole
iteration  atmapwhilep gx in two parts essentially by synchronizing the n parallel
iterations at the moment when they reach their minimum size namely
  perform the
n parallel iterations as described above but stop the iteration over xi at step mi 
continue the n parallel iterations from step mi to ti using the same technique but in
reverse because now the minimum sizes are at the beginning In reverse here means
that all elements xi are initially stored in V  and progressively moved to V and from
here to V The main iteration is done on V ie here are the elements on which we
apply  atmapg successively Elements xi are moved from V  to V and V in decreasing
order of their ti  mi The moments when these elements are moved to V are chosen
such that all iterations in V end simultaneously Note that this requires us to know the
values t m t m        tn  mn  in advance But they can be computed easily in
OT  OW  by essentially simulating  atmapwhilep g without keeping the results
When T  O then whilep g makes a bounded number of iterations hence it can be
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rewritten as an NSA expression without while 
Now we can describe the translation of NSA into SA We start by attening the types For
every type t in NSA we de ne COMPILEt to be a at type which encodes t Namely

COMPILEN
def
 N
COMPILED 
def
 D 
COMPILEt        tn def COMPILEt       COMPILEtn
COMPILEt        tn
def
 N  COMPILEt       COMPILEtn
COMPILEt
def
  atmapCOMPILEt
Next for every type t we de ne the functions encode t 
 t 
 COMPILEt and decode t 

COMPILEt 
 t in NSA with time complexity O and work complexity linear in the
size of the input with the property decode tencode tx  x for every x 	 t Namely

encode t tnhx        xni def hencode t x        encode tnxni
encode t tninix
def
 hi          encode tix         i
encode tx        xn 
def
 seq tencode tx        encode txn 
We leave out the straightforward de nition of decode t
Finally we can prove

Proposition  Let f 
 t
 t be some function in NSA with time and work complexity
TW  Then for every    there is some function COMPILEf 
 COMPILEt 

COMPILEt in SA equivalent to f  ie such that x 	 t
COMPILEfencode tx  encode t fx
The time and work complexities of COMPILEf are T   OT  W   OW   More 
over the only way in which the expression COMPILEf depends on  is that it has an
integer constant equal to d e
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Proof Sketch By induction on the structure of f  All cases are straightforward except
for the case when f  mapg where we use the Map lemma 
 Equivalence of SA and BVRAM
Proposition 
 SA and BVRAM are equivalent ie any function f in SA with time
and work complexity TW can be simulated on a BVRAM with the same time and work
complexity and conversely
Proof Simulating some function of SA by a BVRAM program is easily done by induction
on the structure of that function The converse is slightly more involved Indeed let r be
the number of registers of a BVRAM M  and h some function in SA of type N  Nr 

NN r performing one step of the program ofM where the program counter is encoded
by a singleton sequence on the  rst position By iterating h we indeed achieve the desired
time complexity but not the work complexity since at each step the function h touches
all r registers To avoid this we de ne a sequence of r functions fi i   r The inputs
and outputs for fi are
 the values of the i smallest registers at some particular moment
the indexes of these i registers the size S of the next largest register and the program
counter fi iterates the onestep function as long as it only aects the i registers it sees
and as long as all the i sizes stay less than S If any of these conditions is violated fi stops
To do its job fi calls fi  which iterates steps on M by only looking at the smallest i 
registers
 when fi   nishes fi tries to do one more step by taking into account the is
smallest register as well which fi  ignores If it cannot then it returns to fi Else it
performs the operation and calls fi  again possibly with a dierent set of i  registers
from the set of i registers it sees 
Although only one direction of Proposition  is actually needed for the Compilation
Theorem  the converse is signi cant from the point of view of optimizations
 it implies
that any optimizations done for the BVRAM can also be performed at the level of the SA
language
 AN APPLICATION 
 An Application
It is not known whether n items can be sorted on an nnode hypercube in Ologn par
allel steps  However n items can be sorted in Olog n parallel steps on an N node
hypercube when N  n  see  Section  and Preparata  We can derive an
algorithm with the same complexity as follows

 First consider the sorting algorithm const sort of Section  It sorts in T  OW  
On 
 Compile it using Theorem  to get a BVRAM program with the same time and
work complexities
 Use Proposition  to derive a sorting algorithm for the buttery network The
algorithm runs in time T   OT logW   Olog n on a buttery network with
W logW  n  log n  n 
 
nodes with   
Hence we can useMAP to design ecient algorithms on a buttery network
 A Lower Bound for Permutations on BVRAM
We prove in this Section that a general permutation of a sequence of length n cannot be
computed on a BVRAM or in MAP with T  O and W  On In particular this
proves that MAP is not a trivial language in which everything can be computed in
constant parallel time with no additional cost
 many examples of MAP functions with
constant parallel time are given in Section  but some of them come at the cost of higher
thanlinear work complexity
More signi cantly this result shows that the BVRAM as a model of parallel computation
accounts at least in part for the cost of communication
 we cannot compute cheaply an
arbitrary permutation on a BVRAM We will capitalize on this fact in Chapter 
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To be precise we will show that two particular permutations cannot be computed uni
formly with T  O and W  On The two permutations are de ned over a base type
D 

reverse 
 D  
 D 
tr 
 D  
 D 
with the following meanings

reversea a        an   an         a a
tr a a        a
p
n 	       apn pn 	  a a        apn 	        apn pn 	
Both functions can be computed in T  OW  On  using const sort of Section 
We show that they cannot be done uniformly in T  OW  On By uniformly we
mean with no particular knowledge about the elements of type D  Note that without the
uniformity condition for particular inputs we may compute reverse and)or tr 
 eg we can
obviously reverse the sequence          n  in T  O and W  On by subtracting
each element in the sequence from n 
We will make the uniformity condition precise in the following way Namely we say a
BVRAM is uniform in the type D if no external function in " has type p 
 t      tn 
 D 
When D  N then no BVRAM would be uniform in D  since we always assume the existence
of external functions like

 N  N 
 N Hence we shall assume D  N in the sequel
Theorem 	 Let M be a BVRAM which is uniform in D  Then any algorithm for
computing reverse or tr in linear work complexity W  On on M  requires at least
T  &log log n parallel steps
Proof We may assume without loss of generality that the BVRAMM has only two kinds
of vector registers
 those of type D  and those of type N For each moment t t   T 
let vt be the sequence of type D  obtained by concatenating all values of the D  vector
registers at time t Thus we get a sequence of T sequences v v v         vT 
 we call this
the D trace of the BVRAM M  We introduce now a de nition
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Denition 	 A computation sequence of length T  with input a 
 D  output b 
 D 
and constant c    is a sequence x x         xT  where xt 	 D  t   T  with the following
properties

 a  x b  xT 
 xt is obtained from xt in one of the following two ways
a by deleting some of its elements
b by the following sbmRoute like operation There exists a number k k sequences
x        xk and k numbers m       mk such that
xt  x$x $      $xk
xt  x$      $x	 
z 
m  times
$      $xk$      $xk	 
z 
mk times
In particular xt can be equal to xt
 There is a constant c such that lengthxt  cn t   T 
Next we prove that the D trace can be transformed into a computation sequence by at most
doubling its length
Lemma 	 Let v v        vT be the D  trace of the BVRAM M with linear work com 
plexity W  On Then there exists a computation sequence x        x T with input v
output vT  and some constant c such that vt  x t for t   T 
Proof The Lemma is easily proven by induction on t Here it is essential to note that the
set of BVRAM instructions which can aect the vector registers of type D  is restricted
due to the uniformity condition It can be only one of
  append select bmRoute sbmRoute
We illustrate some of the cases

 Vi   This translates in deleting the elements from vt to get vt
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 Vi  Vj$Vk This is the more involved case For illustration assume that in vt and
therefore in x t the registers Vi Vj  Vk appear as follows

vt  x t       $Vk$      $Vi$      $Vj$      
Here we  rst do a sbmRoutelike operation and de ne

x t       $Vk$      $Vi$      $Vj$      $Vk$      $Vi$      $Vj	 
z 
 times
$      
Now it suces to delete elements from the  groups and to leave only Vk       Vj Vk
and       Vj respectively which gives us

x t   vt       $Vk$      $Vj$Vk$     $Vj$      
Note that the size of x t is at most  times larger than sizex t 
 Vi  selectVj  Vk Here Vi and Vk are of type D  while Vj is of type N This is
essentially a delete operation but preceded by a sbmRoutelike as in the case of
append
 bmRoute and sbmRoute are treated similarly
Since W  On it follows that sizevt  cn for some constant c    It suces than to
choose c  c 
Let a        an  be some sequence of type D  and suppose we have a total order 
 de ned
on the set fa        an g We de ne an ascending subchain of length L to be a sequence
ai         aiL  st   i 
 i 
       
 iL  
 n and ai 
 ai  
       
 aiL   Eg for the
order relation  
  
  there are three ascending subchains of length  of the sequence
x  a a a  a a
 a a         namely
 a  a a a  a a and a
 a a
All three are  
  
 
The key lemma is given below
Lemma 	 Let a        an  be the output of a computation sequence of length T and
constant c    Assume the elements a        an  are distinct and that the set fa        an g
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ordered by a 
       
 an  Then there exists an ascending sub chain of length   
cT 
n
in the input x of the computation sequence
Proof We make induction on T  For T   we have 
cT 
n  n and the input equals the
output Obviously the whole sequence a        an  is a subchain of length   n For T  
by induction hypothesis there is a subchain of length   
cT  
n  dn in x We consider
how x has been derived from x

Case  x is obtained by deleting elements from x Then the subsequence of length   dn
of x is also a subsequece of x and it is certainly   
cT 
n
Case  There are
 a number k k sequences x        xk and k numbers m       mk such
that

x  x$x $      $xk
x  x$      $x	 
z 
m  times
$      $xk$      $xk	 
z 
mk times
Let y be the ascending subchain of x of length   dn Denote with yi the subse
quence which lies inside xi$      $xi i   k Let ni  lengthyi Then lengthy  P
ik ni   dn
Furthermore let nij be the length in the of the subsequence of yi falling into the js
copy of xi j  mi That is ni  
P
jmi nij Let pi  maxjminij for each
i we will pick the corresponding maximal subsequence yij of yi having length pi by
concatenating all these k sequences we get a subchain of x of length
P
pi Now we
prove that this length is large enough We have the following

X
ik
ni   dn see above 
X
ik
mini  cn because ni  lengthxi and lengthx  cn 
mipi   ni because Pj nij  ni and pi is max 
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Then we have the following


X
i
picn   
X
i
pi
X
i
mini by 
  
X
i
p
pimini
  by Schwartzs inequality
 
X
i
p
nini
  by 
  d n  see above
Hence
P
i pi   d

c n   cT n

Finally we can prove Theorem  as follows Suppose that on input x  an         a
the BVRAM will produce the output y  a a        an  in time T  with W  On
Then by Lemma  there exists a computation sequence of length T   with input x
output y and some constant c But the input x  an         a does not have increasing
subchains longer than  Hence we get    
cT  
n ie
T     log 
log n
log c 

For transposition the input has increasing subchains of length at most
p
n Hence we get
p
n   
cT  
n ie
T     log 
log n
  log c


Finally using the Compilation Theorem  we get

Corollary 	 Neither reverse nor tr can be expressed uniformly in MAP with T  
OW  On
Proof Indeed suppose we could Then using the Compilation Theorem we obtain a
BVRAM program computing reverse  or tr  with T  OW  On contradiction 
 THEORETICAL EXPRESSIVE POWER 
As a  nal comment we note that one could contemplate extendingMAP with a primitive
permute 
 t N 
 t with the meaning

permutehx ii        hxn  in i  xi         xin  
provided that i i        in  is a permutation of          n Note that this is the function
Index of Section  with the additional assumptions that i i        in  form a permuta
tion Moreover we de ne the time and work complexity of the new primitive permute to
be

T
def
 
W
def
 sizehx ii        hxn  in i
The Compilation Theorem  is robust enough to hold in the presence of the permute
primitive provided that we extend the BVRAM model with a permutation primitive as well
But in its present form Theorem  is stronger because it proves a general permutation
is not necessary in a BVRAM in order to compileMAP as long asMAP doesnt have a
permutation primitive itself This is of importance in view of the high cost of implementing
a general permutation on existing massively parallel architectures 
 Theoretical Expressive Power
MAP is a model of parallel computation in its own right In this Section we establish
connections betweenMAP and other models of parallel computation in particular with a
CRCW PRAM A tight connection is not possible in light of Theorem 
 a BVRAM
does account in part for the cost of a permutation while a PRAM does not More precisely
we prove that under reasonable assumptionsMAP can simulate any CRCW PRAM with
the same time complexity and with only a polynomial increase in the work complexity Let
CRCW TIME PROC T n P n be the set of functions computable on a CRCW PRAM
in time T n using P n processors andMAP TIME WORK T nW n the set of func
tions expressible inMAP with time and work complexity T nW n We will show that
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CRCW TIME PROC T nW n MAP TIME WORK OT n W nO	 For this
we will relateMAP functions with Alternating Turing Machines and then rely on the re
lationship between Alternating Turing Machines and CRCW PRAM due to Ruzzo and
Tompa As a consequence MAP can express all functions in NC in time T  Ologk n
and with work complexity W  OnO	
Recall that an Alternating Turing Machine  ATM is a Turing Machine with four kinds
of states
 an accepting state qa a rejecting state qr existential and universal states We call
a con guration existential or universal if its state is existential or universal Following 
we view a computation on a ATM as a tree The nodes are labeled by con gurations subject
to the following conditions
  each node labeled with an existential con guration  has
exactly one successor and the label of the successor is  with     for each node
labeled with a universal con guration  the number of successors is equal to the cardinality
of the set s  f j   g moreover each successor is labeled by a distinct con guration
 	 s As in  we use a random access input variation in treating the inputs of the ATM
Namely we assume a special index tape in addition to the work tape and a  fth kind of
states called read states Whenever M enters a read state with a i written on the index
tape it halts and accepts i the symbol i of the input is the character a else it rejects We
say that some ATM M accepts some word w 	 f g if there is some computation tree
whose root is labeled by the initial con guration on w and whose leaves are all accepting
con gurations We say that M accepts an input w in space Sn and with T n alternation
where n is the length of w if there is some accepting computation tree for w whose nodes
are labeled with con gurations using at most  Sn tape space and which has at most
T n alternations changes from existential to universal states and vice versa on each path
from the root to some leave ATM ALT SPACET n Sn denotes the class of functions
acceptable by some ATM with T n alternations in space Sn
As models for parallel computations the ATMs are interesting in the light of the following
theorem from  where it is credited to Ruzzo and Tompa A pair of functions T n Sn
is called suitable in  i Sn   logn log T n  Sn  T n and some rather technical
constructibility conditions are ful lled
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Theorem  Ruzzo and Tompa Let T n Sn be suitable Then
ATM ALT SPACEOT n OSn  CRCW TIME PROC OT n OSn		
Here the arithmetic operations on the PRAM are restricted to  and  ie "  fg
Here we prove

Proposition  Let T n Sn be suitable Then the following holds
ATM ALT SPACEOT n OSn MAP TIME WORK OT n OSn		
Proof Sketch Let f 	 ATM ALT SPACEOT n OSn Let M be the ATM M
computing f  M hasW n  Sn		 states for some input of length n We compute all these
states in MAP as well as the successor relation    using objects of size OW n 
Next we compute the transitive closure of  in time OlogW n and with work complexity
W nO	 and only retain those pairs of states    for which the last transition is an
alternation
 call z the sequence of these pairs Now we start constructing the set x of all
accepting con gurations from the leaves to the root We initialize x with the sequence of
all  nal accepting con gurations
 these will have the number of alternations T n Next
we perform for T n steps the following
 at the odd steps we add to x the sequence
 j  	 x   	 z At the even steps we add  j  	 x   	 z After T n steps
we stop and check whether the initial con guration is in x Thus the total time complexity
is logW n  T n  OT n For the work complexity note that each step has work
complexity W nO	 hence the total work complexity is T nW nO	  OW nO	 
Combining theorem  with proposition  we immediately obtain

Theorem  For T nW n that are suitable in the sense of  we have
CRCW TIME PROC T nW n MAP TIME WORK OT nW nO	
For the converse we  rst use the Compilation Theorem  to compile aMAP program
on a BVRAM Next we use the following lemma which is a minor variation of Theorem 
pp  in  the BVRAMs version of Brents scheduling principle as it were
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Lemma  Any function expressible on a BVRAM with complexities TW can be sim 
ulated on a CREW PRAM with plusscan primitives using P processors with asymptotic
complexity OT WP 
Proof Sketch Use the simulation of the BVRAM on a CREW with plusscan primitives
in the spirit of  We need a CREW instead of a EREW in order to simulate bmRoute
and sbmRoute
 a bmRoute could replicate a single value many times in one parallel steps
so we need concurrent read to simulate this on a PRAM 
Implementing the plusscan primitives introduces an additional logarithmic slowdown fac
tor Hence we get

Theorem  Suppose all arithmetic operations in " are in NC and include 
 Then
NC  MAP TIME WORK logO	 n nO	
That is the functions in NC can be expressed in MAP in a natural way
Chapter 
Implementation on the LogP
Model
  The LogP Model
The LogP model of parallel computation was de ned by Culler et al  It is intended
to capture accurately the communication costs in parallel computers The main purpose
of the model is to serve as basis for the design and analysis of parallel algorithms without
encouraging loopholes existing in other parallel models of computations like zero communi
cation delay or in nite bandwidth Karp Sahay Santos and Schauser  present provably
optimal algorithms for the LogP model for simple problems like broadcast and summation
The model consists of a  xed number P  of independent nodes each with a processor
and local memory connected by a network allowing pointtopoint communications
 each
processor i may send messages to each other processor j The L o and g in the name LogP
stand for the following parameters of the model

 L is the latency
 this is an upperbound of the delay of a word of a message to be
delivered from the source processor to the destination processor That is a word sent
by the source processor at time t will arrive at the destination processor no later than

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t L
 g is the gap de ned to be the amount of time which a node needs to wait between
sending or receiving two consecutive words of a message That is if a processor has
sent a word at time t he may not send the next word until t  g
 it takes s  g
time to send a message of size s We assume here that the node has both an input
and an output port that is that a processor may send and receive simultaneously
 o is the overhead de ned to be the amount of time a processor is engaged in preparing
the communication network for sending or receiving one message For each message
the overhead is spent both at the source and at the destination processor and is
independent on the size of the message
In addition the LogP model assumes that the network is of nite capacity in that for any
two processors i j at most dLge words can be in transit from i to j
 if processor i attempts
to send another word exceeding this capacity he will stall
We have modi ed slightly the original model in a couple of ways First we allow variable
length messages instead of  xedlength ones and following  we measure message lengths
in words rather than bytes Secondly we assume that the network interface at each node has
a local processor and DMA Each message will contain enough information in its header to
allow the network interface to compute the destination address in the nodes local address
space The processor will be noti ed about the incoming message only after the entire
message has been placed in memory that is sg units of time after the  rst word of the
message has arrived where s is the size of the message The original model is recaptured
for messages of size s  
To see how the L o and g parameters contribute to the total communication time assume
that some source processor decides at time t to send a message of s words to some destination
processor Figure  shows the activities performed by the sender and receiver Note
that both the sender and the receiver processor will each spend o units of time for this
communication between t to and toLsg toLsgo respectively

both are free to perform other computations otherwise The sender will be able to send the
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Time Activity at sender
t processor busy
t o send word 
t o g send word 
t o g send word 
     
t o s g send word s
Time Activity at receiver
t o L receive word 
t o L g receive word 
     
t o L s g receive word s
processor busy
t o L s g  o ready
Figure 
 Sending a message of size s in the LogP model
next message at the time t  o  sg while the receiver will be ready to receive the next
message at the time t o L sg
In the particular case when g   o   the LogP model becomes the postal model of 
Moreover every LogP model with o   is equivalent to a postal model because we can
normalize g to  
 Data Partitioning
The basic principle underlying the implementation of BVRAM M on the LogP model is
data partitioning    That means that each at sequence x stored in one of the
vector registers of a BVRAM M is distributed over the P nodes of the LogP model Data
partitioning is sometimes called declustering as opposed to clustering see Subsection 
DeWitt and Gray  describe several data partitioning techniques currently used in parallel
databases systems Round robin consists in placing the elements x xP  x P        at processor
 the elements x xP x P       at processor  etc This method guarantees equal load
of the processors In range partitioning and hash partitioning the processor in which some
element xi is stored is dependent on the value of xi In absence of domainspeci c knowledge
these methods cannot guarantee uniform load balance of the processors Moreover these
techniques seem more suitable for sets and less for sequences where the order of the
elements matters
We choose here a dierent data partitioning method
 block partitioning The idea is to
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Processor Elements
 x x        xn  
 xn          x n  
     
m  xm 	n          xmn  
m xmn        xmn n 
m  xmn n         xmn  n 
m  xmn  n         xmn n 
     
P   xmn P m 	n       xmn P m	n 
Figure 
 Block Partitioning
distribute the elements of some sequence x  x x        xn  evenly among the processors
Let n
def
 b nP c n
def
 d nP e m
def
 n mod P  Then under block partitioning the elements
of the sequence x will be distributed over the processors as shown in Figure  Note that
mn  P mn  P 
As roundrobin block partitioning guarantees equal distribution of the elements over the
processors But as we explain below the communication patterns needed to implement the
BVRAM instructions for block partitioning have nicer properties than those for roundrobin
For that reason we choose block partitioning as our data partitioning method
Thus processor i will hold the following information about the sequence x stored in some
vector register Vj

 n  lengthx the total length of x and

 xin          xin n   if i 
 m or
 xmn i m	n         xxmn imnn   if i   m
The problem of implementing the BVRAM instructions on the LogP model consists in
orchestrating eciently the messages which need to be exchanged by the P nodes in or
der to implement each instruction in turn A key concept in our search for an ecient
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implementation is that of a monotone communication discussed next
 Monotone Communications on the LogP Model
Assume each node of a LogP model holds a number of data items we call them packets
each of which needs to be send to one of several other nodes We call this a communication
problem
Denition 	 A communication problem XY   for the LogP model consists
of two disjoint sets of source packets X and destination packets Y  a processor function
 
 X  Y 
 f         P  g and a function  
 Y 
 X
The intended meaning is that a source packet x has to be sent to a destination packet y
i y  x When x  i and y  j this means that a message has to be sent from
processor i to j but the message does not need to travel directly from i to j it could take a
longer path with more intermediate nodes In the case when i  j then no communication
is needed for the destination packet y and we can simply drop y from Y 
 without loss of
generality we will assume that for any communication problem y  y y 	 Y 
Also source messages x which are not in the range of  need not be sent at all
 again
without loss of generality we shall assume that  is surjective Finally note that when
y  y i  y  y and y  y  x we have a packet x which has to be sent to
two packets y y in the same destination processor i
 obviously a single message suces to
be sent to i and i will copy the incoming packet in both y and y Therefore without loss
of generality we will assume that y  y  y  y   y  y
Example 	 To illustrate the concept we give a trivial example Let P   X  
fa b c d e fg and Y  fmn o p q r s tg Assume a  b   c  d  
e  f   and m  n  o   p  q  r   s  t  
Let m  c n  d o  e p  a q  b r  f s  c t  c see
Figure  Then XY   is a communication problem In a solution to it we could
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fedca b
po
Proc 2Proc 1Proc 0
tsq rnm
Each processor is represented twice
 once with its source packets and once with its des
tination packets The arrows represent the function  and not necessarily the messages
sent
Figure 
 A simple communication problem
send packet a from node  to node 
 and then from node  to node  Alternatively we
could send it from node  to node  and then from node  to node 

We are interested in solutions to the comunication problem which minimize the time needed
by all packets to reach their destinations One obvious way of  nding an optimum solution
is to consider all possible schedules and to take the one with minimum running time This
is not acceptable for us because we want solutions which are local ie for which the
decisions at processor i are based only on the packets available at processor i
For simplicity we assume that all packets have a  xed size s
Denition 	 We say that a communication problem XY   ismonotone i there
exists total order relations on X and Y  such that  
 X 
 f         P  g
 
 Y
 f         P  g and  
 X
 Y are monotone functions
The communication problem in Example  is not monotone
 intuitively it is monotone
when it can be drawn such that the arrows do not intersect see Figure  below
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Denition 	 A communication problem is onetoone if  is injective Otherwise
we call the communication problem onetomany
In a onetoone communication problem packets are not replicated and intuitively is should
be more ecient to send them from the source directly to the destination without any
detour Theorem  below proves that this is actually the case for monotone onetoone
communication problems
Note that in a onetoone communication problem there could still be several packets being
sent from some source processor i to the same destination processor j
Monotone onetoone communication problems are easier to solve eciently on the LogP
model than arbitrary communication problems as we show in Theorem  This suggests
that in general monotone communication problems admit ecient implementations on the
LogP model
Example 	 The singleitem broadcast problem  is a monotone communication prob 
lem Here the processor  has to send one item to each other processor Formally X  fxg
Y  fy        yP g with the order relation y 
 y 
       
 yP  x   yi  i and
yi  x for i   P   This is not a one to one communication problem problem
Note that the kitem broadcast problem  in which k data items residing in processor
 have to be broadcast to all other processors is not a monotone communication problem
The singleitem broadcast problem admits a simple provably optimal solution on the LogP
model  By contrast the solution presented in  to the kitem broadcast problem is
far more complex and only within an additive constant from an optimal solution
We call fxg Y  a broadcast problem Note that if memory copying time is negligible
then the broadcast problem can be solved optimally by  performing the singleitem
broadcast algorithm of  see also Subsection  below and  performing a local
replication of the single item at each processor holding more than one destination packet
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Example 		 Suppose the sequences x  x        x and y  y        y are block 
partitioned on P   nodes see Figure 	 and suppose we want to compute z  appendhx yi
z  z z        z
 This problem can be decomposed into two monotone communication
problems The rst has X  x        x Y  z        z with zi  xi i    The
second has X  y        y Y  z        z
 with zi  yi  i    In fact both
communication problems are simpler because some of their source packets reside in the
same nodes as the destination packets therefore have to be removed
We shall present an optimal algorithm for the onetoone monotone communication problem
XY   First we establish a lower bound for it For some processor i let Si be the total
size of all source packets at processor i and Si be the total size of all destination packets at
processor i De ne

T sendi
def
 o Si  g  L o
T send
def
 maxfT sendi j i   P  g
T receivei
def
 o L Si  g  o
T receive
def
 maxfT receivei j i   P  g
Topt
def
 maxT send  T receive 
Obviously T send is a lowerbound for the communication problem because if processor i
were to spend all its time only sending out messages the last word send would arrive at
the destination node at time T sendi  Similarly T
receive is a lowerbound too because if
processor i would spend all its time receiving it would need T receivei time Hence T
opt is
a lowerbound for our problem
 we give below an algorithm which runs time Topt  under
reasonable assumptions hence is optimal We start by describing these assumptions
In an optimal solution to a communication problem we expect a processor to interleave its
sends and receives Recall that each packet has size s If a processor initiates sending a
message at time t it will actually send it between t o and t o s g Since the next
message would be actually sent no earlier than to sg the processor is idle between to
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y3 y4 y5x1x0 y2
x6 x7
y0 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5
x2 y1
x1
Proc 2Proc 0 Proc 1
y0x3 x4 x5 x6 x7
x5x0 x2 x3 x4
This  gure illustrates the  rst of the two monotone communications needed to imple
ment appendhx x        x y y        yi The arrows having the same processor both
as source and as target are represented only for illustration and are not actually part of
the communication problem
Figure 
 Appending two blockpartitioned sequences
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and t sg
 in the meantime it could receive a message which requires another overhead o
provided that o  sg If o  sg then the processor is not fast enough or sends too small
messages and cannot keep both input and output ports of the network busy at their full
capacity
 we shall assume for the sequel that o  sg For our optimal algorithm however
we need a slightly stronger assumption
 o  g We leave open the question whether an
optimal communication algorithm exists for o  sg 
 o
The condition o  sg is not too restrictive For existing multiprocessor architectures o
and g are roughly equal at worst o  g so it suce to assume that the packets have size
   words
Theorem 	 Suppose o  sg where s is the size of the packets Then there exists an
optimal local algorithm for the monotone one to one communication problem
Proof Let X  fx        xmg Y  fy        yng be the set of outgoing and incoming
packets respectively Suppose they are ordered by x 
 x 
       
 xm  and y 
 y 

      
 yn  Since the communication problem is onetoone  
 Y 
 X has an inverse
 
 X 
 Y 
 xk  yl means that the packet xk has to be sent to yl Let i  xk and
j  yl be the processors holding xk and yl respectively Let yl  yl        yl        yl  be
all the incoming packets at processor j For each xk let xk be the oset of xk at
the destination processor which is xk
 in our notation xk  l  l We make the
additional assumption that processor i knows not only that it has to send xk to processor
j but also the oset xk
We will describe the algorithm at processor i Let xk be the  rst outgoing packet at
processor i Divide all outgoing packets at i into blocks according to their destination
processor see Figure 
Because the communication is monotone the processors j j         j  will not receive any
other messages except from processor i
 hence there will be no message contention at these
destinations no matter in which order processor i sends these messages Only the  rst and
last block should be send out with care to avoid contention at j and j with messages
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Processor iz 	 

xk  xk        xk  	 
z 
To processor j
xk          xk 	 
z 
To processor j
      xk          xk 	 
z 
To processor j 
xk  xk      	 
z 
To processor j
The source packets at processor i are partitioned into blocks according to their destination
processor Since the communication problem is monotone only the  rst and the last block
may have destination processors which coincide with packets sent by other processors
Figure 
 The send blocks in the optimal monotone onetoone algorithm
procedure send thread
for b   to  do
send block b to processor jb
let t be the time needed to send the m blocks above
let d  xk
let t  dg
W
 if t  t then wait t  t seconds else continue
send block  to processor j
end
Figure 
 The send thread in the optimal monotone onetoone algorithm
coming from processors i   and i   respectively Note that when    then both
processors i   and i   will send messages to j In fact an arbitrary large number of
processors may send messages to the same j but at most two of them the  rst and the last
one may send messages to other processors besides j Our strategy to avoid contention
is to arrange for the messages arriving at any destination j to arrive from left to right
For this it suces for every processor i to send its blocks in the righttoleft order ie to
processors j j         j j Moreover i may proceed at full speed except for the last
block j
 here it needs to wait  rst for processor i  to  nish sending its messages to j
We explain the details below
The algorithm consists of two threads
 a sendthread and a receivethread The sendthread
is described in Figure 
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The idea is to delay sending the  rst block to processor j until all processors to the left
have sent their packets to processor j
 this takes time t
  o  dg  o because d is equal
to the number of packets which have to arrive at j before those from processor i
First we will analyze this algorithm for the postal model o   where the messages dont
need to be received explicitly hence there is no need for a receivethread For this case we
prove that our algorithm is optimal as follows Let i be the process sending out the last
word of the last message at time T  L   which is T  L because o   where T is
the running time of the algorithm There are two cases
  processor i didnt have to wait
at line W that is t  t Then processor i has sent out its messages at full speed and
therefore T  T sendi is the optimal running time  processor i had to wait Then let j
be the destination processor of the last message from i Here we argue that j receives his
incoming messages at full speed hence T  T receivej is again the optimal running time
For a LogP model with o   the processors have to spend an additional overhead o to
receive each incoming message and the problem is that this overhead may compete for
processor time with the sendthread Here we design the receivethread to accept incoming
messages eagerly but without disturbing the sendthread That is the receivethread will
not initiate receiving a new message if the time left before the sendthread sends its next
message is 
 o in that case it will wait until the sendthread completes the send and
then it will proceed receiving the next message See Figure  Let tw be the waiting time
tw 
 o As argued earlier the receivethread will have enough time to receive at least one
message in the time interval in which the sentthread is idle because sg   o Now we
argue that the tw delay of the receivethread will not aect in any way the next incoming
message that is that the receive thread although delayed by tw will be ready to receive
the next message in time Indeed suppose the last word of the current incoming message
y arrived at time t Ideally the receivethread would process y between t and t o Instead
he is delayed and processes it between t  tw and t  tw  o The s words of the next
incoming message arrive at the moments t  g t  g        t  sg So it suces to observe
that tw  o  sg here we use the fact that o  sg hence the receivethread will  nish
with y in time to handle the next incoming message between t sg and t sg  o
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The sendthread and the receivethread of some processor represented independently The
black boxes represent the processor overhead
 two black boxes cannot overlap In the send 
thread a white and a black box together in this order represents the total time in which
a message arrives
 the processor however will start preparing the next message before the
current one has been completely sent The receivethread will have to delay some of its black
boxes by tw 
 o in order not to delay the send thread Even if a black box is delayed
there is still time for the receivethread to handle the next black box in time when o  sg
Figure 
 Interference between the send thread and the receivethread
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We analyze the running time using a similar argument to that used in the case of the postal
model Namely let i be the processor sending out the last word of the last message at say
time t As before we distinguish two cases  The sendthread of processor i didnt wait
at all Then processor i has sent out its messages at full speed Moreover the destination
processor j of the last message will receive its last word at time t L
 the sendthread on
processor j has  nished before that so the receivethread will handle this message without
delay and the algorithms ends at time t  L  o which is T sendi  hence the algorithm is
optimal  The sendthread of processor i had to wait before sending out its last message
Let j be the destination processor of the last message As in the postal model case we
argue that j has received messages at full speed it may have processed them with some
delay We only have to argue that the last message was processed without delay But
this is obvious because by the time the last word of the last message arrives all outgoing
messages from processor j have been sent already So the running time is T receivej  which
is optimal

Using the result in Theorem  a onetomany monotone communication problem XY 
where X and Y are ordered admits the following solution
  perform a oneto
one monotone communication XY  where Y
def
 fy j y 	 Y  y  minfy j y  
ygg and  perform in parallel the family of broadcast problems ffyg fy j y  
yg  j y 	 Yg Note that each processor may participate in at most two parallel
broadcasts and in this case for one of them it will be the source of the broadcast so there
will be no conict between the parallel broadcasts While we do not know whether this
algorithm is optimal it is reasonably ecient simple and relatively easy to implement We
consider it to be evidence for our claim that monotone communications can be implemented
more eciently on the LogP model than arbitrary communications
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 Implementation Principles
Existing massively parallel multiprocessors have networks which are a  order of mag
nitudes slower than their processors
 typical values for L o and g are  processor
instructions  In order to overlap communications and computations we borrow from
the idea of active messages communication mechanism introduced by T von Eicken D
Culler S Goldstein and K Schauser 
Originally active messages are de ned as messages in which the control information at the
head of a message is the address of a userlevel procedure that will extract the message from
the network and integrate it in the ongoing computation This reduces operating system
overhead and eliminates the need for the message to be copied into an operating system
buer before being copied it into the user space
In our implementation of the BVRAM on the LogP model we observe that many of the
messages arriving at a node do not need immediate attention of the processor Therefore
we adopt the convention that each message arriving at some node i will contain in its
header enough information for the network interface to determine the address in the user
space where the message has to be stored The DMA of the network interface can store
the message without interrupting the processor We assume the network interface to have
a local processor giving it enough computing power to compute the destination address
from the message header and to synchronize with the main processor for access to common
datastructures
 eg the secondgeneration ATM network interface SBA produced by
Fore Systems consists of an Intel i processor a Kbytes of memory and a DMA We
will explain in the sequel the computations which the network interface needs to perform
in order to determine the destination address in the user space
A typical BVRAM instruction I say V  fV  V is implemented at node i in two
phases
 a send phase of data residing in V  and V to other processors and a receivephase
of data from other processors to be stored locally in V After initiating all the sends
processor i may proceed executing subsequent BVRAM instructions without waiting for
the receives As messages for the BVRAM instruction I arrive from other processors they
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are being placed in their corresponding memory location without interrupting the processor
When processor i reaches a subsequent BVRAM instruction J using V as one of its input
registers then it waits for all incoming messages for V to be completed This technique hides
the networks latency when instructions I and J are apart Well understood compilation
techniques like instruction scheduling can be used to reorder the BVRAM instructions such
as to keep dependent instructions far apart
This technique requires more subtle memory management techniques Recall that processor
i only initiates sending a message and does not actually wait for it to be sent
 it only places
a request in a FIFO queue managed by the network interface Thus in our example the
memory allocated to the registers V  and V at node i has to be kept untouched until all
sends are completed However between instructions I and J another BVRAM instruction
may use one of them say V  as output register
 the incoming messages for that instruction
may destroy the content of V  before all the sends for instruction I have been completed
We solve this problem with time stamps Namely we qualify every BVRAM vector register
Vj with  its number j and  the number t of the BVRAM instruction which computed
Vi We call t a timestamp It is a number between  and the total number of BVRAM
instructions executed in that particular run Note that t can be larger that the size of the
BVRAM program since the program may contain loops Since all P processors execute the
same stream of BVRAM instructions all will generate the same timestamps
Thus instead of holding a  xed number r of vector registers V        Vr each node of the
LogP model will store several lives for each vector register Vj  distinguished by dierent
timestamps t A local dictionary will associate pairs j t with addresses of the actual
register
In practice however the implementation of every BVRAM instructions involving commu
nication requires some global computations like scan or broadcast 
 before the send phase
processor i needs to participate in these global computations to determine where to send
each item This prevents the P processors to get too much out of sync  and we can prove
 The only exception is append  where the destination processor for every send can be computed locally
Latency can still be hidden when the instructions requiring global computations are far apart
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that the number of dierent active lives for one vector register is bound and relatively small
Hence the dictionary can be eciently organized as an array V of size r the total number
of vector registers in which each entry V i is a list of pairs t a with t a timestamp and
a the address of the actual register
Not all messages are data messages ie messages containing chunks of the BVRAMs
sequences Some are control messages eg parts of a scan  or a broadcast  We will associate
the control sequences with the output vector register Vj of the BVRAM instruction which
initiated them But the data coming with these messages is stored in other memory locations
than the sequence Vj 
 we call this memory location a subregister Thus a BVRAM register
Vj at node i will consists of

 a vector subregister holding the fragment of the sequence Vj stored at node i and
 a  xed number of named control subregisters each of a  xed size typically of 
words We will mention some control subregisters in Section 
In consequence the header of a message will consists of the following  elds
  j the
register number  t the timestamp  the subregister name and  an oset - inside
the subregister When the message arrives the processor in the network interface accesses
the dictionary with the key j t computes the address a of the register adds to a the oset
corresponding to the subregister and the oset - and stores there the message content
The main processor will synchronize its access to the subregisters with the network interface
as follows Each subregister contains an additional  eld with the total number of words it
has to receive After storing a message the network interface decrements this  eld with the
size of the message When the main processor needs to inspect the subregister it will wait
until this  eld becomes 
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procedure top loopP
t 
pc 
loop
case Ppc of
Vj  fVj   Vj       

t  currentTimeStamp j
t   currentTimeStamp j 
     
executef j t j t j  t       
currentTimeStamp j t
pc pc 
a branch instruction

compute the new pc
HALT 
 exit
endcase
t t 
endloop
endprocedure
Notations
 pc is the program counter t is the current timestamp currentTimeStamp j
gives the timestamp of the last assignment to the register Vj  executef       implements
the BVRAM instruction f 
Figure 
 Main loop of the implementation of the BVRAM on the LogP model
 Description of the Implementation
We describe in this Section the implementation of a BVRAM program P on the LogP model
The main loop of the simulation is given in Figure  The array currentTimeStamp holds
the current timestamp for each register j
 Scalar Operations
The BVRAM instructions include a number of unary binary and ternary operations As a
typical example consider the binary operation
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procedure execute plusj t j  t j  t 
let v be the vector subregister of j t
let v  be the vector subregister of j  t 
waitv
waitv 
allocate a new vector subregister v for Vj with timestamp t
for k   to lengthv  do
vk vk  v k
mark v as full
endprocedure
Here t t t  are the timestamps for the registers Vj Vj  and Vj respectively Note that
lengthVj   lengthVj The procedure waitv waits until the vector subregister v is
full
Figure 
 Implementation of the binary operation Vj  Vj   Vj on the LogP model
Vj  Vj   Vj
This is implemented at node i by the algorithm in Figure 
  Append
Unlike the scalar operations the implementation of append on the LogP model requires
communication We implement it with two monotone onetoone communications like in the
example of Figure  Hence we use the algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 
without change Notice that in each of the two monotone onetoone communications a
processor i has at most two blocks to send
 Broadcast
Implementing some BVRAM instructions requires a broadcast and)or a scan operation
The optimal broadcast algorithm for the LogP model is fully described in  for the postal
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model L   o   g   and for items of size s   Namely denoting with ft the total
number of processors which can receive an item stored initially at one processor we have

 ft   for   t 
 L because there is no time to send anything
 ft    ft L  ft L   ft L          for t  L because the root processor sends its
item at moments          and these are received at moments LL  L        by
processors having left only tL tL  tL        time to broadcast that item
The second relation becomes
 ft  ft   ft L for t   L
We adapt this algorithm to an arbitrary LogP model and messages of size s Let L  
oLs g be the total latency for a message and let g  maxsg os g
be the total gap between two messages sent by one processor Then ft with the same
meaning as above is given by

 ft   for t 
 L and
 ft    ft L   ft L  g   ft L   g         for t   L
The second relation becomes now
 ft  ft g   ft L  for t   L Obviously for the postal
model and for s   we have L  L and g   hence we recover the relations above
The algorithm runs in T steps where T is the minimum value for which fT   P  Thus
T  OlogP  and the total number of messages is P   each processor receives exactly
one message
We use a special subregister for the unique message arriving at a node during a broadcast
operation The processor waits until that subregister becomes full then sends out the item
to all its children
Note that  when g   L  we may have t g    By convention  ftg    in this case
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 Scan
In the all to all broadcast problem with combining in  each processor i holds an item
xi and each processor needs to receive the value
P
iP  xi An optimal algorithm for
the postal model and for the case where each xi has size  is given in  This can
adapted to an optimal scan algorithm in which processor i needs to hold in the end the
value
P
i i xi  Under this algorithm at time t every processor i will hold the valueP
i i fti xi   assuming xi    for i
 
  or i   P  Here ft is given by

 ft   for   t 
 L because there is no time for processor i to receive any other
item besides its own xi
 ft  ft   ft L for t   L because processor i receives at time t the sum sent by
processor i ft  at time t L and combines it with its own sum
We adapt this idea to arbitrary parameters L g o and message size s Let L def o L
sg be the total latency of a message and g  maxsg osg be the total gap
between two messages received by one processor That is a processor processor will receive
a message at times t  L L  g L  g L  g       It also needs to send messages at
times  g g g       Assuming the processor overheads for the sends do not overlap with
those for the receives then in an optimal scan algorithm processor i will hold at time t the
value
P
i i fti xi   where ft is given by

 ft   for t 
 L and
 ft  ft g   ft L  for t   L and t L   mod g and
 ft  ft  for t   L and tL   mod g because no message is received at time t
Notice the dierence between the expressions of ft for the broadcast and for scan This is
due to the fact that in the implementation of scan the sends and the receives are interleaved
As for broadcast  the total number of steps is the smallest T for which fT   P  hence
T  OlogP  The total number of messages however is larger
 OP logP 
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There is a  nal technical twist for the implementation of the scan primitive on the LogP
model
 the fact that the messages can arrive out of order Indeed processor i needs to
receive messages in that order from processors ifL   ifL g   ifL  g   ifL g        
In practice lowernumbered processors have fewer messages to receive themselves
 after
they  nish receiving they can send out messages at a higher rate Therefore processor i
may receive its messages out of order We solve this problem by keeping an array of size P
of subregisters S for the broadcast problem
 a message from processor i to processor i will
be stored by the network interface DMA of the node i in the subregister Si The main
processor i inspects these messages in the right order and waits when the next message has
not arrived yet even if others are already available
 Select
Recall that the selection operation Vj  selectVj   Vj stores in Vj all the elements in Vj
corresponding to the nonzero values of Vj   We implement it in three steps
  a scan
operation which enumerates the nonzero elements of Vj    a broadcast operation in
which the last processor sends to all other processors the total number of nonzero elements
in Vj   and  a monotone onetoone communication with the data in Vj  The algorithm
is given in Figure 
 Bounded Monotone Routing  bmRoute
The bounded monotone routing Vj  bmRouteVj   Vj  Vj is implemented in two steps

 a scan operation on Vj to compute the destination positions of the elements of Vj 
and  a monotone onetomany communication in which the elements of Vj are sent to
other processors In our current implementation however the bound Vj  is discarded
 this
makes another step necessary namely to broadcast the total length of the result which is
lengthVj  from the last processor to all others
 DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 
procedure execute selectj t j  t j  t 
let v be the vector subregister of j t
let v  be the vector subregister of j  t 
waitv
waitv 
allocate v of length lengthv
for i   to lengthv do
if vi   then v

i 
else vi 
s scanv )) This involves communications
broadcast n the size of the result from the last
element of s in the last processor
to all processors
allocate v its size can be computed from n
do a monotone onetoone communication
sending the data in v 
corresponding to nonzero values in v
to the destinations dictated by s
endprocedure
Figure 
 The implementation of select Vj  selectVj   Vj on the BVRAM
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
 Segmented Bounded Monotone Routing  sbmRoute
This primitive cannot be decomposed into monotone communications We use an adhoc
algorithm Our experiments have shown that this instruction is by far the most expensive
to run
 Applying an External Function Cluster and Decluster
For a at sequence of integers x  x x        xn  we can map an external function f on
x by applying f locally at each processor Otherwise if the elements of x are not integers
then we need to cluster x  rst then apply f  and  nally decluster it Clustering is the
operation by which a sequence is partitioned on the P nodes according to an application
speci c criteria rather than the blockpartitioning of Section  To illustrate consider
the case when x is a nested sequence of integers ie i xi  xi xi xi         ximi 	
Recall that x is represented on the BVRAM by two sequences
 a segment sequence m
def
 
mm       mn  and a data sequence d
def
  attenx The trouble is that under block
partitioning mi and the elements xi xi       in general end up on dierent nodes so we
cannot simply apply f locally Instead we proceed as follows

 Compute the cost ci of computing fxi
 eg take this to be ci
def
 mi   ie the
size of the sequence xi we need the cost ci to be   in the sequel
 Let si
def
 
P
i i  ci   s
def
 
P
i P  ci   and pi
def
 b siPs c The idea is that we want
to perform the computation fxi on processor pi This will balance the total cost as
good as possible among the P processors To compute si and s we need to perform a
scan and a broadcast
 Cluster the sequence m       mn  according to p
def
 p        pn  ie send mi to
processor pi
 m clusterm p
 Compute p  bmRoutedm p where p  p p        pn 
 DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 
 Cluster the sequence d according to p
 d  clusterd p Now mi and xi xi      
are all on the same node
 Apply f locally
 m and d will contain a description of a nested sequence stored locally
 Decluster the result
Here d  clusterd p has the following meaning
 assume lengthd  lengthp  n and
p  p         pn  then send di to processor pi The result d is the same sequence as d
but partitioned on the processors under a dierent convention
cluster is a monotone onetoone communication There are however some additional tech
nical complications Recall that the algorithm in the proof of Theorem  requires each
processor to know for each element di not only its destination processor pi but also di
ie how many other elements will be sent to processor pi before di For all other BVRAM
operations append bmRoute select this information is readily available or becomes avail
able after the scan and broadcast operation Here however we need to send additional
control messages in order to make this information available
decluster is the opposite of cluster ie when d  clusterd p then decluster d  d It
is computed in three steps
  a scan notifying each processor about the position of its
chunk d in the sequence  a broadcast which makes the total length of d available to
every processor and  a monotone onetoone communication
Finally note that the cluster algorithm guarantees that the external work is uniformly
distributed among the processors within a certain tolerance Namely ideally we would like
to have no more than d sP e work done at each processor The clustering algorithm guarantees
that the work performed by each processor is bounded by

b s
P
c max
in 
ci 
Indeed let xi xi        xj be all elements processed by some processor p ie p  b siPs c  
b siPs c  b si Ps c         b sjPs c 
 b sj Ps c Obviously ci cj	Ps 
  hence ci        
cj 

s
P  So the total work done at processor p is 
 ci
s
P  and therefore it is  maxibcic sP 
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 Benchmarks
 Goal of the Benchmarks
The goal of the benchmarks is to test the feasibility of the implementation techniques
of BVRAM on LogP described above The experiments are done for a simple nofrills
prototype implementation on simply generated data sets Although the goal is limited and
is not a full validation of the model the results of the experiments are encouraging and
oer a useful guide for the design of further experiments
Our benchmarks test two widely accepted performance metrics for parallel database sys
tems 
 speedup and scaleup The speedup is de ned to be the speed of an implementa
tion as a function of the number of processors as the size of the database is kept constant

TTP 
 ideally this is a linear function in P  The speedup measures the ability of a given
application to improve its performance when more equipment is bought The scaleup is
de ned to be the running time of an implementation when both the size of the database
and the number of processors are increased at the same ratio
 ideally the running time
should remain constant This performance metric addresses an important issue of database
applications which have a  xed amount of time for computation
 as the database grows
the companies would like to buy additional processors and keep the same response time
The kind of algorithms which can be sped up by our techniques are those for which there
is enough work to be done at each processor to justify the communication eort Roughly
such applications will have  a communication phase which distributes the data evenly
on the processors followed by  a computation phase in which each processor performs
computations locally This alternation could be repeated Thus the total running time is
T
def
 Tcomm  
Tcomp
P

where Tcomm is the communication time spent in phase  Tcomp is the total computation
time for a sequential computation and  is a factor measuring the loadimbalance ie the
ratio between the largest work to be done by a processor in phase  and the ideal work
obtained by dividing the total work equally among the processors It is interesting to
 BENCHMARKS 
fun mergehXY i  mapsequentialMergedividehXY i
A pragmatic version of Valiants merging algorithm
 sequentialMerge is an external sequen
tial function which merges two sequences divide is de ned in Figure 
Figure 
 The merge benchmark
compare this formula with formula  Section  In order for the parallelism to be useful
there should be enough work left to be done in phase  and it should be evenly enough
distributed on the processors to compensate for the cost paid in phase 
Our benchmarks measure the ability of the BVRAM implementation to keep the cost of
phase  low while achieving reasonable loadbalance for phase  For this we measure
Tcomm and  both by increasing P and keeping the same input size and by increasing
both P and the input size
  Description of the Benchmarks
Our  rst benchmark is a merge algorithm obtained by modifying Valiants merge algorithm
of Subsection  Recall that Valiants merge algorithm repeatedly divides the  rst
sequence X into subsequences of size
p
n where n  lengthX until its length becomes
  In practice for n suciently large say n     a single division suces to
create more subproblems than the number of processors which is typically P   or
P   Hence the idea of our modi ed merge algorithm
 apply the divide phase only
once then merge the
p
n pairs of sequences sequentially by mapping an external function
See Figure  Only divide involves communication sequentialMerge is purely sequential
Other useful algorithms in databases have the same structure as merge of Figure  but
with a dierent external function replacing sequentialMerge Namely

 Set operations  etc on sets represented as sorted sequences Simply replace
sequentialMerge with a sequential function to compute the union intersection dier
ence etc of two sorted sequences
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 Database join operations Simply replace sequentialMerge with sequentialJoin Note
that parallelism is especially rewarding when the join operation is not equality but
rather a computationintensive operation like those used in contentbased image re
trieval
Our second benchmark has an objectoriented avor and is inspired from the OO bench
mark of  It consists of an assembly hierarchy and a collection of parts Each assembly
could be a composite assemblies or a base assemblies A composite assembly contains a
number of assembly components while a base assembly contains a number of parts Each
assembly and each part has a binary information associated with it
 this could be a large
text  le or an image etc See Figure 
The benchmark has two parts First we traverse the assembly hierarchy an apply an external
predicate inspect to the binary data stored in each assembly The predicate inspects the
assembly and returns  if it is bad and  if it is good In the second phase we apply
another external function adjust to all parts which are direct or indirect members of a bad
assembly
We ran the benchmarks on a LogP simulator with the L o and g parameters set for the
CM and SP  Our measurements reveal no qualitative dierences between these two
machines
 The LogP Simulator
We wrote a LogP simulator in ML to run the benchmarks The simulator is parameterized
by L o g and P  and is based on a queue of events It allows several threads at one
processor The ML signature of the simulator is shown in Figure 
 The NSA to BVRAM Translator
Our benchmarks are intended to test the feasibility of the BVRAM implementation on the
LogP model and not that of a compiler ofMAP into the BVRAM However writing code
 BENCHMARKS 
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Figure 
 An example of an assembly hierarchy of depth  and its parts
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signature LOGP PARAMETERS  
sig val L 
 int val o 
 int val g 
 int val P 
 int
type message
end
signature LOGP SIMULATOR  
sig structure Parameters 
 LOGP PARAMETERS
datatype proc  PROC of int
datatype time  TIME of int
exception LOGP
val send 
 proc  Parametersmessage
proc  Parametersmessage  unit  unit
val delay 
 time  unit
val wait 
 unit  unit
val simulate 
 proc  unit 
ftimetime messagesSentint bytesSentint maxMessageSizeintg
end
functor LogPSimulator Parameters 
 LOGP PARAMETERS 
 LOGP SIMULATOR  
     
message is the type of of messages sent typically a datastructure containing a header and a
body sendpm h sends message m to processor p
 on deliver it will invoke on processor p
the message handler hpm as a new thread where p is the sender processor simulatef
will simulate f on P processors delay is used to simulate an expensive computation at the
local node wait suspends the thread until a message arrives at the current processor
Figure 
 The ML signature of the LogP simulator
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directly in BVRAM is dicult and errorprone Therefore we wrote a minimal translator
compiler from NSA' the variablefree version of MAP ' to BVRAM consisting of
two steps
  rst it translates a NSA program into a SA program next it translates the
SA program into the BVRAM Essentially the compiler follows the lines of Section  It
does not handle sum types conditionals and loops
 sum types and conditionals where not
needed for our benchmarks while the loops for the second benchmark were unrolled This
small compiler is unoptimized except for commonsubexpression elimination We expect
further optimizations like instruction scheduling to improve the speedup and scaleup of
our benchmarks
 Experimental Methodology
Choice of data sets The data sets for the merge benchmark were generated such that X
is uniformly distributed in the interval x xm  while Y is uniformly distributed among
the middle third of X ie in the interval xm

 x m

  This ensures that among the
p
m
subproblems hXi Yii i  
p
m   both interesting cases are represented
 when Yi is
empty and when it is nonempty While these data sets were easy to generate they may
not cover the worst case
 when X and Y fall into disjoint intervals say when all elements
in Y are greater than those in X In that case although all Xis of the subproblems
have the same size all but one Yi will be empty and in consequence the residual work at
the processors will be unevenly balanced While this case is unlikely in practice it can
be still dealt with as follows Perform the divide phase a second time with the roles of
X and Y interchanged This will split Y into
p
n equal sized subsequences and X into
p
n unequal sequences After combining the results of the two divide phase we obtain at
most
p
m 
p
n subproblems each of size at most
p
m 
p
n The upper bound on the
size of the subproblems guarantees a good balance of the residual work see fromula  in
Subsection 
The data sets for the objectoriented benchmark were also chosen in a way which makes
them easy to generate First the depth of the assembly hierarchy was kept constant h  
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in order to facilitate comparisons between dierent experiments
 a deeper hierarchy would
require more iteration steps Next all base assemblies tree leaves are at the same depth in
the hierarchy ie the assembly tree is perfectly balanced
 this kept the BVRAM benchmark
simpler and we expect to obtain similar results on data sets with unbalanced trees The
awed assemblies represent . of all assemblies and are scattered uniformly among all the
assemblies listed in pre x order of the tree The root assembly is never awed
 otherwise
we would have a trivial data set in which all parts need processing in the second half of the
benchmark We do not expect dierent distributions of the awed assemblies among the
assembly hierarchy to aect the results of our experiments in a signi cant way but they
would complicate the design of scalable data sets because we need to ensure that the same
fraction of parts is processed in the second half of the benchmark Finally the distribution of
the size of the binary data associated to each assembly and each part is constant
  words
Changing this constant would not aect our results but choosing a dierent distribution
would put a heavier burden on loadbalancing the computations of the external functions
inspect and adjust  Formula  at the end of Subsection  gives an upper bound on the
resulting imbalance
 more signi cant load imbalance should be expected only when some
binary data has a size which is far grater than the total data size divided by P 
No IO For simplicity our simulations ignore the I)O time Taking into account I)O time
may in fact improve our results Indeed the I)O time is part of the useful computation
Tcomp  hence its contribution to the total running time decreases as P increases In short
we would bene t from doing I)O in parallel on all P nodes
Single run Every point is the graphs represents a single run Since we use a simulator
use a single data set for each experiment and ignore I)O time subsequent runs produce
exactly the same results
Communications only and Communications and Computation mode We
ran both benchmarks twice
  rst measuring only communication time secondly measuring
both communication and computation time In the communicationsonly mode the LogP
	 RESULTS 
simulator only takes into account the communication time as computed based on the L o
and g parameters
 in this mode it is assumed that except for the overhead o in sending and
receiving a message the P processors are in nitely fast In particular the main bene t of
parallelism the
Tcomp
P term does not show up hence we do not expect to see any speedup
in this mode
In the communicationsandcomputations mode the LogP simulator takes into account
the computation time too This includes both useful computations making up the
Tcomp
P
term and computation time spent in the implementation of the BVRAM instructions

therefore even the Tcomm term will be higher than in the communicationonly mode
The computation times are simulated using the delay function see Figure  and are
only estimations of the real computation times on a multiprocessor
	 Results
Figure  contains the time measurements for the speedup of the merge benchmark on a
simulated Connection Machine  L   o   g   Here both sequences are of
a  xed size N    sequence Y covers approximatively the middle third of sequence
X We ran the same benchmark with the LogP parameters for a dierent machine the
SP L   o   g   and observed no qualitative dierences see Figure 

therefore we ran the remaining benchmarks for the CM only The variation between the
minimum and maximum residual work at each processor which gives an upper bound for
 is shown in Figure 
Besides total running time we also measured the total number of messages sent the total
number of words sent and the maximum message length For the speedup experiment
they are reported in Figure  These parameters are independent of L o and g
 they
were the same for the speedup experiment on the SP L o and g will aect the shape of
the broadcast tree but for example the total number of messages for a broadcast
 is P 
Large variations in L  o  g could inuence the constant behind the OP log P  total number of messages
and  hence  the total number of words sent for scan  there were no dierences between the CM and SP
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and is independent of L o g
Figure  contains the scaleup experiments formerge on the CM Here we varied both the
number of processors and the size of the database
 lengthXP  lengthY P   
The minimum and maximum residual work is shown in Figure  The other parameters
total number of messages sent total number of words and the size of the longest message
are shown in Figure 
The speedup experiments for the objectoriented benchmark are shown in Figures 
and  The residual work was uniformly distributed among the processors and is not
shown here The scaleup experiments for the objectoriented benchmark are shown in
Figures   and 
 Interpretation of the Results
The running times of the experiments are largely inuenced by two factors

 The communication time Tcomm  We perceive this time as a necessary evil in order
to load balance the work among the processors
 The load balance of the useful computation ie  The compilation techniques
described in Chapter  and the implementation techniques described earlier in this
Chapter enable us to guarantee a good load balance however at the cost of the
communication time The graphs in Figures   and  show indeed that 
stays reasonably close to 
The speedup of mergeXY  in Figure  revealed a nice surprise
 the communication
time Tcomm decreases with P / For P   there are no communications at all hence
the communication time is zero Tcomm   When P increases the time for the control
messages broadcast and scan is OlogP 
 this forces Tcomm to increase But at the same
time each processor has to send less data messages because the input size N is constant
What the graph in Figure  revealed is that for a large input size N    and not
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too many processors P in the range         in our experiments the communication time
is dominated by the data messages Hence it decreases when P increases Had we increased
P even further say P   we would have observed an increase of Tcomm  because as
the size of the local data decreases Tcomm becomes dominated by the control messages
which take time OlogP 
In order for Tcomm to decrease as in Figure  it is essential for the network to allow
simultaneous pointtopoint communications as in the case in the LogP model Naturally
we expect Tcomm to increase on a shared medium like the Ethernet or a common bus due
to network congestion
Recall that the communicationandcomputation time Tcomp consists of Tcomp plus the
computation time for the communication part plus the useful computation time Since
the useful work the residual work is evenly distributed among the P processors Fig
ure  the communicationandcomputation time in Figure  speeds up nicely with
P 
Overlapping of the communications and the useful computations does not occur in our
experiments Recall that both benchmarks have a very simple structure namely a com
munication phase followed by a computation phase
 since the two phases are dependent
the computation phase has to wait for the communication phase to complete An opti
mized compiler could interleave the communication and computation phases of two or more
independent tasks and thus overlap communications with computations
There exists however overlap of communication and computations within the communica
tion phase namely between the communications and the unuseful computations need
during the communication time We call these computations unuseful because they are
not done in a sequential version of the benchmark They consists in splitting sequences
into blocks before sending preparing the control messages etc The speedup graphs in
Figure  and the scaleup graph in Figure  reveal that the communicationand
computation time T  is roughly equal the communicationonly time Tcomm  plus the
ideal running time 
Tcomp
P  The unuseful computation time needed to prepare the
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communications did not increase the total running time
The total number of words sent plotted in Figure  reinforces the observation that the
communication phase is dominated by the data messages Indeed the total number of words
in the data messages is constant because N is constant while that in the control messages
varies P   for broadcast  OP logP  for scan
 the graph shows that the total number of
words sent grows slowly with P  hence the constant component is signi cant In short the
communication time is dominated by the data messages The other two plots in Figure 
reveal a negative phenomenon of the BVRAM implementation on the LogP model
 data
fragmentation As P grows more data messages are exchanged Indeed the graphs shows
that the total number of messages grows linearly with P  Data fragmentation also means
that the size of the data messages decreases as the experiments con rm
In the scaleup experiment Figure  the communication time grows more quickly than
in the speedup experiment because the total number of elements per processor does not
decrease
 in our experiment it is a constant   for each sequence This implies that
the communication time never decreases with P the drop of Tcomm at P   is due to
message scheduling and not to the total size and number of the messages Still the growth
is not signi cant as long as the communication phase is dominated by the data messages
as in the range P          For P   however the communication time gets dominated
by the control messages and Tcomm grows sharply
For P   the communication time is low enough to keep the total running time close to
the ideal constant As P grows beyond a certain point  in our case the communication
time is dominated by the control messages and the total running time increases This
upper bound for P increases as the data size at each processor increases
 we expect to
get reasonable speedup beyond  processors for say   elements per processor As
expected the residual work shown in Figure  disperses as P grows The maximum
message size shown in Figure  stabilizes at   which means that at some point a
processor has to send its whole X or Y sequence to another processor The total number of
words sent increases linearly because the total size of both the data messages and control
messages increase linearly This is unlike the speedup experiment where the total size of
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data messages was constant
The speedup experiment for the OO benchmark Figure  shows the same behavior as in
the speedup experiment for merge  Here the communicationonly time decreases too but
less sharply We did not show the minimum and maximum residual work because they
were uniformly distributed
The larger gap between the communication time and the ideal computation time shown
in the scaleup experiment of Figure  is due to the relatively high cost of the external
methods inspect and adjust  In general applications with costly external methods are easier
to speed up or to scale up than pure relational database applications The residual work at
each processor shown in Figure  is uniformly distributed among the processors
For the scaleup experiment we kept the depth of the assembly hierarchy constant and
varied the fanout d This gave us a total number of assemblies na  d
h 
d   which varied
with P as shown below

P      
d      
na      
There is a stronger variation in the residual work per processor in the scaleup experiment
Figure  than in other experiments due to the way we generated our data sets Namely
. of all assemblies are awed and these are uniformly distributed among the total na
assemblies
 for each such awed assembly all its parts have to be processed during the
residual work Eg if the root assembly were awed then all parts would have to be pro
cessed during the residual work but we avoided making the root assembly awed However
for small outdegrees d          an increase by only one awed assembly on the second
level of the hierarchy increases the residual work by . .
While the experiments altogether suggest the feasibility of our model they are limited by
the following
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 The choice of the LogP model and of the simulator While the LogP model speci es
a maximum latency and deals with network congestion it ignores the fact that the
latency may be actually a function of the network load In consequence our simulator
assumes a maximum latency for each message On a real network however some
messages may be delivered faster eg when the network is small or not very loaded
 The impact of I)O For simplicity we chose to ignore the time for input and output
in our experiments Moreover I)O caches found in todays modern storage systems
see eg  would add another dimension to the complexity of the model But
we expect I)O time to bene t from parallelism in our implementation techniques
Since sequences are evenly partitioned among the P nodes the total I)O time should
decrease as P increases because more I)Os are done in parallel Also as P increases
the total cache of all processors increases thus improving the performance of the
system
 The choice of the data sets While we tried to chose representative data we only
considered a single data set for each benchmark Dierent data sets could lead to
dierent results especially by generating a load imbalance    While our imple
mentation techniques enable us to keep the load imbalance under control experiments
on a larger collection of data sets are needed to validate this
Chapter 
Conclusions and Further Work
  Summary
We have described highlevel parallel programming constructs for collections like sets bags
and sequences lists Although we did not emphasize it most of the constructs are inspired
from the fundamental mathematical principles governing the collection types
 sets bags
and sequences each form a monad in the category of sets and most operations in NCC
are derived from this observation   The two alternative presentations of NCC the
ext and the mapand atten presentations Section  correspond to the presentation of
a monad in extension form and in monoid form respectively  And  nally the various
forms of recursions considered here are derived from the simple observation that each of the
three collections considered is a particular kind of a freely generated monoid 
Next we have shown that a particular query language for sets centered around a construct
called divide and conquer recursion on sets can express exactly the queries which are in NC 
This result extends previously known results connecting various query languages for sets
with sequential complexity classes like PTIME  PSPACE  NP  Connected to this result
we also discussed related forms of recursion on sets and encoding methods for at and
nested relations

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Implementing eciently highlevel parallel constructs on collections on existing parallel
multiprocessors is a major challenge We addressed it by designing an implementation
language called MAP which meets two conicting demands
  rst it is powerful enough
to express naturally highlevel parallel algorithms needed in the implementation of the
parallel languages for collections and second it is cut down enough to admit an ecient
implementation on parallel multiprocessors We gave evidence showing thatMAP satis es
both demands First we showed how to express in MAP a variety of parallel algorithms
needed to implement highlevel parallel query languages and secondly we have shown that
MAP can be compiled into a simple vector model the BVRAM
Finally we addressed the problem of implementing the BVRAM on a sharednothing archi
tecture We used the LogP model as our implementation target Due to their simplicity
most of the BVRAM instructions require only monotone communications among the pro
cessors as opposed to arbitrary communications Central to our implementation of the
BVRAM on the LogP model is an ecient implementation of the monotone communica
tions We run experiments on two simple database benchmarks
 a at database benchmark
and an objectoriented database benchmark For both benchmarks we run both in speedup
experiments in which the database size is kept constant and the number of processor grows
and in scaleup experiments in which both the database size and the number of processors
grow simultaneously Our results showed good performance when the database size at each
node is large enough and the local computation expensive enough to justify the commu
nication cost payed during the loadbalance Lantz Nowicki and Theimer  study the
the eect of varying dierent parameters on the performance of a distributed application
and show that that the highest impact on performance is given by processor speed The
same remains true for the kind of applications which we found to bene t mostly from our
parallel implementation techniques
 Further Work
A number of possible projects emerge from this thesis We mention some of them here
 FURTHER WORK 
Complexity of other Languages for Collections Ordering seems to play a crucial
role in capturing complexity classes below NP with query languages for sets and our char
acterization of NC is no exception Indeed it follows from Theorem  in  that in
the absence of ordering FO  dcr cannot express the lower bound in  which is in AC 
plus parity gates  Remark  As with PTIME  DLOGSPACE  etc it remains an
important open question whether there exists an re set of programs that express exactly
the NC computable queries over arbitrary relational databases
On the other hand studying the expressiveness of the various forms of recursion on sets in
the absence of ordering is quite relevant to query language design It may also be relevant
to complexity theory if an analog to the surprising result of Abiteboul and Vianu 
holds They have shown that PTIME  PSPACE i  rstorder least  xpoint queries  
 rstorder while queries Vardi had shown that in the presence of order the FOwhile
captures PSPACE  Dawar Lindell and Weinstein  give a machineindependent
proof of the Abiteboul and Vianu result making use of properties of bounded variable
logics Abiteboul Vardi and Vianu  give evidence for the robustness of the idea with
several such results for other pairs of complexity classes In our case the analog would be

NC  PTIME i FO  dcr  FO  sri in our formalism NRCdcr  NRCsri By
setting aside the ordering with its potential for tricky encodings this would strengthen
the observation Section  that the dierence between tractable sequential and tractable
parallel computation can be characterized as the dierence between two ways of recurring
on sets
While low complexity classes have been nicely captured with languages for sets there has
been less work done for characterizing these classes with languages for other collections like
bags or sequences There is an inherent diculty in doing that
 unlike sets we can build
arbitrarily large bags or sequences with a small number of atomic objects This makes it
hard to design a natural programming language which stays within a low complexity class
Recently however Grumbach and Milo  have made progress on this issue
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Object IDs and Object Encapsulations Object ids and object encapsulation are
among the key features of todays objectoriented databases  We have partially ad
dressed the integration of these features in parallel languages but much work still remains
to be done
As mentioned earlier the database adaptation of the concept of object encapsulation is that
objects should encapsulate both data and methods The external functions in " considered
here have some of the functionality of the methods found in objectoriented databases But
methods add more complexity in that they are not con ned to a  xed  nite set
 unlike
external functions methods can be added to and deleted from an objectoriented databases
In the context of a parallel language methods oer a nice interface between the parallel
and the sequential world The benchmarks of Section  are examples of how sequential
external functions can be integrated in a parallel algorithm More work has to be done in
order to achieve good load balance for arbitrary external functions and)or methods For
example  discuss how runtime information can be gathered and used to guide parallel
thread creation Similar techniques can be adapted to guide the distribution of work among
the processors
Object IDs allow object sharing and object updates Neither the BVRAM model nor our
LogP implementation can currently deal with these features
Implementation of Database Primitives on the LogP Model As mentioned earlier
several successful parallel database servers are already available on the market see  for
a review Their draw their success from well engineered implementations of the relational
algebra operations
 but this also implies their limitation to at relations For more advance
operators Valduriez and Khosha ain  describe experiments with a parallel implemen
tation of transitive closure on a sharednothing architecture None of this work studies the
cost of the communications to the level of detail enabled by the recent LogP model
Our approach of studying the communication cost of database operations in the framework
of the LogP model is new But we only addressed the implementation of the BVRAM
instructions We believe that optimal or nearoptimal parallel implementations can be
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found for some database operations like join set union set dierence nest and unnest
on the LogP model For sequences we leave open the problem whether bmRoute admits
a provably optimal implementation on the LogP model also we would like to  nd a more
ecient implementation of sbmRoute the most complex of the BVRAM instructions
Optimizations An important research topic which we have not addressed is that of opti
mizations All elements for databaselike optimizations are in place The highlevel parallel
query languages discussed here admit a clean equational theory and the target LogP model
oers a detailed cost model Our hope is that one could use the equational theory of the
highlevel language to transform a given query into an equivalent one which minimizes the
cost of the implementation on the LogP model Of course lot of work has to be done and
we plan to address this sometimes in the future
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